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Perhaps one of the most crucial phases of transportation analysis 
involves the proper prediction of the choice of mode to be used by the 
traveller. The problem lies in predicting accurately changes in patronage 
and usage caused by changes in the supply and technology of transportation. 
The problem becomes especially difficult where new transportation systems 
are proposed so that no comparison is available with the existing situation. 
In this report, an attitudinal survey form will be developed which 
can be used in modal-split forecasting. Specifically, this survey form 
should provide the potential users' input into the decision to extend the 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) rapid transit line 
out to Atlanta's Hartsfield International Airport. 
The development of the survey form will proceed in the following 
manner. First, the theory of attitude-behavior models will be reviewed 
in order to present both the advantages and disadvantages of analyzing 
traveller attitudes to predict a modal split. Included in this chapter 
will be a listing of various modal factors or characteristics which have 
been found important in past studies. 
Second, the actual situation in Atlanta will be presented. This 
pr~sentation will include a review of the data applicable to this atti-
tudinal survey which was generated by the 1968 Atlanta Airport Transpor-
tational Study. Future plans for both the Airport layout and the MARTA 
system will also be presented. All of these local factors will, of 
course, have an important effect on the wording of the survey questions 
2 
and the data which the survey will need to provide . 
Third, the actual survey form will be prepared based on the infor-
mation reviewed in the previ ous chapters . Included with the formulation 
of the form itself will be a discussion as to why each par ticular set of 
questions or fact or s was selected for inclusion in the survey form . Also 
discussed will be the manner in which the survey of both passenger s and 
empl.oyees should be carried out in order to receive the response from 
an adequate sample of the air por t population . 
Fourth , the preliminary form wi l l be sent out for review to various 
planning agencies in Atlanta in or der to get their reactions regarding 
the applicability and validity of the survey questions . These agencies 
include both those who will be directly involved in making the decision 
to extend the MARTA line and those who have had previous experience in 
conducting surveys similar to this one . When these agencies have re-
turned their criticisms of the prelimi nary form , the necessary correc-
tions will be made so that the final form will be one that will be use -
ful for acquiring the data requi red by the public agencies involved in 
this decision . 
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CHAPI'ER II 
ATTITUDE - BEHAVIOR SURVEYS 
There are several appr oaches to forecasting travel demand for a 
totally new system . In general, these approaches can be classified into 
two groups - the travel needs simulation method and the market analysis 
method . 
The first technique the analyst has available for his use involves 
considerable data that indicate what the potential customers have al-
ready done in a case where a similar choice was involved. This approach 
is based on manifest behavior and preferences, consciously or uncon-
sciousl y made . If, then, the analyst succeeds in relating the manifest 
choice with the circumstances within which the choice was made and with 
the relative characteristics of the competing systems , he can assume 
that in similar cases in the future the potential customer ·will act the 
same way. This approach is the essence of modal -split analysis and pro-
jection carried out by most urban transportation studies . 
In contrast, the market analysis approach would proceed with one 
of the many possible forms of questionnaires on the basis of whi ch the 
potential customer is asked to express an a priori judgement and pref-
erence in case the new system becomes available to him . The exercise 
is ·accompanied by a brief description of the new system and with a 
request f or the respondent to express a choice . 
Attitude - Behavior Theory 
The development of attitude-behavior models and surveys rests on 
three assumptions. These are: 
1. People have attitudes towards the various characteristics of 
travel modes, 
2. These attitudes can be described in a Quantitative manner 
(such as revealed by attitude surveys), and 
3. These attitudes govern the behavior of people. 1 
The choice of a transportation mode for making a given trip is 
basically equivalent to choosing a given combination of goods (money) 
and travel time to make the trip reQuired. The chosen combination of 
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goods and time to make a given trip (modal choice) is a function of the 
cost of the travel goods or services and of the value of the time as 
input in the given trip. The marginal value of time as input in a 
given trip is partly a function of the circumstances under which the 
time must be spent, i.e., it is a function of the comfort of the trip. 
For example, if one mode is faster and more comfortable, but also more 
expensive than the other mode, it will be chosen only if the value of 
the time saved plus the value of the added comfort during the remaining 
time of the trip is at least as high as the additional cost. 
Recently proposed modal-choice models have suggested that the crj-
teria of traveller modal choice seem to depend on two components of per-
ceived system attributes: 
1. The importance placed on a given system attribute by a parti-
cular traveller for a particular trip, and 
2. The degree of satisfaction this traveller has with the ability 
of each alternative mode to fulfill the requirements of each 
system attribute. Travel behavior is thus identified not only 
as a function of the traveller's social and economic 
1 . 
See References Clted, pp. 53-54. 
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characteristics but also of the traveller's perception of the 
quality of the transportation services provided. 2 
One type of attitudinal-behavior model which has been devised is 
called a comparative acceptance model. The model works in the following 
manner. First, the individual characteristics of a mode are given values 
on a common acceptance scale (as determined by an attitude survey). 
Second, the total acceptance of each alternative mode is computed. 
Knowing the mean and variance of the acceptance of each mode, the pro-
bability of any mode being the most acceptable can be calculated. Thus, 
the proportional choice between modes is obtained. 3 
One of the most sophisticated questionnaires in this group is the 
one that is usually called a discriminant questionnaire. In this type 
of survey, the potential customer is asked to express an incremental 
like or dislike for the various characteristics of the new system as 
part of a technique usually referred to as semantic differentials. Vari-
ations of this method are used by most major manufacturing companies in 
testing what their new products will encounter in the market or how 
their new products must be improved in order to increase their accep-
tance by the consumers. 4 
This semantic differential method, which can be used to determine 
an individual's attitude in determining modal choice, is based on deter-
mining the importance of selected variables to the individual in making 
his modal decision. Obviously, a characteristic which is held in high 
importance will influence the choice of mode more than if such a charac-
teristic were considered to be of low importance. 
The semantic scaling or semantic differential technique works in 
the following manner. First, the respondent is asked a question of the 
following type: How satisfied were you in your last trip (on mode A) 
6 
with the cleanliness of the vehicle? The following scale is then pro-
vided on the survey form so that the respondent can indicate his choice 
(either by placing a checkmark or circling the appropriate number) as to 










The respondent is then asked the following question: How important 
is it for you to ride in a clean vehicle? The response scale is similar 







very of greatest 
The individual thus rates the proposed mode relative to some con-
cept he holds about an "ideal" mode. The theory assumes that an indi-
vidual chooses the mode which is closest to his "ideal" mode. Closest 
is defined as the ideal less the actual rating, for each characteristic's 
. t d 11 h t . t• 5 lmpor ance summe over a c arac erls lcs. 
By using this scaling technique, the analyst is thus able to iden-
tify those characteristics which potential users of the new system con-
sider most important. The feasibility of constructing the new system 
or of improving it in order to attract patronage can thus be analyzed 
using the data available from the attitude survey. 
In short, the traveller's choice is based upon his perceptions of 
the characteristics of the transportation system and of the ability of 
various types of trips to satisfy his needs and wants. Changes in 
choice can be brought about either by actual changes in the transporta-
tion system or by changes in the traveller's perception of his alterna-
tives, as through advertising. 
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Modal Characteristics 
The first step necessary to obtain attitudes is to formulate ques-
tions that list varying degrees of response for an anticipated respon-
dent attitude about existing transportation. 
The next step in the process involves the selection of a set of 
characteristics or modal attributes which will be rated as to their im-
portance by the respondent in making his modal choice. These must be 
measurable in terms of a user's perception. Factors which should be 
considered include: dependability, cost, cleanliness, comfort, safety 
from crime, safety from accident, privacy, speed, length of trip (time), 
probability of getting a seat, protection from weather, waiting time 
(including need to transfer), parking, directness of trip, and con-
. 6 venlence. 
A study conducted in Boston found such factors as cost, conven-
ience, comfort, status, parking, flexibility, and traffic congestion 
to be among the more important factors in modal choice. 7 
A University of Michigan study cites the following factors in 
their discussion of ~odal choice - frequency of service, need to trans-
fer, flow of traffic, speed, convenience, comfort, trip distance, and 
crowdedness. 8 
A Stanford Research Institute study considered these factors - ten-
sion (fatigue), sense of freedom, safety, urgency of the trip, distance, 
operating cost, scenery, travel time, traffic flow, and ease of driving 
as . important in predicting modal choice.9 
Factors which have been found important in predicting passenger 
modal choice at airports are travel times, fares, frequency of service, 
locational convenience of airport service terminals, baggage handling 
service, general comfort and amenities, and degree of familiarity with 
the services available. 
8 
Weaknesses of the Theory 
Systematically conducted attitudinal survey research in connection 
with the actual planning of transportation facilities and services re-
mains a relatively unorthodox approach. Despite a recognized fundamen-
tal re~uirement for assessing user attitudes, preferences, and behavioral 
patterns to provide the mechanism for arriving at human-oriented criteria 
for transit system design and operation, many transportation planners remain 
skeptical regarding the validity of the survey for patronage forecasting. 
First, the ~uestionnaire method has been critized on the basis that 
since the respondents are not making an actual decision, they may not 
answer the questionnaire t!uthfully. However, the results of studies 
conducted in Baltimore and Philadelphia suggest a modest positive linkage 
. . 10 between expressed att1tudes and reported behav1or. 
Other criticism has been directed at the attitudinal survey. The 
respondents may give "socially acceptable" answers. Also, some ques-
tionnaires may be biased towards one end of the semantic differential 
by "yea or nay-saying". Furthermore, it has been observed that people 
will tend to rationalize their actual choice by giving responses which 
bias the results in such a way as to justify their actual mode choices. 
Biases also exist in the form of an attitudinal bias toward a parti-
cular mode (bad transit reputation), a reporting bias (based on ration-
alizations), a normalizing bias (reporting results normally experienced 
instead of actually experienced), and an ignorance bias (a mode with 
which an individual has limited or no experience is not likely to evoke 
11 
an accurate response). 
9 
CHAPTER III 
ACCESS TO THE ATLANTA AIRPORT 
William B. Hartsfield International Airport, presently the third 
busiest airport in the United States in terms of annual aircraft and 
passengers movements, is located some nine miles south of downtown 
Atlanta. Although the 3700 acre airport is bounded on three sides by 
Interstate Highways (75, 85, 285), and on one side by a local street 
(Virginia Avenue), the primary access to the airport terminal is by 
Interstate 85 (Airport Connector). The terminal area is linked to I-85 
by an 1800 foot long expressway spur. This roadway connects directly 
with the airport road circling the self service parking field. See 
Figure 1 for the existing airport layout. 
At the present time the following access modes are available to 
passengers and employees at the Atlanta Airport: private autos, ren-
tal cars, airport limousines, public buses (MARTA), motel and courtesy 
cars, and taxis. 
Airport Population Characteristics 
Total airport populations for the average day in 1966-67 in Atlanta 
were as follows: passengers - 29,600, employees - 12,000, and visitors -
37,000 for a total of 78,300. During the peak day, these figures in-
creased to 59,200 passengers, 14,400 employees, 91,500 visitors, and 
165,100 total. Because each employee and visitor accounts for two ac-
cess trips (arriving and departing) as compared to only one for passen-
gers, their importance in access flow is more pronounced than would be 
indicated from a study of the airport population alone. Whereas 




visitors comprise 33% of the airport population on an average day, they 
account for 45% of the access trips to and from the airport. Similarly, 
employees constitute 22% of the airport population but 29% of the access 
trips. Airline passengers, who constitute 45% of the airport population 
12 
account for only 26% of the ground access trips. 
In 1968, as part of the Atlanta Airport Transportation Study, 
passengers and employees at the airport were surveyed regarding their 
transportation mode, trip purpose, and other personal data. 13 
Analysis of the survey data indicated that 41% of all passengers 
headed for the central business district, and another 46% were headed 
for the area inside the Perimenter Highway (I-285). The area outside 
the Perimeter Highway (I-285), constituting more than 35% of the Atlanta 
area population, does not attract or produce the same percentage of air-
port trips. First of all, only 37% of the Atlanta air passengers are 
Atlanta residents. Second, 60% of all air passengers are in Atlanta on 
business trips and would thus not be attracted to the residential areas, 
but are attracted to the hotels near the CBD. (Men between the ages of 
21-45 predominate the Atlanta Airport passenger population.) 
The private car is by far the most predominant vehicle for the 
air passengers, being used by 55% for access to and from the airport. 
Vehicle counts during the week also indicated that the "kiss and ride" 
drop-off technique was more common than the "meet and greetJI pick-up 
method. While one can easily plan for the scheduled departure, the 
di-fficulty in meeting an unplanned or delayed arrival somewhat increases 
the probability that the deplaning passenger will use public transpor-
tation (now mainly limousines or taxis). 
The Atlanta Airport employed over 10,000 persons at the time of 
the survey in 1968. (By 1980, employment is expected to exceed 30,000 
12 
persons). In the survey, 56% of the employees indicated that they live 
inside the Perimeter Highway (I-285), while another 37% indicated that 
they live south of the airport. Because the airport operates "around 
the clock" seven days a week and places of employment are spread over a 
large area, employees show an overwhelming preference (98.2%) for their 
cars as their mode of travel to and from work. 
Future Access 
In 1968 plans were presented for a new terminal with better access 
capabilities to be built at the Atlanta Airport. The lean economic 
years which followed for the airlines, however, have delayed the imple-
mentation of the project. 
As envisioned in the l968 plan, the l.5 mile-long terminal is to 
be situated between the existing parallel runways at a cost of *300 
million. A multi-lane roadway system is to be constructed in order to 
provide access to the terminal from all four sides of the airport. At 
present, road access is available from only one side of the airport (to 
I-85). The airport roadway system was designed to tie in to a system 
of new Atlanta toll roads. However, at least one toll road will not be 
built and another project is now involved in litigation due to neighbor-
hood opposition. See Figure 2 for the proposed airport layout and 
Figure 3 for a map of the Atlanta Tollway System. 
The airport plan was also based on the construction of a rapid 
transit system that would serve the airport, either with an airport 
station or with shuttle buses to the nearest station. The system approved 
by the voters in November, 1971 is shown in Figure 4. The uncertainty 
over the construction of the new terminal and the defeat of the rapid 
transit system in Clayton County have forced MARTA to terminate their 
lines, at least for the present, at the College Park and Atlanta Airport 
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Stations. These stations, as now planned, will serve mainly the commu-
ter traffic from the South Fulton and Clayton areas. The Atlanta Air-
port Station will be located 8.15 miles from the CBD and .7 miles from 
the Airport terminal. The College Park Station will be located 8.54 
miles from the CBD and .9 miles from the proposed new terminal. Shuttle 
buses are scheduled to operate between the present terminal and the 
Atlanta Airport Station at 10 minute headways. Travel times from the 
Airport to the CBD have been scheduled at 12 minutes including the 
transfer time from the bus to the rapid rail at the transit station. 
' 
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CHAPTER IV 
FORMUlATION OF THE SURVEY FORM 
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In order to begin the development of the survey form itself, the 
author first conducted an extensive literature search to familiarize 
himself with the theory of attitudinal-behavior models and the accompany-
ing questionnaires. A short review of attitudinal-behavior models has 
already been included in Chapter II. 
The author also attempted to analyze other surveys which may have 
been conducted to predict future patronage in a new rapid transit line 
or extension. By doing so, the author wished to identify the modal at-
tributes which had been considered by other researchers preparing an 
attitudinal survey form and then proceed to select those most applicable 
to the Atlanta situation as described in Chapter III. First, the author 
found that no attitudinal surveys had been conducted at airports in 
Cleveland, Boston, or New York before mass transit service (rapid rail 
or subway) had been extended out to those airports. Second, the author 
did find two complete attitudinal survey forms which had been designed 
to improve transportation services for the work trip. These researchers 
planned to upgrade transit service by discovering which modal attributes 
were considered most important by those persons interviewed in the sur-
vey. One survey, which was formulated by members of the Transportation 
Research Department of General Motors Research Laboratories, is included 
in this report as Appendix A. 14 Further mention will be made in this 
discussion of the questions and modal characteristics tested which are 
contained in this particular survey form. 
18 
Survey Criteria 
Public attitude surveys can perhaps help to maintain a much-needed 
dialogue between transportation users and administrators. The survey 
can provide a ready means of making the average citizen more a part of 
the planning process. 
In order to have this dialogue regarding the Atlanta situation, 
the foll~wing criteria were established for the formulation of the sur-
vey form: 
1. Keep the survey form to a minimum length, 
2. Make the questions asked as relevant as possible to make the 
interviewee respond in a responsible manner and yet have the 
interviewer acquire the required data, 
3. Computer-code the survey form to facilitate analysis, 
4. Defer personal questions until the end of the survey so as 
to decrease the number of persons refusing to participate, 
5. Assure the interviewee that the information provided by him 
would remain confidential, 
6. Analyze those modal factors which will apply under the present 
Airport expansion and MARTA System plans. 
Survey Sampling and Distribution 
Two survey forms have been developed for use at the Atlanta Airport -
one for passengers, and one for employees. A survey of visitors at the 
airport will not be attempted. The experiences of other researchers who 
have conducted surveys indicate that it is extremely difficult to con-
duct a survey of visitors in a manner that will allow them enought time 
to carefully answer all the questions and at the same time provide the 
agency conducting the survey with a high rate of return of completed 
questionnaires. 
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The passenger survey should be conducted on board the aircraft which 
will land or take off at the Airport. In this manner, the respondents 
will have sufficient time and a comfortable setting in which to answer 
all the questions carefully. This method was used by the Atlanta Airport 
Transportation Study survey in 1968. (See Appendix B). 
Different trip purposes will be more in evidence for certain days 
of the week. In order to acquire data that would be valid for the 
"average" week a 20J/o random sample of flights should be selected daily 
for a Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday. The Monday sample would result 
in a greater proportion of business trips, the Wednesday sample would 
provide a good indication of the trip purposes for the ".average" day, 
while the Saturday sample would probably indicate a greater proportion 
of personal trips. 
According to information received from the Atlanta Regional Com-
mission, over 385,000 passengers are on board aircraft landing or taking 
off from the Atlanta Airport each week. Of these 385,000 passengers, 
only 115,000 will actually deplane or enplane at the Airport. Only 
these persons should be surveyed because they are the only passengers 
who will actually be using ground transportation services in Atlanta. 
Conducting a sample on three days of the week will thus involve sur-
veying 3/7 x 115,000 passengers or 49,300 passengers. A 20% random 
sample of flights in each of the three days will result in .2 x 49,300 
or 9860 forms being distributed for the survey. 
Each passenger boarding one of the "sample" aircraft in Atlanta 
should receive a survey form from the flight attendant. Passengers who 
are boarding aircraft at one of Atlanta's city pairs, should receive a 
survey form from the flight attendant only if they indicate that they 
will actually be going to an Atlanta location. 
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The cover sheet for the survey forms (passengers and employees) 
should be similar to the one for the 1968 survey and should provide the 
official title of the survey, the reason it is being conducted, and the 
name of the agencies on whose behalf it is being conducted. 
A lOo/o sample of employees should be sufficient to acquire repre-
sentative data. This survey will result in approximately 1000 forms 
being distributed at the employees' places of employment during their 
working hours. 
Both survey forms should be collected immediately after the respon-
dents have completed answering them. Collection folders should be pro-
vided to the personnel distributing the survey forms. A 20 minute allot-
ment of time should be more than sufficient to give each passenger or 
employee an opportunity to complete the questionnaire. 
Survey Questions 
The survey form itself has been divided into three parts. The 
first section of the survey deals with general passenger or employee 
characteristics in order to identify the respondents to the survey as 
to their present mode of travel, Atlanta destination, and trip purpose. 
The questions included in this section of the survey were taken from 
the 1968 Atlanta Airport Transportation Studies Survey in order to be 
used for updating the data contained in that survey. (See Appendix B 
for a copy of the 1968 survey). A separate page for passengers arriving 
or departing from Atlanta has been prepared. (See pages 23 and 24 for 
the survey pages comprising the first section of the questionnaire.) 
The first question in the survey identifies the respondent's 
present mode of travel, while the second and third questions are used 
to identify the respondent's Atlanta destination and the nature of that 
destination, respectively. The fourth question is used to determine 
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whether the re~ondent will drive his own vehicle to the airport or in-
stead will depend on a relative or friend to pick him up or drop him 
off at the airport. If the respondent has indicated that he will be 
using a private auto, question five is used to determine where that 
vehicle will be parked. Question six was included to record the amount 
of baggage which the respondents are carrying with them since this is 
an important factor in determining the convenience of various ground 
access modes. Question seven is used to identify the respondent's trip 
purpose since this is another factor that has been found to be an im-
portant determinant of modal choice for airport access. Question eight 
has been designed to determine the respondent's familiarity with Atlanta 
since this factor is also expected to have an effect on the ground trans-
portation mode used. 
The second section of the survey deals with the passenger's or em-
ployee's attitude towards his present mode of travel to and from the 
Atlanta Airport. The respondent is here asked to identify the importance 
of each modal factor for the mode he will be travelling in or has just 
completed travelling in. The scaling differential technique used in 
this section has already been explained in Chapter II. Thus, the fac-
tors that are listed in this survey form are those which the author com-
piled from an analysis of modal-split factors included by other researchers 
who have developed attitudinal surveys. (see Appendix A). The following 
modal factors have been included to determine the respondent's attitude 
toward his present mode of ground access: comfort and attractiveness 
of the vehicle; quiet ride; trip cost; time spent riding, walking, or 
waiting during the trip; and pleasantness of the trip. (See page 25 for 
a listing of the questions included in this section of the survey.) 
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The third section of the survey form has been designed to ask the 
respondent whether or not he will use the rapid transit service to the 
airport as presently proposed by MARTA. (MARTA has proposed providing 
shuttle bus connections between the airport terminal and its Atlanta 
Airport Station.) The Questions have been designed to find out why the 
respondents answered this first question as they did -i.e., what fac-
tors they considered the most important in making their decision as to 
whether or not they intend to use the MARTA system for access to or 
from the airport. The modal factors included for the respondent's evalu-
ation are travel time, reliability, cost, vehicle condition, self-esteem, 
weather, and convenience. (See pages 26 and 27 for these survey ques-
tions.) This section of the survey should prove invaluable in attempting 
to determine first, the feasibility of extending the MARTA rail line, 
and second, what improvements should be attempted on the rapid rail sys-
tem in order to attract patronage to it. 
The final four questions on the ~uestionnaire should provide per-
sonal data on the respondent's place of residence, sex, age, and income. 
The material which is to be included in the employee survey is 
shown on page 28. The questions have been modified from those included 
in the passenger survey so as to ask the interviewees only those ques-
tions which apply to them as employees. 
Computer Coding 
The survey form has been prepared so that the data can be easily 
converted into computer input cards for convenient analysis. The num-
bers under each of the survey blanks indicate the column and the respec-
tive row which should be keypunched to input the response indicated by 
the interviewee. These computer code numbers will not be printed on 
the survey forms themselves so as not to clutter them up. The computer 
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Passengers on Aircraft Which Will Land at Atlanta 
[About your plans upon arrival in t he Atlanta area today] 









10-§ 10- 5 
10-
air por t bus or limousine 
public bus 
hotel/motel court esy bus 
--------~---------~~------------------------------------------please specify 
2 . What address will you be going to directly f r om the aipor t? 
3. 
street # and name if known or name of building, firm, motel , or 
nearest street intersect ion 
city county state 
(columns 11, 12 for area l ocation in computer codi ng) 
What i s the nature of t he above addr ess? 
13-1~ a residence 
13-2 a hotel , motel or similar place 
13-3 your place of employment 
13-4 another place of employment 
for overnight guests 
4. If you will be leaving from t he Atlanta Airport in a private or rental car , 
please check one of t he f ollowing : 
14-1~ I will be the driver 14-2~ I will be a passenger 
5. If you are leaving the airport in a privat e car , please check one of the 
following : 
15-1B The car i s being driven t o the airport to meet this flight 15-2 The car i s parked in a parking lot at t he airport 
15- 3 Other 
please specify 
6. Are you carrying any baggage with you? 
7. What 
16-0~ No 16- 1-9~ Yes , number of bags checked ____ _ 
is your main purpose i n taking thi s flight to Atlanta today? (check one ) 
17-1B busine ss 17-§ t r avel to or from school 17-2 per sonal or f amily affairs 17-5 military leave or duty 




8. About how many flights do you normally take to or f r om the Atlant a Airpor t 




1 or 2 
3 to 6 
6 to 9 
18-3b 9 to 12 
18-4 12 to 15 
18-5 over 15 
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Passengers Who Are on Aircraft Leaving Atlanta 
[About your trip to the Atlanta Airport today] 









10-~ airport bus or limousine 
10-5 public bus 
10- hotel/motel courtesy bus 
please specify 
2. At what address did you board the vehicle in which you arrived at the airport? 
street # and name if known or name of building, firm, motel, or nearest 
street intersection 
city county state 
(columns 11, 12 for area location in computer coding) 
3. What is the nature of the above address? 
l3-l~ a residence 
13-2 a hotel, motel or similar place for overnight guests 
13-3 your place of employment 
13-4 another place of employment 
4. If you arrived at the airport in a private or rental car, please check one 
of the following: 
14-1~ I was the driver 14-2~ I was a passenger 
5. If you arrived at the airport in a private car, please check one of the fol-
lowing: 
15-lB The car was driven to the airport to meet this flight 
15-2 The car was parked in a parking lot at the airport 
15-3 Other 
please specify 
6. Did you check in any baggage at the airport to go on this flight? 
16-0~ No 16- 1-9~ Yes, number of bags checked ____ _ 










travel to or from school 
military leave or duty 




8. About how many flights do you normally take to or from the Atlanta Airport 
in a year? 
18-0B 1 or 2 
18-1 3 to 6 
18-2 6 to 9 
18-3B 9 to 12 
18-4 12 to 15 
18-5 over 15 
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[About the type of vehicle which you will be riding in today] 
Please rate each factor in importance to you by placing a checkmark ~in 
the box along the scale which best describes the importance of each factor for 
the type of vehicle you will be in tod~. 
9. How important is it for you to ride in a comfortable vehicle in making the 
trip (from, to) the airport? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat Very Most 
0 0 0 0 
le 19-0 19-1 19-2 19-3 
10. How important is it for you to ride in an attractive vehicle in making the 
trip (from, to) the airport? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat VD Most 0 0 0 0 
20-0 20-1 20-2 20-3 20-4 
11. How important is it for you to ride in a vehicle which is quiet? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat Very Most 
0 0 0 0 
2fl 21-0 21-1 21-2 21-3 
12. How important to you is the cost of the trip (to, from) the airport? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat VD Most 0 0 0 2{1 22-0 22-1 22-2 22-3 
13. How important to you on this trip is the total time spent riding? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat Very Most 
0 0 0 0 2g 23-0 23-1 23-2 23-3 
14. How important to you on this trip is the total time spent walki~ to and from 
the vehicle at the airport and at your final destination? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat Very Most 
2e 28 28 2e 28 
15. If applicable, how important to you is the time which you spent (or will spend) 
waiting for this vehicle to arrive and pick you up? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat Very Most 
0 0 0 0 0 
25-0 25-1 25-2 25-3 25-4 
16. How important to you on this trip is its pleasantness? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat Very Most 
2f!o 2e_ 2g 2£ 28 
17. How important to you on this trip is bein~ able to ride with people you know 
and like? 
Not at all Very little Somewhat VD Most 0 0 0 0 
27-0 27-1 27-2 27-3 27-4 
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The Metropolitan AtJa.nta Rapid Transit Authority is considering extending 
its rail rapid transit service to the airport. The layout of the entire rapid 
transit system is shown in the accompanying map. 
The Authority would like to ask you the following questions in order to 
better plan for the type of service which it may provide at the Airport. 
1. Would you ride on the rapid transit 
your final destination in Atlanta? 
line (from, to) the airport (to, from) 




2. Please rate the following factors according to the importance which you gave 
to each of them in reaching the decision above. (Place a checkmark ~ for 
each factor. ) 
Travel Time 
arriving in the shortest time possible 
travelling in light traffic 
arriving at the intended time 
travelling as fast as possible 
Reliability 
arriving without accident 
riding in safest possible vehicle 
Cost 
total trip cost 
Vehicle Condition 
riding in a clean vehicle 
riding in a new, modern vehicle 
Self-Esteem 
riding in an uncrowded vehicle 
having a comfortable ride 
avoid riding with strangers 
riding with people you like 
having enough baggage space 
Weather 
having protection from the weather while waiting 
riding in an air-conditioned vehicle 
Importance 
No Little Much 
31-0 31-1 31-2 
32-0 32-1 32-2 
33-0 33-1 33-2 
34-0 34-1 34-2 
35-0 35-1 35-2 
36-o 36-1 36-2 
38-o 38-1 38-2 
39-0 39-1 39-2 
40-0 40-1 40-2 
41-0 41-1 41-2 
42-0 42-1 42-2 
43-0 43-1 43-2 
44-0 4Ii=I Ijij::2 
45-0 45-1 45-2 
4b-6 4b-i 4b-2 
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Importance 
No Little Much 
Convenience 
being familiar with Atlanta 
being familiar with the transit system 
avoid walking more than 1 block 
avoid waiting more than 5 minutes for the vehicle 
to arrive 
avoid changing vehicles 
[About yourself] 






city or town 55,56 county 57,58 state 
Your sex: 
£ Male 














21 to 45 
46 to 64 






62-0B under $3,000 62-1 $3,000 to $5,000 
62-2 $5,000 to $7,000 
62-3B 62-4 
62-5 
$7,000 to $10,000 
$10,000 to $15,000 
over $15,000 












of vehicle do you plan to leave the Atlanta Airport tod~? 
private car 10-3~ taxi 
rental car 10-4z=7 public bus 
other 
---p7l_e_a_s_e __ sp_e __ cl~.f7y--7(b~l~.c-y-c~l~e-,--wa~l~ki~.~ng--,--e-t-c-.~)~-----------
2. In what type of vehicle did you arrive at work this morning? 
11-lB private car 11-3~ taxi 
11-2 rental car ll-4z=7 public bus 
11-5 other 
--~--·------~~-------------------------------------please specify 
3. If you either arrived at work in a private or rental car, or will be leaving 
from work in a private or rental car, please check one of the following: 
12-1~ I will be the driver 12-2~ I will be a passenger 
4. About the- car in question three, please check one of the following: 
13-lB 13-2 
13-3 
The car is being driven to the airport. 
The car is parked in a parking lot at the air-port. 
Other 
----~-----------------------------------------------please specify 




being familiar with Atlanta 
The remaining questions are the same in both surveys. 
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code numbers should only be included in the survey forms distributed to 
the keypunch operators who will be transferring the survey results into 
computer data cards. For example, if in question one, the respondent 
has indicated that he will be using a taxi, the number three should be 
keypunched under column ten for the data card corresponding to that res-
pondent. (9860 cards will have to be prepared for the passengers' and 
1000 for the employees' survey.) 
The first ten columns (0 - 9) have been provided for the flight 
number and passenger code (PASS). On the employee survey, the name of 
the employee's firm and the employee code (EMPL) should be listed in 
these first ten columns. 
Final Survey Questions 
The survey questions which have been detailed in the previous 
pages were the preliminary ones prepared by the author. These ques-
tions were sent out to agencies in the Atlanta Area who will either be 
directly involved in the decision to extend the MARTA line or who have 
had previous experience in conducting surveys of this type, in order to 
receive the benefit of their analysis of the survey form. The agencies 
or firms which were sent copies of the questionnaire included: MARTA, 
the Atlanta Airport Planning Director's office, the Atlanta Regional 
Commission, the City of Atlanta Planning Department, and the Atlanta 
office of Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Tudor, and Bechtel. The comments re-
ceived from these agencies will now be used to improve the preliminary 
survey questions. 
The most frequent criticism received from these agencies was in 
regard to the length of the questionnaire. All agencies consulted in-
dicated that the most effective survey in terms of interviewee response 
would be one that could be contained in one page. The overall consensus 
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was that the survey form should be drastically shortened in order to in-
crease the probability of a good sample response. 
The second most frequent criticism concerned the belief of those 
persons consulted that the survey questions were repetitive, i.e., that 
the questions on the present mode choice and the rapid transit mode fac-
tors did not both have to be included in the questionnaire. This defi-
ciency can be resolved together with the first one concerning the length 
of the questionnaire by deleting the section of questions dealing with 
the present modal choice factors. In the final survey form the inter-
viewees will only be asked to rate the importance of the various rapid 
transit mode factors related to their decision to use the MARTA system. 
The remaining criticism dealt with specific questions. For example, 
it was felt by the persons consulted that the question on income (no. 
62) should be revised in order to better reflect the high income status 
of most air passengers. The income strata will now be changed so as to 
provide a higher emphasis on the income strata above $10,000. The age 
brackets considered in question no. 61 will also be modified. Only four 
brackets will be listed instead of the present six. 
One of the most helpful and valid criticisms came from Mr. Max 
Walker, the Planning Coordinator at the Atlanta Airport. Mr. Walker 
suggested that a question should be included in the survey which would 
indicate the potential patronage for a specialized type of airport rapid 
transit service. This type of service, presently available in several 
European cities and in New York City consists of providing ticketing 
and baggage handling facilities in the city's CBD with bus or transit 
connections to the airport. This system offers a convenient and com-
fortable modal alternative to the automobile by letting the air passen-
ger check his baggage in at a downtown location and then be transported 
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to the airport in a bus or rapid rail vehicle used only by air passen-
gers. According to Mr. Walker, the system operators and the airlines 
have instituted an agreement whereby planes do not depart until the 
passengers scheduled on it and who are on the airport bus have arrived. 
After reviewing various airport transit feasibility studies, Mr. Walker 
has come to the conclusion that only this type of "first-class" service 
will get .the affluent air passenger onto a public transit vehicle. Ac-
cordingly, a question will be added to the questionnaire regarding this 
type of airport transit service. 
Another question that will be added, this one to the employee 
survey, will attempt to ascertain the relationship between where the 
employee lives and his mode of access to the airport. In this manner, 
it should be possible to determine, what improvements if any, can be 
made to the transit service in order to attract more employee patronage. 
The question on potential patronage will also include bus as well as 
rapid rail service to the airport because employees are much more liable 
to use buses than air passengers would, being more familiar with the 
MARTA system, and probably less status-conscious. 
Questions that will be deleted from the final survey form include 
the following: no. 5 on the location of the private car, and nos. 9 
and 17 on the present modal factors' importance. Modal factors deleted 
include no. 42 - avoid riding with strangers, and no. 43 - riding with 
people you like. 
The question on potential transit patronage will be reworded to 
read as follows: Would you ride the rapid transit line (from, t .o) the 
airport (to, from) the address you indicated in question no. 2? 
The final survey questions are shown in the following pages. The 
final survey forms are included in Appendix C. 
Passengers on Aircraft Which Will Land at Atlanta 
[About your plans upon arrival in the Atlanta area today] 
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1. In what type of vehicle do you plan to leave the Atlanta Airport today? 






airport bus or limousine 
public bus 
hotel/motel courtesy bus 
10-0~ private car 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------please specif'y 
2. What address will you be going to directly from the airport? 
street # and name if known or name of building, firm, motel, or 
nearest street intersection 
city county state 
(columns 11, 12, 13 for area location in computer coding) 
3. What is the nature of the above address? 
14-0~ a residence 
14-1 · a hotel, motel or similar place for overnight guests 
14-2 your place of employment 
14-3 another place of employment 
4. If you will be leaving from the Atlanta Airport in a private or rental 
car, please check one of the following: 
15-0~ I will be the driver 15-1~ I will be a passenger 
5. Are you carrying any baggage with you? 
6. 
16-o~ No 16-1-9~ Yes, number of bags checked 
What is your main purpose in taking this flight to Atlanta today? 
(check one) 
17-05 17-l 17-2 personal or family 17-4 military leave or duty business 17-35 travel to or from school vacation affalrs 17-5 convention, seminar, or 
lecture 
17-6~ other ____________________________________________________________________________________ ____ 
please specify 
7. About how many flights do you normally take to or from the Atlanta 
Airport in a year? 
18-05 18-1 18-2 1 or 2 3 to 6 6 to 9 18-35 18-4 18-5 9 to 12 12 to 15 over 15 
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Passengers Who Are on Aircraft Leaving Atlanta 
[About your trip to the Atlanta Airport today] 
1. 
10-1 rental car 
10-2 taxi 
10-6 other 
you arrive at the Atlanta Airport today? 
10-3B airport bus or limousine 
10-4 public bus 
10-5 hotel/motel courtesy bus 
In what type of vehicle did 
10-0~ private car 
--------~--------~~-------------------------------please specify 
2. At what address did you board the vehicle in which you arrived at 
the airport? 
street # and name if known or name of building, firm, motel, or 
nearest intersection 
city county state 
(columns 11, 12, 13 for area location in computer coding) 
3. What is the nature of the above address: 
14-0~ a residence 
14-1 a hotel, motel or similar place for overnight guests 
14-2 your place of employment 
14-3 another place of employment 
4. If you arrived at the airport in a private or rental car, please 
check one of the following: 
5. 
6. 
15-0~ I was the driver 15-1~ I was a passenger 
Did you check in any baggage at the airport to go on this flight? 
16-0~ No 16-1-9~ Yes, number of bags checked __ 
What is your main purpose in taking this flight from Atlanta today? 
(Check one) --
17 OB business 
17=1 personal or famil~ . aiTalrs 17-2 vacation 
17-3B 17-4 
17-5 
travel to or from school 
military leave or duty 
convention, semipar, or 
lecture 
17-6~ other __________________________________________ ___ 
pleese specify 
7. About how many flights do you normally take to or from the Atlanta 
airport in a year? 
18-0B 1 or 2 
18-1 3 to 6 
18-2 6 to 9 
18-35 18-4 
18-5 
9 to 12 
12 to 15 
over 15 
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The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority is considering ex-
tending its rail rapid transit service to the airport. The layout of the 
entire rapid transit system is shown in the accompanying map. 
The Authority would like to ask you the following questions in order 
to better plan for the type of service which it may provide at the Airport. 
1. Would you ride on the :rapid transit line (from, to) the airport (to, 







2. Please rate the following factors according to the importance which 
you gave to each of them in reaching the decision above. (Place a 
checkmark ~for each factor.) 
Travel Time 
arriving in the shortest time possible 
travelling in light traffic 
arriving at the intended time 
travelling as fast as possible 
Reliability 
arriving without accident 
riding in safest possible vehicle 
Cost 
total trip cost 
Vehicle Condition 
riding in a clean vehicle 
riding in a new, modern vehicle 
Self-Esteem 
riding in an uncrowded vehicle 
having a comfortable ride 
having enough baggage space 
Weather 
having protection from the weather while 
waiting 
riding in an air-conditioned vehicle 
Importance 
No Little Much 
22-0 22-1 22-2 
23-0 23-1, 23-2 
24-o 24-1 24-2 
25-0 25-l 25-2 
26-o 26-1 26-2 
27-0 27-1 27-2 
28-o 28-1 28-2 
29-0 29-1 29-2 
30-0 30-1 30-2 
31-0 31-1 31-2 
32-0 32-1 32-2 
33-0 33-1 33-2 
34-o 34-1 34-2 
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Importance 




being familiar with Atlanta 
being familiar with the transit system 
avoid walking more than 1 block 
avoid waiting more than 5 minutes for 
the vehicle to arrive 











Would you ride on a public transit vehicle in Atlanta if you were 
able ·to check your baggage in either a downtown or suburban air-
line ticket office and then be guaranteed that your flight would 
not depart until the transit vehicle you were riding in had arrived 
at the airport? 
Q"_
0 




Would you use this type of specialized transit service in going 








Where is your normal residence located? 
city or town county state 
(Columns 50-59 for city name in computer coding) 
Your sex: 
flo 
Male . Q_ Female 
0-1 
Your age bracket: 
61-og 16 or younger 6l-2f3 31 to 64 
61-1 16 to 30 61-3 65 or over 
Your income: 
62-0§ under $5,000 62-3§ $15,000 to $20,000 62-1 $5,000 to $10,000 62-4 $20,000 to $25,000 
62-2 $10,000 to $15,000 62-5 $over $25,000 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
Employee Survey 
1. In what type of vehicle do you plan to leave the Atlanta Airport today? 
10-2 a taxi 
10-3 z=7 public bus 
10-4 other 
10-0b private car 
10-1 . rental car 
------pl_e_a_s_e __ s_p_e_c_i_f_y __ (_b_i_c_y_c_l_e_,_w_a_1k _ i_ng __ ,__ e_t_c-.~)-----------
2. In what type of vehicle did you arrive at work this morning? 
11-0 b private car 11-2 a taxi 
11-1 rental car 11-3 z=7 public bus 
11-4 other 
please specify 
3. If you either arrived at work in a private car or rental car, or will be leaving 
from work in a private or rental car, please check one of the following& 
12-0 ~ I will be the driver 12-1 L:7 I will be a passenger 
4. About the car in question three, please check one of the following& 
13-0 § The car was driven to the airport to drop me off for work, 
13-1 The car is parked in a parking lot at the airport. 
13-2 other --------·----------------------------------------please specify 
5. Please state the name of the street intersection nearest your home. 
STREET Intersection City County 
(Columns 14, 15, 16 for area location in computer coding) 
6. Why did you choose that area in which to live? 
17-1 Good Schools 
17-2 a Convenient to the airport 
17-J z=7 Quiet area 17-0 b Nice homes 
17-4 Other -------------------------------------------------please specify 
Delete the following questions from the passenger survey for the employee survey: 
No. 32 baggage space 
35 'being familiar with Atlanta 
3-4 specialized transit service 
The remaining questions are the same in both surveys. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Attitudinal data can Jllay an important role in transportation 
planning .by isolating modal characteristics on which to base policy 
decisions. 
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The survey form developed in this report has been designed so as 
to identify the modal characteristics considered important by respondents 
to the survey in deciding whether or not they planned to ride the proposed 
MARTA rapid transit line to or from the Atlanta Airport. This informa-
tion should prove very valuable to MARTA and the other agencies involved 
in this decision because it will provide them ·with the potential user's 
input into the planning process. Within financial and legal constraints, 
the transit planner should then be able to tailor the service provided 
to the service demanded as identified by the importance given to each 
modal factor in the survey. For example, the majority of persons inter-
viewed in the survey may have considered the cost of the trip as an un-
important factor, but yet considered convenience to be extremely impor-
tant. Knowing this, MARTA might decide to investigate more closely the 
feasibility of providing the type of airport-transit service now provided 
in New York and in certain European cities. (See question no. 3 of the 
survey, page 35.) 
In order to derive the greatest benefit from conducting this atti-
tudinal survey the basic steps in the process will be reviewed in the 
following paragraphs. 
1. The actual survey forms (for employees and passengers) to 
be distributed can be found in Appendix C of this report. 
Each survey form should be accompanied by a map of the MARTA 
system. 
2. The survey form should be distributed on board the aircraft 
for the passenger survey and at the place of employment for 
.the employee survey. The forms should be collected as soon 
as the respondents have completed answering the questions. 
Twenty minutes should be more than sufficient time to do so. 
3. A 20% daily random sample of flights should be conducted on 
Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday in order to ensure that all 
types of trip purposes are equally represented. This will 
result in some 9860 survey forms being distributed to air 
passengers. A lo% sample of employees will result in 1000 
survey forms being distributed at their place of employment. 
4. The survey form has been designed so as to be computer coded. 
However, the survey forms which will be actually distributed 
will not contain the computer code numbers so as not to clutter 
up the page. (See Appendix C). When coding question no. 2, 
separate computer code numbers should be listed for cities in 
Fulton, DeKalb, Cobb, Clayton, and Gwinnett Counties. Else-
where, a number should be provided for the county only. 
Appendix A 
General Motors Research 
Pilot Survey 
1 APPENDIX A 
THE PILOT SURVEY 
Thia survey is being conducted to obtain information needed to improve trans-
portation systems in your metropolitan area. 
It ia primarily designed to study the varioua means of transportati.>n used by 
people in getting to and from their work. If by chance you are not regularly 
employed, or your job is the type' that does not tequire you to usually travel to 
the SAME PLACE, we would prefer that you pa .. this form on to someone else 
to anawer. 
We w.ould appreciate your returning this questionnaire just as soon as it is con-
venient to do so. Please use the postage paid envelope provided. 
Thank You Very Much 
Consider the way in which you USUALLY make your ONE-WAY trip FROM HOME TO WORK. 
How long does this trip take when the weather is good? . .... ... . .. . .. minutes 
Check the ONE box below which describes the type of transportation which you MOST OFTEN use to 
make this one-way trip FROM HOME TO WORK. (Do not consider wallcing UNLESS you walk all the 
way to work.) 
0 Automobile (driver) 
0 Automobile (pauenger) 
0 Bus or Streetcar 
0 Elevated or Subway 
0 Commuter Railroad 
0 Automobile !.!!!:! Bus or Streetcar 
D Automobile and Elevated or Subway 
0 Automobile and Commuter Railroad 
0 Bus or Street;;-and Elevated or Subway 
0 Commuter Railro-;d and Bus 
D Walking ALL the wa-;-
0 Other (please specify) ...•.••..•••••••...•.. 
If you indicated that you use any of the types of public transportation listed above which have 
SCHEDULED DEPARTURES, what is the normal time between departures for each type you use at the 
time of day you usually travel TO WORK. Also, what are the ONE-WAY fares? 
Bus or Streetcar 
Elevated or Subway 




• ••••• Min. 
ONE-WAY fares 
$ ..... - -· .. 
$ ... -- ..• -. 
$ ••........ 
If you checked the "Automobile (driver)" box above, how much does it cost you per day to park?$ ..... . 
In total, how much time do you spend walking to and from vehicles during your ONE-WAY trip to 
work? ..... . ...... · ........ total minutes __ _ 
In total, how much time do you spend waitinq for vehicle(s) durinq your ONE-WAY trip to work? ....... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . tot~ m.i:n.o.tu 
Approximately how many mile• do you travel in malrinq your usual ONE-WAY trip to work? 
D Under 2 Miles 
D 2-5 Mil•• 
D 5-10 Miles 
0 10-15 Milu 
D 15-20 Miles 
0 Over 20 Miles 
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2 APPENUIX A THE PILOT SURVEY 
~low is a list of phrases some poople use to describe their trip to work. For each phrase, rate your 
ov<·roll HOMl: TO WORK trip by placing a check mark [Yl" in the box alonq the scale at that point 
.. ~.c h best describes your SATISFACTION with tha t a spect of the overall trip. If a phraM doe• not 




_ _ _______ ex_c_e_u_e_NT ill I ! I I I POOR 0 
PROTECTION FROM WEATHER WHILE WAITIHG N.A. 
EXCELLENT LU...,..I I I I I POOR 0 ----- - ------------
FREQUENCY OF VEHICLE DEPARTURE TIMES N .A . 
EXCELLENT o=ciiiJ] POO R 0 
- - - ------ --- --
PLEASIUlT NESS OF TRIP N.A . 
EXCELLENT 0 I I I I I I POOR 0 
-------------- ===• xn 
J\TTP.'-CTT'.'T~E~S OF Y.EHICLE ' (See Foolnol~) !'f. ~ .. 
EXCEllENT W_!_j ID POOR 0 -----------------
NOISE l!i VEHICLE •tsu Footnote) N.A . 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE ITD LIU HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 -CHANCE OF JiCCIDEHTS N .A . 
COMPLETELY A CCEPT A BLE Llll LL0 HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
~,....,.._ 
EXPOSURE TO UHDESJRAl;LE BEHAVIOR OF OTHERS N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPT ABLE ~ HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
TI!AFnC N .A . 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE o:::o=rro HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 __..,.. _ _,_._.., 
BODILY CR OWDING N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE c:co=cr:o HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 - .. 
OUT OF Pnc::r;r COST OF TBIP N .A . 
COMPLETELy ACCEPTABLE ~~-1 I i I I IUGHL y UNSATISFACTORY 0 
TOTAL mtE SPE!iT RIDING N.A . 
COMPLETELY A CCEPTABLE ITr=o=IIJ HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 ---TOTAL Tr!ll: SPE;(T WALKIHG N.A . 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE 0 U I I I ! HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
~-i1Zi1'13' .. 
TOTAL Tl!rt SPENT WAITIHG N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE I I I ! I I I I HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
' (Con t id er vehicle u•ed lor LONGEST TIME duri Dg trip) 
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3 APPENDIX A 
THE PILOT SURVEY 
Do you travel to work in a dilierent way when the weather is bad? 
DYes D No 
On the first page, you described your USUAL or FIRST-CHOICE way of getting FROM HOME TO 
~ Now consider your ONE NEXT BEST or SECOND-CHOICE way of gettinq FROM HOME TO 
WORK which is available to you. 
How long does (would) this NEXT BEST way of gettinq to work take? . . . . . . .. minutes 
Check the ONE box below which describes the type of transportation which you use, or could use, to 
make thia second-choic£ one-way trip FROM HOME TO WORK. 
D Automobiee (driver) 
D Automobile (pauenger) 
D Bus or Streetcar 
0 Elevated or Subway 
D Commut•r Railroad 
D Automobile and Bus or Streetcar 
0 Automobile!!!!!, Elevated or Subway 
0 Automobile and Commuter Railroad 
0 Bus or Streetcar~ Elevated or Subway 
0 Commuter Railroad ~Bus 
D Walking ALL the Way 
0 Other (please specify) .................... .. 
D No second-choice available 
If you indicated that you use, or could use as a second-choice, any of the types of publlc transportation 
listed above which have SCHEDULED DEPARTURES, what is the normal tim9 between departures for 
each type you use at the time ot day you usually travel TO WORK. Also, what are the ONE-WAY fares'? 
Bus or Streetcar 







$ ...... . . . 
$ ........ . 
$ ........ . 
If you checked the "Automobile (driver)" box above, how much does it cost you per day to pork?$ ... .. . 
In total, how much time do you spend walhnq to and from vehicles during your second-choice 
ONE-WAY trip to work? ... . . . ... . . ...... .. . total minutes 
In total, how much time do you spend waiting for vehicle(s) during your second-choice ONE-WAY 
trip to work? . . . . . .... . ...... . . . . total minutes 
Approximately how many miles do you travel in malcinq your second-choice ONE-WAY trip to work? 
0 0.2Milu 
0 2-5 Miles 
0 5-10 Miles 
0 10.15 Miles 
D 15-20 Miles 
D Over 20 Miles 
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4 APPENDIX A 
THE PILOT SURVEY 
P.i:Jw Ul 0 list of phrases some people use to describe their trip to work. For each phrase, rote your 
;'i::l CHOICE overall HOME TO WORK trip by placing a check mark !Y(in the box along lhe scaie at 
·~ :)t po1nt which best describes your SATISFACTION with that aspect of the SECOND-CHOICE overall 
t:'.f If 0 phrase does not apply, check the box marked "Not Applicable" (N.A.). 
COMfORT IH VEHICLE ·rse~ Footnote) N.A. 
EXCELLENT ~! ' I I I I l POOR D -----------------------
DEPENDABILITY OF ON-nME ARRIVAL N.A. 
ExcEllENT u 1 1 1 r 1 1 PooR o 
-------------------------
PBOTECTJOM FROM WEA THEB WHILE WAITIHG N.l . 
EXCELLENT 0 I i I lTI POOR D 
----------------------- DWL 
FBEQUEHCY OF VEHICL~ DEPARTURE TIMES N.A. 
EXCELLENT LLLI I ' 0 POOR D 
-------------------- E I -
PLEASAlfrMISS OF TRIP N.A. 
EXCELLENT 0 I I I i D POOR D 
------------------------- r == 
A1iRAC1'1VIHESS OF VEHICLE •rsee Footnote) N.A. 
EXCELLENT CCLIJ:I.0 POOR 0 
-------------------------
NOISE IH VEHICLE •(See Footnote) N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE CI:II:I::IJ] HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
CHANCE OF ACCIDENTS N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE CCl I I ! 0 HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY D --EXPOSURE TO UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR OF OTHERS N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPT ABLE 0~ HIGHLY U!liSA TISFACTORY 0 
-..:: 
TRAFFIC N.A. 
COMPLETELy ACCEPT ABLE ITO I I I J HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY D -
BODILY CROWDING N.A. 
COMPLETELy ACCEPT ABLE. LLD ' ! I I HIGHLy UNSATISFACTORY D 
OUT OF POCKET COST OF TRIP N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE l:[J t l ; ! I HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
Bl 
TOTAL TIME SPENT RIDING N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE o=£D=-r=Q HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
TOTAL tlf.IE Si'I:KT WALIHNG N.A. 
COMPLETE'-y ACCEPT ABLE t_u I I ; I I HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY D 
FE ~
TOTAL TIME SPENT WAinHG N.A. 
COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE ITJIITTI HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 -·· 
• (Coruicler vehicle u11ed for LONGEST TIME dcring trip) 
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5 APPENDIX A 
THE PILOT SURVEY 
Please answer the following questions concerning you and your family, so that we will be able to 
determine whether men have different preferences than women, whether married people have dilierent 
preferences than single people, and so on. 




If married, !-low long? .......... (years) Number of Children .•••.••••• 
0 Divorced, Separated 0 Widowed 
Housing: 
Do you own or rent? 0 Own D Rent 
Type of Living Structure (check) 
0 Apartment Dwelling D Single Family House 
0 2-4 Family House 0 Other (please specify) ................... . 
Education: 
Please circle last year you completed in school: 
Grade School- 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 I High School- 1 2 3 4 College- 1 2 3 4 5+ 
Trade School: Yean Completed ••.•..•. 
Employment: 







D Part nme 
D Part Time D Not Employed 
What product or service does your company make or tell? •.•••••.•••.•••••••.••••••.•.•••••••• 
What Ia your particular job title? .•.•••.•.••.••••• • .••••••••. • • • •••.••••••••• . •.•••.••.•••••• 
Number of cars or trucks in your h~usehold? . .... . . . . . ... . .. .. . . 
Do you have a driver's license? 0 Yea 0 No 
Do you USUALLY have a car/ truck available for your work trip? 0 Yes 0 No 
Please indicate in which of the ranges below your total yearly family income fall.a? 
0 Under $3,000 0 $5,000 to $7,000 0 $10,000 to $15,000 
0 $3,000 to $5,000 D $7,000 to $10,000 D Over $15,000 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
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ATLANTA AIRPORT TRANSPORTATION SURVEY 
A STUDY OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE ATLANTA AIRPORT 
The information you provide in this survey will be a valuable aid in the development of plans designed to pro-
vide you and your friends with improved transportation system services to, from, and at the Atlanta Airport.* 
• 
Your Name or Other Personal Identification Is Not Requested 
• 
The Requested Information Will Only Take A Few Minutes To Complete 
• 
Thank You For Your Cooperation And Valuable Assistance 
THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED FOR: 
THE CITY OF ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
By 
The Airlines Serving Atlanta 
and 
Alan M. Voorhees & Associates, Inc 
Transportation & Urban Planning Consultants 
*Flight crew penonnei will requeat your completed aurvey form before pattengera deplane at the next stop. 
PASSENGERS WHO ARE ON AIRCRAFT 
LEAVING ATLANTA 
NOTE: 
THE INFORMATION REQUESTED IN THIS BOX SHOULD 
BE COMPLETED BY ONLY THOSE PASSENGERS WHO: 
• TRANSFERRED TO THIS FLIGHT AT THE ATLANTA 
AIRPORT FROM A CONNECTING FLIGHT, OR 
• WERE ALREADY ON BOARD THIS FLIGHT WHEN IT 
LANDED IN ATLANTA TODAY. 
Please check one of the following: 
1. I was on this flight when it arrived in Atlanta 
today. 00 
2. I was transferred to this flight at Atlanta from a 
connecting flight of: 
1 0 this same airline ---:------------
flight nvmbe' 
20 another airline---------------
name of airline & Alghl nvmber 
3. Did you have a snack or meal at the Atlanta 
Airport today before boarding this flight? 
0 yes 00 no 
IF YES, please check the type of eating facility 
you used: 
10 snack bar 20 coffee shop 30 restaurant 
OTHER INFORMATION IN THIS FORM SHOULD NOT BE 
COMPLETED BY THESE PARTICULAR PASSENGERS. 
I. ABOUT YOUR TRIP TO THE ATLANTA AIR-
PORT TODAY 
In what type of 
Airport today? 
vehicle did you arrive at the Atlanta 
1 0 private cor 
2 0 rented cor 
40 airport bus or limousine 
SO public bus 
30 taxi 60 hotel/ motel courtesy cor 
70 other 
please specify 
2. At what address did you board the vehicle in which 
you arrived at the airport? 
street # & name if known or 
nome of building, firm, motel or 




3. What is the nature of the above departure address? 
1 0 A Residence 
20 A Hotel or similar place for overnight guests 
30 Your place of employment 
40 Another place of employment 
SO Other 
please specify (e.g., Univertity, Hospital, Military Reservation, etc . ) 
4. Which of the following locations best defines the above 
departure address? 
1 0 Atlanta Central Business District 
20 lockheed-Marietta Plant AreJ 
3 0 A motel near the Airport 
40 Chamblee-Doraville Area 
SO Decatur-Emory-Stone Mountain Area 
60 Jonesboro -Fayetteville-Griffin Area 
70 Other 
plea1e 1peclfy 
5. If you arrived at the airport in a private or rented car, 
please check one of the following: 
1 0 I was the driver 2 0 I was the passenger 
47 
6. If you arrived at the airport in a private car, please 
check one of the following: 
1 0 car driven away from airport by another person 
20 cor is porked in public parking lot 
30 car is parked in valet parking lot 
40 Other 
plea1e specify 
7. If you arrived in a private car which was parked at 
the airport, about how long do you expect it will be 
parked there? 
1 0 less than 1 hour 
20 1 to 2 hours -'0 5 to 9 hours 
30 3 to .4 hours SO 10 to 2.4 hours 
60 more than 74 hours, please specify number of days parked --. 
number 
of doy1 
8. If you arrived at the airport in a private car, rented car, 
or taxi, how many people accompanied you in the 
vehicle? 
number of people 
How many of these people are also taking a flight 
from the Atlanta Airport today? 
number of people 
9. Did you check in any baggage at the airport to go on 
this flight? 
00 no 0 yes, number of bags checked ------
10. Did you have a snack or meal at the Atlanta Airport 
before boarding? 
0 yes 00 no 
IF YES, please check the type of eating facility used: 
10 snack bar 20 coffee shop 30 restaurant 
11. About what time did you arrive at the Atlanta Airport 
for this flight? 
time 
0 a .m. 
0 p.m. 
II. ABOUT YOUR FLIGHT TODAY 
12. My main purpose in taking this trip is (check one): 
1 0 business -40 travel to or from school 
20 personal or family affairs SO military leave or travel 
30 vocation 60 convention, seminar or lecture 
70 other 
please 1pecify 
13. At what city are you leaving this flight today? 
city •tate 
Ill. ABOUT YOURSELF 
14. Where is your normal residence located? 
city or town county tfate 
15. Your sex: 
10 male 20 female 
16. Your age bracket: 
1 0 12 or younger 
20 13 to 16 
17. 
30 17 to 20 .50 .46 to 6.4 
40 21 to .45 60 6S or over 
About how many flights do you 
the Atlanta Airport in a year? 
1 0 1 or 2 4 0 7 or 8 
20 3 or 4 SO 9 or 10 
30 S or 6 60 11 or 12 
normally take from 
70 13 or 1.4 
eo 1.5 to 20 
90 21 or more 
PASSENGERS ON AIRCRAFT WHICH WILL LAND 
AT ATLANTA 
IOTE: 
THE INFORMATION REQUESTED IN THIS BOX SHOULD 
BE COMPLETED BY ONLY THOSE PASSENGERS WHO: 
• ARE TRANSFERRING TO A CONNECTING FLIGHT AT 
THE ATLANTA AIRPORT, OR 
• WILL REMAIN ON THIS FLIGHT WHEN IT LEAVES 
ATLANTA. 
Please check one of the following: 
1. I will leave Atlanta on this flight today. 00 
2. My connecting flight in Atlanta is a flight of: 
1 0 this some airline ------
flight number 
20 another airline---------------
name of airline & flight number 
3. Do you plan on having a snack or meal at the 
Atlanta Airport today before taking your connect-
ing flight? 
0 yes 00 no 
IF YES, please check the type of eating facility you 
plan on using 
10 snack bar 2 0 coffee shop 30 restaurant 
OTHER INFORMATION IN THIS FORM SHOULD NOT BE 
COMPLETED BY THESE PARTICULAR PASSENGERS. 
I. ABOUT YOUR PLANS UPON ARRIVAL IN 
THE ATLANTA AREA TODAY 
I. In what type of vehicle do you plan to leave the Atlanta 
Airport today? 
1 0 private car 
20 rental cor 
40 airport bus or limousine 
50 public bus 
30 taxi 60 hotel/ motel courtesy cor 
70 other 
please specify 
2. What address will you be going to directly from the 
airport? 
Street # & Name if known or 
Nome of Building, Firm, Motel, or 
Nearest Street Intersection 
County 
3. What is the nature of the above address? 
1 0 A Residence 
20 A Hotel or similar place for overnight guests 
30 Your place of employment 




Please Specify (e.g., Univ., Hasp., Mil. Res., etc.) 
4. Which of the following best defines the location you 
will be going to directly from the airport? 
1 0 Atlanta Central Business District 
2 0 lockheed-Marietta Plant Area 
31] A motel near the Airport 
40 Chamblee-Doraville Area 
50 Decatur-Emory-Stone Mountain Area 
60 Jonesboro-fayetteville-Griffin Area 
70 Other--------------------
please specify 
5. If you will be leaving from the Atlanta Airport in a 
private or rental car, please check one of the following: 
1 0 I will be the driver 2 0 I will be a passenger 
48 
6. If you are leaving the airport in a private car, please 
check the present location of the car: 
10 being d•iven to airport to meet this flight 
2 0 parked in a public perking lot 
3 0 parked in valet parking lot 
40 Other --------------------
please specify 
7. If you left a car parked at the Atlanta Airport for your 
use in leaving the airport, about how long will it have 
been parked upon your arrival there today? 
20 1 to 2 hours 40 5 to 9 hours 
30 3 to 4 hours 50 10 to 24 hours 
60 more than 24 hours, please specify number of days parked __ 
n~p~mber 
of days 
8. If you plan on leaving Atlanta Airport in a private car, 
rental car, or taxi, how many other people will ac-
company you? ______ _ 
number of people 
How many of these people are arriving on a flight tC!I 
Atlanta today? -------
number 
9. Did you check in any baggage to go on this flight 
today? 
00 no 0 yes, number of bags checked -------
10. Do you plan on having a snack, or meal at the Atlanta 
Airport today before you leave for your Atlanta area 
destination? 
0 yes 00 no 
IF YES, please check the type of eating facility you 
plan on using: 
10 snack bar 2 0 coffee shop 3 [] restaurant 
II. ABOUT YOUR FLIGHT TO ATLANTA TODAY 




2 0 personal or family affairs 
30 vocation 
40 travel to or from school 
50 military leave or duty 
60 convention, seminar or lecture 
70 Other ______________________________________ __ 
please 1pecify 
12. At what city did you board this flight today? 
City State 
Ill. ABOUT YOURSELF 
13. Where is your normal residence located? 
City or Town County Stole 
14. Your sex: 
10 mqle 20 female 
15. Your age bracket: 
16. 
10 12 or younger 30 17 to 20 
20 13 to 16 40 21 to ,4.5 
About how many flights do you 
Atlanta Airport in a year? 
1 [] 1 or 2 -40 7 or 8 
2[] 3 or 4 50 9 or 10 
305or6 6011or12 
.50 46to64 
60 6.5 or over 
normally take to the 
70 13 or 14 
80 1.5 to 20 
90 21 or more 
Appendix C 
1973 Airport - MARTA 
Attitudinal Survey Forms 
Passengers Who Are on Aircraft Leaving Atlanta 
[About your trip to the Atlanta Airport today] 
1. In what type of vehicle did you arrive at the Atlanta Airport today? 
ta.xi 
other 
airport bus or limousine 
public bus 
hotel/motel courtesy bus ~
· private car 
rental car 
-------p~1-e_a_s_e __ s_p_e_c~i~f-y------------------------------------
2. At What address did you board the vehicle in which you arrived at the airport? 
street # and name if known or name of building, firm, motel, or 
nearest street intersection 
city county state 
3. What is the nature of the above address? 
~ 
a residence 
a hotel, motel or similar place for overnight guests 
your place of employment 
another place of employment 
4. If you arrived at the airport in a private or rental car, please check 
one of the following: 
5. 
6. 
~ I was the driver 
Did you check in any baggage at the 
~ No 
What is your main purpose in taking 
(check one) 
business 
personal or familv . 
vacation arfa~rs 
~ I was a passenger 
airport to go on this flight? 
~ 
this 
Yes, number of bags checked 
flight from Atlanta today? 
travel to or from school 
military leave or duty 
convention, seminar, or 
lecture 
~ other ________ ~--------~------------------------------------
please specify 
7. About how many flights do you normally take to or from the Atlanta Airport 
in a year? 
§ 1 or 2 3 to 6 6 to 9 B 9 to 12 12 to 15 over 15 
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority is considering ex-
tending its rail service to the airport. The layout of the entire rapid transit 
system is shown in the accompanying map. 
The Authority would like to ask you the following questions in order 
to better plan for the type of service which it may p:rovide at the Airport. 
1. Would you ride on the rapid transit line (from, to) the airport (to, from) 
the address you indicated in question no. 2? 
2. 
~ yes 0 maybe 0 no 
Please rate the following factors according to the importance whiqh you 
gave to each of them in reaching the decision above. (Place a checkmark ~ 





arriving in the shortest time possible 
travelling in light traffic 
arriving at the intended time 
travelling as fast as possible 
50 
Passengers on Aircraft Which Will Land at Atlanta 
(About your plans upon arrival in the Atlanta area today) 
1. In what type of vehicle do you plan to leave the Atlanta Airport today? 
airport bus or limousine 
public bus 




other ____ ~~------~~---------------------------------please specify 
2 . What address will you be going to directly from the airport? 
street # and naroe if known or naroe of building, firm, motel, 
or nearest street intersection 
city county state 
3. What is the nature of the above address? 
~ 
a residence 
a hotel, motel or similar place for overnight guests 
your place of employment 
another place of employment 
4 . If you will be leaving from the Atlanta Airport in a private or rental 
car, please check one of the following: 
~ I will be the driver ~ I will be a passenger 
5. Are you carrying any baggage w1 th you? 
~ No ~ Yes, number of bags checked ______ _ 




vacation B travel to or from school or famillffairs military leave or duty conve.ntion, seminar or 
lecture 
~ other ____ ~~------~----------------------------please specify 
About how many flights 
in a year? 
B 1 to 2 3 to 6 6 to 9 
do you normally take to or from the Atlanta Airport 
B 9 to 12 12 to 15 over 15 
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transi t Authority is considering extending i ts 
rail rapid transit service to the airport. The layout of the entire rapid 
transit system is shown in the accompanying map. 
The Authority would like to ask you the following questions in order to better 
plan for the type of service which it may provide at the Airport. 
1. Would you ride on the rapid transit line (from, to) the Airport (to, from) 
the address you indicated in question no. 2? 
~ yes ~ maybe ~ no 
2. Please rate the following factors according to the importance which you 
gave to each of them in reaching the deci sion above. (Place a checkmark 
=-.:L__ for each factor • ) Importance 
No Little Much 
Travel Time 
arriving in the shortest time possible 
travelling in light traffic 
arriving at the intended time 
travelling as fast as possible 
51 
Employee Survey 
1. In what type of vehicle do you plan to leave the Atlanta Airport 
n taxi 
today? 
0 public bus B private car rental car other ______ ~----------------------------------------------please specify 
2 . In what type of vehicle did you arrive at work this morning? 
rental car D 
other 
taxi 
public bus B private car L:Z -----p~le_a_s_e __ s_p_e_c~i~fy~-----------------------------------
3. If you e i ther arrived at work in a private car or rental car, or will be 
leaving from work in a pr ivate or rental car, please check one of the 
followi~: 
L_f I will be the driver ~ I will be a passenger 
4. About the car in question t hree, please check one of the following: 
g The car was driven to the airport to drop me off for work . The car is parked in a parking lot at the airport . 
Other ______ ~-------------------------------------------pl ease specify 
5. Please state the name of the street intersection nearest your home . 
Street Intersection City County 
6 . Why did you choose that area in which to live? 
Good schools 0 
Convenient to the airport 
Quiet area B Nice homes ~ Other ______ ~--------~~-------------------------------please specify 
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapi d Transit Authority is considering extending 
its rail rapid transit service to the Airport. The layout of the entire rapid 
t r ansit system is shown in the accompanying map . 
The Authority would like to ask you the following questions in order to 
better plan for the type of service which it may provide at the Airport . 
1 . Would you ride on the r apid t ransit line (from , to) the airport (to, from) 
the address you indi cated in question no . 5? 
~ yes ~ MSOtbe ~ no 
2 . Please rate the following f actors according to the importance which you 
gavee jP t each of them in reaching the decis ion above . (Place a checkmark 
~ for each factor . ) Impor tance 
No Little Much 
Tr avel Time 
arriving in the shortest time possible 
t r avelling in light traffic 
arriving at the ir.tended time 
travelling as fast as possible 
Reliability 
arriving without accident 
r iding in safest possible vehicle 
Cost 
total trip cost 
Vehicle Condition 
riding i n a clean vehicle 
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PREFACE 
In 1882 , legislator Nathaniel E. Harris introduced a resolution 
in the Georgia House "to investigate and consider the propriety and 
expediency of establishing in this State a school of technology . . . " 
The first appropriation for the support of the school was authorized 
by the legislature in 1885 . In that year, in Germany, Karl Benz 
developed a successful internal combustion engine and installed it in 
a three -wheeled carriage . Three years later , opening cermonies were 
held for what was to become Georgia Institute of Technology . At that 
time, the nine - acre campus was located in a rural setting outside 
the city limits of Atlanta, and it had no parking problems. 
The 1973 campus of Georgia Institute of Technology occupies over 
280 acres, of which more than 25 acres is required for its 7,304 auto-
mobile parking spaces. As is the case on most university campuses , auto-
mobile parking problems constitute a source of irritation for students, 
faculty, staff and administrators alike. Seeking answers to campus 
parling problems, this parking study was undertaken in January, 1973 
as a student research project by graduate students Frederick D. Puncke, 
Jr. and Michael L. Frey . A companion study of traffic circulation was 
undertaken by graduate students Kenneth 0. Voorhies and Jeffrey Wynne 
under the direction of Dr . Donald 0 . Covault. 
This study was authorized by President Joseph Pettit and was 
performed with the coopera tion and support of the Office of Planning 
and the Parking Advisory Committee. It was partially financed by a 
university research and training grant from the Urban Mass Transporta tion 
Ad~inistration Administered by Atlanta University, and that assistance 
ts gratefully acknowledged . 




PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
Reportedly the single most influential tool used by man to reshape 
his environmental has been the automobile. What has been accomplished 
with its usage is not within the scope of this report, except where the 
automobile's usage affects the orderly running of the Georgia Tech Campus. 
The tremendous growth of university enrollments has been in a large part 
due to new accessibility of a means of transportation. But once the 
student or faculty member reaches the campus, the question of what to do 
with his car arises. As an urban campus, Georgia Tech has the problem 
of a limited amount of available land which also has to be utilized for 
classroom and administrative buildings, recreational facilities, housing, 
maintainence shops, etc. Squeezed into this limited area must be 
facilities for handling a large daily influx of automobiles. A parking 
lot is not considered a thing of beauty; very few organizations will 
include on a tour of their facilities a parking lot and point with pride 
saying that several acres of trees and grass were plowed under in order 
to lay several inches of asphalt for cars. 
What is needed is a development plan that will preserve as much 
of the natural beauty of the Georgia Tech Campus while providing 
sufficient parking in the areas where it is needed to satisfy the re-
quirements of the many diverse populations encountered at a university 
of this size. Future requirements must also be integrated into this 
development plan. 
The objectives of this study were: 
1. To make an inventory of all parking spaces on the campus, 
classified by type (faculty, student , visitor, curb, pay lot, etc . ). 
2. To conduct a study of parking practices . This study involved 
an examinat ion of usage of existing campus parking spaces . It involved 
windshield surveys conduc ted at various times of the day (and use of 
time-lapse movies) to determine parking accumulation and turnover rates. 
3. To make a survey of parking desires . This study consisted of 
interviews of parkers to determine information on destinations , walking 
distances , parking duration, and parker characteristics and irritations . 
This infor mation was obtained either by direct interviews and by question-
naires affixed to vehicle windshie ld and returned by campus mail . 
Of particular interest were possible changes that could be made to 
automobile circulation pat terns in order to provide increased pedestrian 
and vehicular safety. 
It is hoped that analysis of the data collected in these studies will 
be beneficial to the Parking Advisory Committee and the Vice President/ 
Planning in providing long- range solutions to the campus parking problems. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
With the expected growth of Georgia Tech's student and faculty/staff 
populations will come a proportional increase in parking requirements. 
Hopefully, this report will lend to the alleviation of some of the 
present problems associated with parking on the campus, and to possible 
actions to meet future parking demands. 
A summary of principal recommendations follows: 
1. Increase parking on the campus perimeter. The lots by the 
Placement Center, Coliseum, and Highway Lab Building were observed to 
frequently contain many empty spaces. Better usage of these lots should 
be encouraged. One way to do this would be to have a shuttle bus system. 
In the winter and during periods of inclement weather, buses would be a 
necessity. The buses would not have to make a complete circuit of the 
campus - two or three stops would be quite sufficient. Vans, such as 
those presently used by the Physical Plant and driven by students, re-
present one low-cost alternative. Another possibility would be to use 
trams such as used in Disney World. The vehicles should run on a schedule 
which would make the usage of these lots more attractive. Also an ad-
vertising campaign to "sell" the perimeter lots is advised. 
2. Improve traffic flow along Third and Cherry Streets. 
Some of the most serious parking and circulation problems exist in the 
uhill" area along Third and Cherry Streets. From strictly a parking 
viewpoint, the most desirable alternative to improving traffic flow in 
that area would be to make Third Street one-way west from Brittain Drive 
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to Cherry Street, and Cherry Street one-way south between Third Street 
and Uncle Heinie Way. It is recognized, however, that providing one-way 
movements on these streets would complicate traffic flow to the north 
and east from the hill. On the other hand, elimination of parking from 
one side of these streets would worsen an already serious parking situation 
for that part of the campus. The elimination of about ten parking spaces 
near the intersection of Third and Cherry Streets would provide limited 
short run traffic improvements where the needs are greatest. More exten-
sive circulation improvements can be realized when the remaining sections 
of Ferst Drive are completed. 
3. Change the use of the library faculty card lot. On three 
different occasions, surveys were made of the faculty card lot below 
the library. The highest occupancy rate ever noted was only 72%, even 
though the lot is oversold. The demand for central campus parking is 
too high to allow this to continue. Two possible courses of action 
to make use of the empty spaces were considered: 1) sell more passes to 
the lot, or 2) make the lower part of the lot (28 spaces) into short 
term parking for the library, the hill, and the computer center. The 
latter approach, which would involve moving the card operated parking 
gate to close off only the upper lots of 80 spaces, is recommended. The 
need of short term parking in this area was noted by 42% of those res-
ponding to the questionnaires. This is the only available parking 
area that could be used that is within reasonable walking distances. 
4. Eliminate parking on a portion of Campus Drive. Campus Drive 
is a narrow road that has two-way traffic, but due to its heavy cross 
campus traffic load, it is not suitable for conversion to a one-way street. 
The recommendation here is to allow parking only on the north side of 
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the street between the exit from the Architecture Building faculty park-
ing lot and Techwood Drive. This would facilitate the off/on loading 
of Stinger passengers and at the same time improve traffic flow. 
The present two spaces used for short term parking for the computer 
center on Campus Drive can either be moved to the Library card lot as 
mentioned above or to the faculty lot by the computer center entrance. 
5. Provide better utilization of the Georgia Tech Police Force. The 
Campus Police have to be made to function as more of a protective and 
security force that it now is. Students have mentioned that they are 
afraid to park their cars in certain parking lots (primarily the 
Coliseum and around O'Keefe High School) for fear of having hub caps 
stolen, windows smashed, or antennas broken, not to mention the risks 
of being attacked. A check of police files (both campus and city) 
did not turn up such crimes in numbers sufficent to cause this concern. 
Even so, the police will have to patrol these areas as an insurance 
for the students. Also, many returned questionnaires (both faculty and 
student) mentioned that there is too little enforcement concerning cars 
that have no parking permits. A more vigorous enforcement program to 
control unregistered vehicles would bring added revenues to the school, 
make more accurate predictions of parking requirements possible, make 
more parking spaces available, and produce a feeling of cooperation 
with the police force. 
The use of lighting in all lots presently without it is strongly 
encouraged, especially those on the perimeter. 
6. Provide more parking for the Area III dormitories. More 
parking is presently needed for the Area III dormitories. Some of 
the urban renewal land could be leveled without disturbing the trees, 
graveled and lighted to provide an immediate solution if adequate 
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securi.ty was afforded. The traffic flow should be changed as planned 
by the Office of Planning now that McMillan and Curran Streets 
have been closed by the Tech Parkway extension. Flow should be as shown 
on Figure 1. Parking should be eliminated along Eighth Street from 
Hemphill to Northside Drive, and along Sixth Street from Ferst Drive 
west to McMillan Street. 
7. Provide better traffic flow in the parking lot by the Physics 
Building. It is strongly recommended that the driveway off of Ferst 
Drive into the lot by the Physics and Civil Engineering Buildings 
be redesigned. Seven spaces would be lost with the recommended design 
shown herein, but it would provide greater safety and easier egress 
and ingress. Since the upper lot by the Civil Engineering Building 
is seldom more than 85 percent full, the loss of seven spaces is 
not critical. 
8. Coordinate a shuttle service with MARTA. Long range planning 
to encourage MARTA rapid rail usage by students, faculty, and staff 
should include a shuttle system inaugurated by MARTA or Georgia Tech 
individually or jointly. 
9. Provide more bike racks. To encourage the use of bicycles on 
campus rather than cars, more bike racks should be installed near 
each entrance to each classroom building and dormitory. 
10. Additional parking facilities. Many students proposed the 
building of a multi-level parking garage on campus to provide the 
necessary parking spaces without paving over the whole campus. Con-
sideration should be given instead to making use of the air rights 
over the North Freeway (Interstate 75 and 85). It has been proposed 
by the state that the freeway be widened to four lanes in each di-· 
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rection. A parking platform could be constructed over the land at the 
same time that the widening is taking place. This would provide the 
required parking while at the same time preserving the campus greenery. 
The possibility exists for Federal funds to be used on the project as 
a pilot program. Use of this space could be by Georgia Tech, by busi-
nesses to the east of the freeway, or by people boarding MARTA trains 
at North Avenue. 
11. Provide more parking for visitors in all lots. 
12. Make Dalney Street one-way north. This would improve access 
to and from the EES Administration Building while maintaining the needed 




The existing parking conditions on campus provide the base which 
must be used for any future plans for improvements. 
Frequent reference will be made to various illustrations through-
out this discussion. These are: A Georgia Tech Campus Map Showing 
Traffic Zones, Existing Curb Usage, and Existing Off-street Usage, 
numbered Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
As can be seen from Figure 1, the campus is crisscrossed by many 
city streets. Many of the smaller streets are now under the control 
of the Institute, but the major smaller remain under control of the 
city. A more extensive discussion of traffic flow problems is given 
in the traffic circulation study. This report is concerned only 
with parking and traffic flow as it affects parking. Figure 2 
indicates how the curb parking is presently allocated. It is 
based entirely on posted signs and curb markings as of 31 July 1973. 
This point is mentioned because the campus administration frequently 
re-signs and repaints areas without advance publicity. Also, the 
campus parking regulations, parking usage, and parking enforcement 
policy each disagree to varying degrees with the information gathered 
as of 31 July. The only type of curb parking is non-metered. There 
are 1,922 curb spaces (based on a twenty foot parking space length*) as 
* Ideally, a curb space should be 22 feet in length to facilitate parking 
and unparking. During busy periods, parkers in unmarked curb spaces 
tend to use less than 20 feet of space, as evidenced by curb occupancy 
rates greater than 100 percent. 
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of 24 July 1973. Of these, 309 are for faculty staff use, 315 are for 
central campus permit holders, and 1,298 are for perimeter permit holders. 
These data are based on the map in the student regulations and not on 
posted signs. 
Surface parking lots exist throughout the campus as shown by Figure 
3. In addition to fraternity and other private lots, the university 
controls many areas, subdivided into three main categories--faculty/ 
staff, perimeter, and central campus. The parking regulations clearly 
state who qualifies to use different classes of lots. However, once 
again, the regulations, enforcement, and usage do not always agree with 
what was noted on 31 July. There are 5,382 off-street spaces (as of the 
24 July inventory); 1,725 faculty/staff, 1,181 central campus, and 2,417 
perimeter, with most of the private lots being included in the perimeter 
count. 
Recent improvements to parking caused by the closing of Hemphill 
between North Avenue and Ferst Drive have made available 220 more faculty/ 
staff spaces, 110 graduate spaces (considered "central campus" in all 
counts), and 50 more undergraduate central campus spaces. These are 
included in the above counts. 
The obvious disagreements between posted signs and markings, the 
parking regulations, the enforcement practices, and the actual usage 
of the facilities should be resolved. The disagreements caused much 
confusion during this study, and resulted in an inaccurate count of 
private lots, which forced a partial reinventory of spaces. 
Since regulation of parking stickers is presently being revised 
by a joint student/faculty committee, this report will not concern 
itself with this aspect of the problem. The committee findings should 
solve problems such as the recent experience where "one year" permits 




I n the course of the Parking Survey, several field studies were 
conducted to determine the characteristics of parkers utilizing the 
campus parking facilities. In order to expedite data collection , to 
determine usage and to allow a comparison of circulation results, fifty-
six traffic zones were established for t he survey area . These are shown 
in Figure 1 and were established so t ha t each is composed of like usage 
where possible; e .g., the parking fo r the Administration Building and 
the building itself are in zone 32, while the E. E. parking lot is 
considered a separate zone because of its s ize . The boundaries of 
the total survey area do not exactly match the existing boundaries 
of the Tech Campus . The following fringe areas were included because 
they are presently very much of the campus and are expected to remain 
so for some time : north of Tenth Street , east of the North Freeway, 
and sou t h of North Avenue. Conversely, the area inside Northside Drive, 
Tenth Street , and the survey area is not yet an active part of the campus, 
and it is not expected to be for some time to come. 
The actual studies were mostly conducted during the 1973 Spring 
quarter. 
On 14 May 1973, a complete inventory of the s urvey area was made . 
Four main parking categories were established for this count - facul t y/ 
staff, central campus, perimeter, and other (including short ter m, 
visitor, loading, physical plant, etc . ) . These designations were used 
for both curb (street) and lot (off-street) parking. The areas for 
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each category were based entirely on the campus parking regulations. 
Later, it was discovered this was not a valid assumption and consequently 
a partial reinventory was made on 24 July to correct major discrepancies. 
However, a count of private parking spaces (which are made up mainly of 
fraternity lots) was not made for three reasons. First, the time and 
effort that would be required to inventory the lots could not be justified 
in light of the minor impact these lots have on the campus parking situa-
tion. Second, all of the private lots are in areas that the university 
eventually plans to obtain. If present plans are realized, these spaces 
will continue to be kept in the same category under which they are 
presently listed. Third, the spaces ares used mainly by the category 
of students that the lots are listed under and as such will not alter 
the scope of the survey. 
The complete inventory of parking spaces by zone is presented in 
Table 1. There are 7,304 parking spaces in the survey area. Of these, 
2,034 are faculty/staff (1,725 off-street, 309 curb), 1,496 central campus 
(1,181 off-street, 315 curb), 3,715 perimeter (2,417 off-street, 1,298 
curb), 28 in the one private lot counted (Baptist Center Lot), 23 visitor 
(all off-street) and 8 short term spaces (all curb). There are also 40 
spaces designated for motorcycles, and 54 designated as "loading zone". 
None of the spaces is metered. All are covered by the parking regulations, 
according to the regulations. However, as mentioned, in practice this is 
not not so because of the city streets and private lots the university 
cannot control, and due to the markings and signs that conflict with the 
regulations. 
Many of the zones were studied in detail. Those so studied were 
chosen because they were representative of various categories of parkers, 
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because they were high usage zones, and because they were zones where 
demand for a. limited number of spaces was great. 
Accumulation curves were developed for 13 zones. The method 
used was to count the number of cars present once an hour on the 
half hour. For several zones, more frequent counts were made. 
Arrival rates for zone 26 (Library Card Lot) were determined by 
noting the time that cars entered the lot on a typical day. This 
information was used in formulating the decision that the parking gate 
now located at the entrance to the lot could be moved, as will be dis-
cussed later. 
Time-lapse photography was also used in this zone to determine 
parking duration, accumulation, and turnover rate. The camera was not 
used in other zones because of heavy foliaga on trees making it difficult 
to locate the camera where an entire lot could be covered adequately. 
An extensive study of the EE lot (zone 24) was also conducted. It 
consisted of noting the license plate on each car at the time it entered 
or left the lot through either of two entrances. (The third entrance was 
blocked off for the day.) By cross reference, the actual length of time 
each car was in the lot was found, thus giving duration. Accumulation 
and turnover were also determined from the data. 
The results of all of the studies will be discussed in detail in 
subsequent Chapters. 
To obtain more detailed information on parker desires and practices, 
a survey was conducted the week of 28 June during the Spring quarter. 
The survey was conducted using a questionnaire (Figure 5) that was 
handed out on all five days of the week. Approximately the same number 
of questionnaires were put on the windshields of all the cars in randomly 
selected zones each day. No zone was covered more than once, and the 
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time of distribution was from 10 A.M. to noon in order to have the largest 
sample possible. To encourage parkers to respond to the questionniare, 
articles were placed in the campus newspaper, The Technique, for the two 
editions immediately preceding the survey week. 
From the survey, the following information was obtained for each 
zone: 
1. employment and/or classification of parker, 
2. length of time parked in the zone, 
3. why that particular spot was chosen, 
4. if the respondent usually parked in that zone, 
5. the first destination after parking, 
6. whether the parker planned to park anywhere else during the day, 
7. the mode of tavel of the parker to his first destination after 
parking, and 
8. if the parker was a commuter or lived on campus. 
The questionnaire was also analyzed based on the parker's classifica-
tion (student, faculty, visitor, etc) for: 
1. length of time parked, 
2. number of people who rode in the car that day, 
3. number of vehicles the parker has registered on campus, and 
4. the parker's thoughts on planning, campus transit, campus parking 
facilities, sources of irritation, and potential use of MARTA to commute to 
school. 
There was space on each questionniare for comments by the parker, and 
these were extremely useful in gaging the validity of the questionnaire 
and in bringing out problems that had been encountered while parking on 
campus. The results of the questionnaire are discussed in Chapter 6 and 
shown in Tables 3 and 4. Table 1 shows the percent return of the question-




Accumulation and usage surveys were made at the major on campus 
parking areas that are provided for students, faculty, and staff. 
As expected, usage of the closest, choice lots peaked early in the 
morning; the large EE lot, with 421 spaces for faculty and students, had 
an average of only 105 spaces left by 9:00 A.M. on two separate mornings. 
The next closest large lot to central campus is at 5th and Fowler Streets. 
This is a "student only" lot with 193 spaces; it was 87% full before 8:00 
A.M. (mostly overnight parkers). On the Northwest side of campus, the 
Civil Engineering/Physics/Graduate Lots in Zone 6 never got a higher usage 
than 64%. 
Parking in the Student Center free lot (Zone 9) and along Ferst Drive 
is extremely popular, especially at lunch time. Street parking in this 
area occupancy peaked at 105% by 11:00 A.M. and the lot peaked at 96%, 
also at 11:00 A.M. 
Table 2 gives the parking accumulation data for 13 major campus park-
ing areas, with the days and dates that the surveys were made and the number 
of spaces available in each area (by lot and on curbside). The number of 
spaces used with the corresponding percentages for each hour are given. 
Due to time limitations, the surveys were made only on Mondays and Wed-
nesdays, with two exceptions. From personal observations, it was decided 
that the Tuesday/Thursday parking demands were less than those on Monday. 
Wednesday/Friday. Each set of results is also graphed to more easily show 
the demand peaks on Figure 6. 
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The overall pattern for student and faculty parking facilities follows 
the same pattern: peak in the morning around 10:00, decrease during the 
noon period, indicating the off-campus lunch break, a smaller peak in the 
afternoon and then a rapid decrease starting about 2:30. Staff parking 
peaked earlier i n the morning and decreased later in the afternoon with 
a more pronounced slope that the student/facul ty graphs. 
Extensive studies were made at both the Library Card Lot and also on 
the Hill around the Administration Building. These were both considered 
high demand areas even though the Library Lot did not have the expected 
high usage. 
As can be seen in Table 1, faculty parking spaces are available in 
almost every zone, while students are for the most part l imited to certain 
areas of the campus. 
From four extensive studies conducted, the following information is 
presented: 
Date Zone Location Turnover Average Duration 
(vehicles/space) (hours :minutes) 
14 May 9 Student Center 1.95 3:49 
21 May 24 EE Lot 2. 70 3 : 26 
14 May 26 Library Card 0.78 5:54 
14 May 32 Hill 2.05 3:56 
(Turnover rates of less than 1.0 show very poor usage is being made of a lot . ) 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
The survey questionnaire was developed to obtain answers to specific 
questions from people parking on campus. A total of 5,171 questionnaires 
were randomly placed under automobile windshield wipers during the week 
of 28 June 1973. Of these 1,549 were returned (of which only 10 were 
not usable). This represents a 30 percent rate of return which is con-
sidered very satisfactory. On Monday during the survey week, a heavy 
rainstorm soaked many of the questionnaires, but this appeared to have 
little effect on the return. Many people dried out and completed the 
forms and returned them through Campus Mail. In fact, the rate of return 
for Monday was higher than the overall rate of 30%. For the week, returns 
by zone varied from 7% to 71%. 
Table 1 shows complete rates of return. Tables 3 and 4 show complete 
return data from the questionnaires classified by employment of the parker 
and by zone respectively. A sample questionnaire is shown as Figure 5. 
Major findings from the questionnaire are varied. Taking first an 
analysis by employment, it appears that for all employment categories the 
average parking duration is about seven hours - except for visitors and 
dormitory residents. Of the respondents, 90 percent drove in along and 
only 8.6% had even one passenger. Higher joint ridership would provide 
more parking spaces but the probability of this is small due to the varying 
working schedules. Sixty-one percent of the responding faculty/staff 
members have two cars registered in their names on campus and so do a 
great number of other employees. Fifty-five percent of the responding 
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students only have one car registered. 
Of the opinion questions, 55 percent of the faculty/staff/employee 
respondents preferred the protection of landscaped open areas on the 
campus to the development of more convenient parking area. All student 
groups favored landscaping and open spaces by greater than a two to one 
margin, which seems to indicate that they are willing to park in perimeter 
lots and walk and/or be shuttled to their destinations. This is borne 
out by the next question. Fifty-six percent of faculty/staff/employees 
would not be willing to park in perimeter lots and be shuttled to their 
destinations while sixty-two percent of students would. All categories 
felt that overall campus parking deserves only a fair rating. Remarks 
from respondents discussed in Appendix B, showed reasons why this is so. 
Major sources of irritation centered mainly on lack of parking 
spaces through the campus and lack of short term parking spaces near 
the Post Office, Student Center, Library, Computer Center, etc. As 
will be shown, there actually is no overall lack of parking spaces, 
but there is a great need for more short term spaces in the locations 
noted. 
The last question dealt with whether people will use MARTA when 
completed to travel to and from campus provided connections were available 
to the campus. Use of MARTA would lower the number of cars coming on 
campus. Response was divided equally between a MARTA usage some of the 
time and MARTA would not go near the respondent's residence. This implies 
at least a partial conversion to MARTA for some respondents. 
The questionnaire was also analysed for response by zone. (A zone 
map is as Figure 1.) From Table 4, the type of person who usually parks 
in an area can be determinied. For instance almost all of the parkers 
in zone 9 (student center upper lot) are students. The duration question 
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again bears out an average parking duration of about seven hours, except 
for zones with dormitories and fraternity houses, where longer periods 
are noted. Reasons for parking in a space varied by zone, and are shown 
on Table 4. Most first destinations were buildings close to the parking 
spot, indicating a desire to utilize space within a short walking distance 
when available. Almost everyone presently walks from parking space to 
destination, though some evidently bring bicycles in with them, park, 
and then ride them to their destinations. The overwhelming majority of 
campus parkers live off campus and drive in daily. Those that do live on 
campus usually only drive their cars when going out at night and on the 
weekends. 
The following conclusions have been reached by correlating answers 
from our questionnaire, specifically comparing the following: 1) question 
number 18, school or departmental affiliation with, 2) the zone in which 
the questionnaire was handed out (plus the zone lived in if on can~us); 
3) an answer of 1 or 2 to number 6 (Do you normally park on this area) 
and 4) a check in block 44 of question number 16 - major sources of 
irritation - lack of parking spaces. It was assumed that if a person parked 
in one area (because it was close to his deparment or dormitory) all or most 
of the time and said that there was a lack of parking spaces on campus, he 
was reporting on just the area he was most familiar with. This, hopefully, 
would be a valid indication of the actual condition in the zone. 
It was decided that if greater than 50% of the forms returned for 
a zone considered the parking to be inadequate it would classify that 
zone as deficent in parking spaces. Based on the above rationale the 
following zones are considered to be deficient in parking spaces; 1, 24, 
31, 32, 33, 35, 38, 39, 40, 42, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 54, 55, and 56. Over 
50% of the users of zones 3, 5, 19, 22 and 29 also said that their zone 
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suffered from a lack of parking spaces. Under closer examination, it was 
noted t hat zones immediately adjacent to those zones always had available 
parking spaces but this would require a slight walk to get to their des-
tinations; hence the respondents expressed dissatisfaction with the park-




The population of the uni versity is shown in Tab l e 5 for the past 
ten quarters, as are projections for the fall quarter for the next ten 
years. Even though actual at t endance is shown to be declining during 
the past two and a half years (Figure 7), the projections from the 
Office of the Registrar show a con tinual rise in attendance in the future. 
For the quarter during which all of our data was collected (Spr ing 
1973), the student enrollment by classes was: 




5th Year 0 . 1% 
Masters 14.3% 
PHD 4. 9% 
Special 1.9% 
100.0% 
There were 2,282 faculty and staff members , of which appr oximately 800 
are faculty . 
By 1982, the student population should be approximately 10,000, 
and the facul ty/staff about 3 ,200 . Wi t h only 7,304 spaces (2 , 034 
faculty/staff and 5 , 270 student} presently available it can be seen 
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that 1,166 more faculty and 4,730 more student spaces will be needed-
if all new students and faculty members drive and park on campus. 
However, only 81 percent of the present faculty/staff and 63 percent of 
the students presently park regularly on campus. This indicates a need 
today of only 1,850 faculty/staff spaces and 5,070 student spaces, both 
well below the number available, and this percentage is not expected 
to change a great deal in the future. However, the parking spaces are 
not necessarily where the demand is. Central campus demand is higher 
than both the parking lots and the circulation paths can handle. Also 
more parking is required near the Area III dormitories. For 1982, it 
is estimated that only approximately 2,592 faculty/staff spaces and 
6,300 student spaces will be needed. This is 558 more faculty and 1,030 
more student spaces than now provided. If the 1984 Campus Plan is 
followed, the location of these spaces will be to the west of the 
existing buildings in the urban renewal land of zones 1 and 2. The 
specific locations of future parking lots depend on the final locations 




The following recommendations are the results of a rather extensive 
survey conducted over a period of two school quarters during 1973 and 
reflect the correlation of the questionnaire returns, field studies and 
personal observations. As stated earlier, it is hoped that these re-
commendations can prove to be of assistance in making Georgia Tech a 
more accessible place for the large population of daily commuters, a 
help in finding a more convenient spot for long term parking for those 
who live on campus, and a safer campus for all. 
Traffic Improvements: 
Most of the traffic improvements will be discussed by the circulation 
part of the Transportation Study. However, this report contains some that 
are necessary because of their association with the parking situation. The 
improvements will at the same time aid in the elimination of pedestrian/ 
vehicular conflicts and also the provision of a workable traffic circulation 
system that will accomodate the present and future needs of an expanding 
university. 
1. The "Hill" Area. At the present time, some of the most serious 
parking and circulation problems exist in the "hill" area, Zones 31, 32, 
33 and 35. These problems are manifest along Cherry Street and Third 
Street which border these zones on the west and north. Narrow street 
widths, steep gradient, and inadequate sight distance inhibit vehicle 
movements and create hazards to pedestrians. The most serious problems 
exist at the intersection of the two streets south of the library where 
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the worst physical features of the streets are combined with heavy 
pedestrian movements . 
In the short run, three alternatives for dealing with the parking 
and circulation problems in the "hill" area are apparent: 1) make Third 
Street one- way west from Brittain Drive to Cherry Street and Cherry Street 
one-way south between Third Street and Uncle Heinie Way; 2) eliminate 
parking a l ong one side of Cherry and Third Streets; 3) provide limited 
improvements where the needs are greatest by restrictive parking near t he 
intersect i on of the two streets. 
None of the three alternatives is completely desirable. The f irst 
alternative would provide smoother vehicle movements but would make it 
difficult to travel to the north and east from the "hill" . The second 
alternative would worsen the already serious parking shortages for that 
area of the campus . It is likely that providing a higher level of traffic 
service in t he hill area will encourage drivers to travel faster, and 
conceivably this could increase rather than decrease hazards to pedestrians . 
The third alternative , which is recommended, would be to eliminate 
parking on both sides of the streets for about 75 feet south and east of 
the intersection of Ch~rry and Third Streets . Implementation of this 
recommendation should faci l ate bus l oading and unloading, provide for 
&J!)oothe.r 111ovements in the. intersection area and improve pedestrian safety. 
It would result in the loss of about ten parking spaces . Affected reserved 
space parkers could be reassigned spaces in the lower par t of the faculty 
card lot west of the library provided the recommendations relating to 
the use of that faculty are implemented. 
To pr ovide badly needed circulation improvements, the authors believe 
that the extension of Fers t Drive to Cherry Street should be completed 
as soon as possible . It is scheduled to be completed from Fifth to Third 
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Street by 1~75, and to Cherry by 1984. It is recommended that the latter 
part be scheduled fo r completion sooner if such is feasible . 
2. El iminate parking on a portion of Campus Drive . Like Cherry 
Street, Campus Drive is too narrow to carry two-way traffic safely but 
due to its location would not be suited to one-way traffic . The re-
commendation here is to ban parking on the south side of the street 
(except the diagonal faculty parking across from the EE lot) . Parking 
can remain on the north side of the street between Atlantic Drive and 
Techwood Drive. This would facilitate the on/off loading of Stinger 
and shuttle van passengers while at the same time improving traffic 
flow. Presently two spaces on the south side of the street are set 
aside for short term parking for the Computer Center . These will have 
to be eliminated in t heir present location, but can be relocated either 
in the l ibrary card lot or in the faculty lot by the Computer Center 
entrance . 
3. Provide better traffic flow in the parking lot by the Physics 
Building. There are now two possible entrances into the Civil Engineering, 
Physics and Graduate Student parking lots , one through t he Civil Engi -
neering , Faculty lot and the other off of Ferst Drive. The Ferst Drive 
entrance should be redesigned so as to eliminate the hazardous conditions 
now existing . Using the pl an presented in Figure 8 wil l greatly decrease 
the possibi l ity of an accident . Presently it is impossible to see a car 
coming in the opposite direction behind the parked cars when attempting 
to go in or out of the lot until they meet a t the small opening. With 
the new design only seven parking spaces will be lost , but as noted 
earlier, this lot is practically never full, and the increased safety 
greatly outweighs the loss of the spaces. 
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4 . Make Dalney Street one-way north . This change would improve the 
access of the EES Administration Building as the street is too narrow to 
safely carry the existing two-way traffic. No parking spaces would be 
lost, and this would make it easier to get into and out of the parking 
spaces and eliminate the bottleneck now produced by a parking car . 
Parking Program: 
By 1892, it is expected that the student population will have in-
creased by approximately 2,000 . The faculty/staff size will also in-
crease proport ionally . Those two facts coupled with the present universal 
opinion that the parking facilities now available are only fai r to poor 
(47% replying to the questionnaire rated them fair and 23% rated them 
poor) points out the need for wholesale improvements in all aspects of 
parking. The following recommendations are made in the interests of 
meeting present and future parking needs. 
1. Increase parking on the campus perimeter. The object of a 
parking space is usually to get as close to a person ' s destination as 
possible , hence the overwhelming popularity of the centrally located 
EE lot. Unfortunately, this lot does not have enough spaces to meet 
the demand. At the same time that students are driving around the EE 
lot wait ing to move into a vacated space, lots on the perimeter such as 
the Placement Center, the Coliseun , and by the Highway Lab Building 
always contain many empty spaces . But the demand is no t out there. 
Efforts should be directed to making these lots more at tractive as 
parking areas . One method of entice students to use these lots would 
be to provide a shuttle van system from the lots to one or two points 
in the central campus. The vans to be used are like those presently 
used by the Physical Plant Department and could be driven by students . 
These vans would be more attractive for these shuttle requirements 
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hec~use o£ the low initial outlay, the availability of local main-
tainence personnel for repairs, and the lack of congestion that is usually 
produced by a larger bus such as the Stinger on Central Campus narrow 
streets. Another possiblity would be the use of trams like those used 
at Disneyworld. How the trams would be handled on the narrow roads 
would have to be ascertained. Perhaps a Federal demonstration grant 
could be obtained for the tram system. The scheduled trips would have to 
be frequent enough to attract the students. More publicity of the lots 
would also help. 
2. Change the use of the faculty card lot. On three different 
occasions during Winter and Spring Quarters (1973), surveys were made 
of the faculty acard lot below the library (zone 26). The highest 
occupancy rate noted was only 72%. The demand for central campus 
parking is too great to allow the non-usage of these empty parking 
spaces. There are two possible courses of action available to make a 
more profitable use of the empty spaces: a) sell more passes to the 
lot, or b) convert the lower part of the lot, 28 spaces, into short term 
parking for the library, the Hill, and the computer center. The card 
operated parking gate would have to be moved to close off only the 
upper portion which consists of 80 spaces. The latter is recommended. 
The need for short term parking in this area was noted by 42% of those 
responding to the questionnaire. The time limit for short term parking 
could be set by the administration or the Parking Advisory Committee, 
but would have to be strictly enforced to keep drivers from taking 
advantage of the situation. 
The recommendation to move the gate immediately raises a question. 
What is the chance of someone who has a card not being able to find 
a space? As will be shown, this probability is 0.025; i.e., the 
fraction of parkers turned away is 2.5%. But, this figure is de-
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ceptively large. It is based on the highest peak hour data noted only, 
and does not consider the additional room in the upper part of the 
lot that is not specifically lined for parking but where parking is 
possible. When these are taken into account, the chance of not finding 
a parking space in the upper lot is very small indeed. 
To arrive at the 2.5% figure, the arrival rate of vehicles was 
measured on a typical day. Then it was determined that the arrivals 
followed a random Poisson distribution based on a Chi square test. Once 
it was known that the arrivals were Poisson, it was possible to develop 
the following table from HRB Special Report 79, An Introduction to 
Traffic Flow Theory: 
percent number of number of fraction of parkers 
occupancy spaces cards sold turned away 
72 108 129 0.000 
87 80 129 0.025 
65 108 129 0.000 
81 80 129 0.011 
The 87% occupancy figure is the 72% figure adjusted to reflect the loss 
of the 28 lower spaces, and the 81% figure is the adjusted 65% figure. 
As can be seen, the 2.5% figure was for one peak hour of 72% occupancy. 
A lower peak occupancy percentage more typical of the average day is 
also shown (the 65%). Figures 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 show where these 
percentages come from. 
If it should turn out that there are complaints about lack of 
parking space the revised lot of 80 spaces could be less oversold. 
It is presently oversold 20%, which means that about 129 cards are 
issued. 
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3. Better utilization of the Georgia Tech Police Force. One way 
to entice more perimeter parkers is to provide a more active and agressive 
crime fighting police force. Students have mentioned that they are afraid 
to park their cars in certain parking areas (primarily the Coliseum and 
around O'Keefe High School) for fear of having hub caps stolen, windows 
smashed, or antennas broken, not to mention the risks of being attacked. 
Records from the Tech Police files show that crime has dropped during 
the past two months; the same is true for the Atlanta Police files 
for the area. This could be due to the fact that school is out for the 
summer and O'Keefe students are not present. In any case, the opinion 
of the Tech student body is that the crime situation is high, regardless 
of facts, and as long as a person feels unsafe, he will not park in an area 
which he considers unsafe. So to help attract people to the perimeter, a 
public relations campaign should be undertaken to publicize the fact 
that crime is low, that police patrols are adequate, and that a program 
of lighting the outlying lots is underway. 
Eighteen percent of the returned questionnaires that contained 
additional remarks mentioned that there is too little enforcement 
concerning cars that have no parking permits. A more vigorous enforce-
ment program to control unregistered vehicles is recommended. Such a 
program would bring added revenues to the school, make more accurate 
predicitions on parking requirements possible, and provide more available 
spaces. If the Police Force is too overworked to handle continuous 
ticketing, it would be a great help to hire someone who is a full time 
enforcer of parking regulations. 
4. Provide more parking for the Area III dormitories. Hore parking 
spaces for Area III are presently needed. Of the respondents in this area, 
69.5% reported "lack of parking spaces" as a major source of irritation with 
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regard to campus parking. Present plans include the provision of a paved 
lot in the area in the future. Should it not be possible to implement 
these plans at an early date, it is recommended that some of the urban 
renewal land be graded and that a temporary crushed stone pavement be 
provided. Such an area would also need to be lighted and properly 
patrolled. It is further recommended that traffic flow be changed to 
conform with the 1984 Campus Plan. Now that McMillan and Curran Streets 
have been closed by the Tech Parkway entension, traffic flow should be 
as shown in Figure 1. Parking should be eliminated along 8th Street 
from Hemphill to Northside Drive, and on 6th Street from Ferst Drive 
west to McMillan Street. 
5. Coordinate a shuttle service with MARTA. Even though the 
completion of the MARTA rapid rail system is far in the future, the authors 
recommend that a plan for a shuttle service between the central campus and 
the nearby MARTA stations should be established. A fairly respectable 
return of 46% indicated a willingness to use the MARTA bus/train system 
(with shuttle connections to the campus). The system would be either a 
joint venture between MARTA and Georgia Tech, or by one of them alone. 
6. Provide more bike racks. To encourage the use of bicycles on 
campus versus cars, more bike racks should be installed near each entrance 
of each classroom, administration building, and dormitory. 
7. Additional park~ng facilities. Many students proposed the building 
of a multilevel parking garage on campus to provide a large portion of the 
needed spaces without paving over the whole campus. This wculd prove to 
be quite expensive. Consideration should be given instead to the utiliza-
tion of the air rights over the North Freeway (Interstate 75 and 85). It 
has been proposed that the freeway be widened to four lanes in each 
direction. A parking platform could be constructed at the same time that 
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the widening is being done. Entrances to the lot could be at 4th Street 
on both sides of the freeway. This solution could greatly assist the 
alleviating the parking problems in this area of the campus and at the 
same time conserve campus green spaces. Again a possiblity exists for 
federal funds to be used on the project from a pilot program grant. 
8. Provide more parking for visitors in all lots. It was decided 
to use the rule of thumb used by Wilbur smith and Associates in their 
Kent State University Traffic and Parking Plan that the parking require-
ments for campus visitors should be equal to one percent of the total 
campus population. This would require an increase of 44 spaces over 
what is now available, bringing the total number of visitor spaces through-
out the campus to 103. The new spaces could be allocated in the same 
ratio as presently in use. The comment that more visitor parking spaces 
are required was made by those personnel who deal with visitors to the 
campus (public relations, etc.), so obviously the lack of visit or 
parking was noted by visitors to these people. 
9. Make better use of existing faculty lots. Most of the faculty 
lots were observed never to be above 75% full a good part of the time 
(except those in the central campus area). The spaces not used are 
basically being wasted. They should be made available to others on some 
basis. Perhaps one way would be to get an exact count of the number of 
;faculty nemhers driving each quarter, and to allocate any excess of 





It is beyond the scope of this report to recommend methods of 
financing any of the improvements. However, to just say spend money 
without any mention of methods to fund the improvements would be 
unrealistic. Several of our recommendations can be carried out with 
almost no cost except for "One -way" or "No Parking" signs. Lighting 
would be more expensive, but as a temporary solution, lights could 
be rented from Georgia Power, as was done recently for portions of 
the campus. The cost of more security should be minimal; the present 
force only needs to do a better job. With revenues from parking tickets 
and the increased purchasing of parking permits forced on the drivers 
by increased police enforcement, a portion of the added costs would be 
offset. Funds for shuttle service could come from a small fare, perhaps 
a nickel a ride if the funds presently used for the Stinger could not 
be used. If this is done, a smaller charge for parking permits for the 
lots served by the vans is recommended, maybe $7.50 a year. This lower 
fee for permits would possibly attract people to the lots and away from 
the central campus. Long range improvements should be funded in accordance 
with recommendations of The Report to the President's Advisory Committee 
for Parking On the Funding of State - Supported College and University 
Parking Facilities. 
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1 . Plea &e check day you r eported. on tbi s quest.ionnai.re . 
II 0 1 !u 02 II 03 'l'h 04 ;- 0 5 Sat 06 
2 . PleaM chick ecploy.ent and/or classification. 
racul<y ~01 Graduate 
~AcbJng AIS't.. 02 Senior 
Other Ca. 'lllch !Ap1oyee 03 Junior 
Vilit.or OloJ Sophomore 
Spec ial Stucent 05 Fresllr.>an 
Student 
Other ____________________________________ _ ~~ 10 ll 
3- What tl.JIIo did you pork in t his spot to4oy? 
Betore 8 M 
~~ 
12-1 PI~ 
8-9 AJo( 1-2 J'l.t 
9-10 All 03 2- 3 1'1>1 
10-ll All 0!1 3-~ PI~ 
ll-l2AH 05 4-5 PM 
After 5 PM 
~- Who< Umc are you l eaving t his spot today? 
Betore 9 AN 
~~ 
2 - 3 Pl>i 
9-10 AM 3- 4 PN 
lO-ll AM 03 4-5 PM 
ll-12 AI{ 0!1 5-6 PN 
12-l PM 05 Af ter 6 PN 
1-2 PM o6 
5. Wey did you park in LhU spot? 
CloS-e!ilt to de$tination 
Only spot I could 1'1nd 
Closest to c!or• or tra.t . /SQr . house 
Going to bookstore/studeDt ce nter 
U&e reserved space 
Other 
6 . Do you norw.Uy porl< in this area! 
Yes, .ost ot the t ir.e 
Yes, all of r.be ti.ne: 
No, today i 1 a apeeial ease 












7. What vaa your tir•t destinat ion after you parked at this location? Pleaa.e ?5, 26, 
27 1!141cat<o bu114lll8. 
8. Did you or do you plan to park 1n aey other pl aces o n camp-us today'? It so, 
ploaae indicate loc:at 1on (s) . 
9- Did. you: W&l.k to your ti.rat c1estina.t.1on 
Ride the Stinger 
Other __________________ __ 
28 , 29, 
30, 31, 
32, 33 
Figure 5 . 
10. ~re do you live-? On ca=apus 
Of!' Cat3puS 
Q It you live on ca&p.~a, 1DI11cate 
Uoo locatio••--------------------
11. 'Hov any rode in vith you to the ca.a::pus t.od~? 
Jus< eyoe1f go 3 others 
1 other 1 4 others 
2 others 2 More than 4 others 
12. HOll ll'lA1Qf vehicles do you have r~gi stered i n yow name on cu:pu.a? 
o Do 1 01 2 0 2 3 03 ~ 04 
13. 'Which planning goal do you contider most important in the develoJ)IIIent ot a 





The protection oi" l andscaped, open spaces on the c u.puG (a.eathetic 
.,aluos) 01 
The development of parking areas adjacent to your claocroOI'I or 
pla ce ot work Q2 
If a good CB.l!lpu$ transit system (bus , rail, etc . ) waa est.ablished. thAt eoverod 
mor e o f the C$111pU$ t han the Stinger does, would you park on t.he cMput trlnge 
and take transit t o c lasses/work'? 
Yes 
t•o 
What is your overall ~valuation o-r t he canpu• parking taeilltha? 
Excellent 01 Good 0 2 Pair 03 Poor o~ 
In your opinion , what ere t he major sources ot i rri tation vith re&a.rd to 
caopus parking? You mey- check rore than one . 
Oo Ineq,u.itie£: in the notor vehicle regul&t1ons 
Specify: 
QO Entorce~nt. of the actor vehic:le regu.lat1on• 
Specify: 
Excessive va.lking distance!'> tr011 parldag spaces ~g~O
O Lack of parking space s 
Lacko~ st.ort t.e:rm ~s ~t.r Library, Com:pu.ter Ceot.er, etc. 
£xc:ess1ve f'ees 
Inade quate sh.!tt1e bus service frca perioeter parking apatea 
Other --------------------------·-----------------
lf' the cccplete MAR'rA bus/train system (vlth shl.lttle conneettooa to Gtorg1a 
Tech} ~as available t.oda.y 1 vould you u&e it to come to school' 
§ Yes , al-l of t he time Yes , so~ of' the time No, MARtA vould not go near a:1 residence 
No, even though M.I\R'L'O. vould be close t.o a;;y re sidsnce 
s till drive rey car 
I vould 
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TIME OF DAY 
Figure 6.1 . Parking Accumulation Curves for the Civil Engineering and 
Physics Area, Zone 06, for Wednesday , May 24, 1973. Total 



















8AM 9 10 11 12 lPM 2 3 4 5 6 
TIME OF DAY 
Figure 6.2 . Parking Accumulation Curves for the Student Center Area, Zone 09, 
for Wednesday, May 28 , 1973. Total lo t spaces= 337. Total 




















9:30 10 :30 11 :30 12 : 30 
PM 
TIME OF DAY 
1 : 30 2 : 30 3 : 30 4 : 30 5 :30 
Figure 6.3 . Parking Accumulation Curve fo r the Student Center Area Between 
the Pay Lot Entrance and t he Upper Lot Entrance, Monday , May 




















8AM 9 10 11 12 lJ?M 2 3 4 
TIME OF DAY 
Figure 6.4. Parking Accumulation Curve for the Student Center Pay Lot, 
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Figure 6.5. Parking Accumulation Curves fo r the Highway Laboratory Area, 
Zone 19, for Wednesday, May 23 , 1973. Total lot spaces = 147. 
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TIME OF DAY 
Figure 6 .6. Parking Accumulation Curves for the Emerson Building Area, 
Zone 20 , for Monday, May 28, 1973 . Total lot spaces = 40. 
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BAM 9 10 11 12 lPM 2 3 4 5 
TIME OF DAY 
Figure 6 . 7 . Parking Accumulation Curves for the Infirmary Area , Zone 21, 
fo r Monday , May 28 , 1973 . To ta l lot spaces ; 29. To t al 
curb spaces = 54 . 
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Figure 6.8. Parking Accumulation Curve for the E.E. Lot, Zone 24, for 
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PM 
TIME OF DAY 
1:30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5 : 30 
Figure 6.9 . Parking Accumulation Curve for the E.E. Lot, Zone 24 , for Monday, 
























9:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 1:30 
PM 
TIME OF DAY 
2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 
Figure 6.10. Parking Accumulation Curve for the Library Key Lot, Zone 26, 




















9:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 
PM 
TIME OF DAY 
1:30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 
Figure 6 .11. Parking Accumulation Curve for the Library Key Lot, Zone! 26, for 
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TIME OF DAY 
2:30 3 : 30 4:30 5:30 
Figure 6 . 12 . Pa rking Accumulation Curve for the Libr.ary Key Lot (Mov i e Data} , 
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2:30 3:30 4 : 30 5 : 30 
Figure 6 . 13 . Parking Accumulation Curve for the Space Sciences Lot , Zone 28 , 





















9: 30 10:30 11 : 30 12:30 1:30 
PM 
TIME OF DAY 
2 : 30 3:30 4:30 5 : 30 
Figure 6 . 14 . Parking Accumulation Curve for the Administration Building Ar ea , 
Zone 32, for Monday , May 14 , 1973. Total spaces = 51 . 
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9:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 1:30 
PM 
TIME OF DAY 
2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 
Figure 6.15. Parking Accumulation Curves for the Library/Computer Center Area, 
Zone 38, for Wednesday, May 2, 1973. Total lot spaces = 66. 
Total curb spaces= 57. 
52 
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10:30 11:30 12:30 
PM 
TIME OF DAY 
1 : 30 2:30 3 : 30 4:30 5 : 30 
Figure 6.16. Parking Accumulation Curves for the Fifth and Fowler Streets 
Area, Zone 42, for Wednesday, May 23, 1973 . Total lot spaces 

















8:30 9:30 10 : 30 11:30 12: 30 1 : 30 2:30 3:30 4 : 30 5:30 
AM PM 
TIME OF DAY 
Figure 6 . 17 . Parking Accumula t ion Cur ves for the Techwood and Bri t tain Area, 
Zone 51 , f or \-lednesday , May 23 , 1973 . Total lo t spaces = 108 . 
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Tab1~ 1. Inventory of Spaces b¥ Zone and Questionnaire Return 
ZONE FACULTY/STAFF CENTRAL PERIMETER OTHER TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRES 
LOT CURB LOT CURB LOT CURB LOT CURB HANDED RETURNED 
OUT NUMBER PERCENT 
1 4 194 190 388 239 51 21 
2 12 12 7 1 14 
3 12 5L 12 11 7 64 
4 15 379 10 404 92 33 36 
5 30 55 85 23 12 52 
6 472 11 483 314 132 42 
7 35 35 30 12 40 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 337 76 413 415 165 40 
10 180 180 94 13 14 
11 0 0 0 0 
12 42 10L 8ST 50 45 9 20 
13 60 60 47 20 43 
14 122 122 61 36 59 
15 157 29 1V 187 75 50 67 
16 131 104 235 179 85 47 
17 391 29 420 143 11 7 
18 16 9 15V 40 37 7 19 
19 12 8 135 118 4L 273 108 31 29 
20 27 17 13 13 2L 70 54 32 59 
21 29 54 3L 83 51 16 31 
22 28 36 64 48 13 27 
23 32 14 46 53 13 25 
24 94 327 2V 423 561 164 29 
25 0 0 0 0 
26 108 108 75 43 57 
27 0 0 0 0 
28 96 74 8L 170 170 63 37 
29 86 5L 86 50 29 58 
30 13 7 44 10 191 143 15 10 
31 33 40 73 54 38 70 
32 66 21 3V 90 81 38 47 
33 24 43 66 57 24 42 
34 24 24 0 0 0 
35 11 25 llL 36 59 24 41 
36 0 0 0 0 
37 44 44 45 23 51 
38 76 25 33 2L 134 144 37 26 
39 12 66 78 67 7 10 
40 19 7 26 20 11 55 
41 20 20 0 0 0 
42 10 183 17 210 234 44 19 
43 0 0 0 0 
44 0 0 0 0 
45 42 363 35 3L 440 41 8 20 
57 
Table 1 . Inventory of Spaces by Zone and Questionnaire Return (Cont'd) 
ZONE FACULTY/STAFF CENTRAL PERIMETER OTHER TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRES 
LOT CURB LOT CURB LOT CURB LOT CURB HANDED RETURNED 
OUT NUMBER PERCENT 
46 70 70 33 3 
47 70 116 186 142 18 
48 60 35 95 82 16 
49 82 52 28 162 136 18 
50 15 15 20 3 
51 63 45 72 180 161 2'" .) 
52 14 69 56 2V 141 145 36 
53 94 27 lL 121 88 16 
54 10 42 189 241 220 47 
55 123 50 173 163 38 
56 2 37 39 54 12 
TOTALS 1725 309 1181 315 2417 1298 59V & ST 7304 5171 1549 
1496 3715 
2034 5211 
7245 + 59 7304 




ST-short term (15 minutes) 
Summary of totals: 
Faculty/staff lot ............ . .. 1725 
Faculty/staff curb .. . . . . . . . . ... . 309 
Central campus student lot ...... 1181 
Centra l campus student curb . .... 315 
Perimeter student lot .. ... .. ... . 2417 
Perimeter student curb .. . . .... . . 1298 
Visitor and shor t term .......... 59 
Tot al faculty/staff spaces . .... . 2034 
Total central campus spaces . .... 1496 
Total perimeter spaces ... ... .... 3715 
Total student spaces ............ 5211 
Total curb spaces .•.......... . . . 1922 
Total lot spaces ................. 5382 
Total of all spaces on campus ... 7304 














Table 2. Parking Acc umulation of Major Campus Fa cilities 
Spring Quarter . 1973 
NUMBER/PERCENTAGE OF SPACES OCCUPIED BETWEEN THE HOURS OP : 
fAC I LIT Y/ DATE/ SPACES Before 8 : 00- 9: 00- 10 : 00- 11 : 0 0- 12 : oo- 1 : 0 0 - 2:00- 3 : 0 0- 4 : 00 - 5 : 00- After 
ZONE DAY AVAIL . 8 : 00am 9 : 0 0a m lO : OOam ll : OOa m 12:00n 1: 00pm 2 : 00 pm 3:00pm 4 : 0 0pm 5 : 00pm 6 : 00pm 6 : 00pm 
CE,Physics, 23 May/ Lot: 472 16/ H 82/17% 238/50\ 305/64% 295/62% 273/58\ 24 1/SU 14 5/31\ 119/25% 58/12\ 47/12\ 
Grad . Lets/ Wed . Curb : 11 0/ 0% 2/18\ 11 9\ 2/18\ 1/9\ 4/36\ 5/45\ 2/ 18\ 1/ 9\ 1/ 9\ 
06 ; seudent 
Student Center 14 May Curb : 22 5/22 20/91 22/100 22/100 22/100 19/86 16/72 16/72 12/54 5/22 5/22 
Curb Only/09 Mon . 
facul t y , 
student 
Student Ce n te r 28 May Lot: 337 50/15 112/33 251/7 4 32 4/96 297/88 232/68 175/52 112/33 7 4/22 33/ 10 20/ 6 
Lot/09 , faculty Mon . curb : 76 4/ 5 27/35 4 2/55 80/105 61/80 81/106 73/96 65/85 43/56 29/38 28/37 
student 
Student Center 8 Feb . Lct : l80 63/35 113/63 113/63 115/63 115/64 111/62 108/60 75/42 63/35 40/22 
Pay Lot/10 Thurs . 
f~culty , student 
Hwy . La b . /19 23 May Lot : 1 47 9/ 6 22/15 34/23 6 1/ 4 1 58/39 55/37 5 3/36 4 2/28 30/20 20/14 13/ 9 
facu l ty , s t udent Curb : l26 11/ 9 26/20 4 0/32 68/4 2 5 4/ 43 58/4 6 5 6/ 44 32/4 5 30/24 25/2 0 4/ 3 
Emerson Bldg . / 28 May Lot:40 3/ 8 11/27 28/70 34/85 30/75 30/75 
20, stude n t, ~lon . Curb: 30 9/30 16/53 16/53 26/87 22/73 20/63 
faculty 
I nfi rmary/2 1 28 May Lot:29 10/34 13/45 16/55 18/62 20/69 20/69 
V1 student , f aculty Mon . Curb: 54 1 2/22 18/33 60/111 51/94 48/ 8 8 33/61 
\.0 EE Lct / 24 2 May Lot : 4 21 77/18 355/84 4 20/99 4 39/10 4 433/103 H5/98 413/98 379/9 0 340/81 247/58 140/33 76/1 8 
stude nt , facu 1 ty We d . 
EE LOt / 24 2 1 May Lot : 421 18 5/44 281/66 310/73 34 4/ 8 1 382/90 405/95 399/94 370/8 7 333/78 238/56 154/36 120/28 
student , fac:ulty Mon . 
Llbrar y Card 6 Peb. Let: 108 46/42 65/60 70/65 68/63 59/55 6 4/59 60/56 58/53 36/33 17/15 
Lot/26 faculty Tues . 
Llbrary Card 2 Ma y Lot : 108 15/14 46/42 75/69 78/72 72/66 68/63 77/71 6 8/ 6 3 53/49 38/35 12/11 10/ 9 
LOt/26 f aculty Wed . 
Library Ca r d 14 May Lot : LOS 20/18 35/32 55/51 6 2/ 5 7 6 8/ 63 68/23 66/ 6 1 62/57 52/48 35/32 15/14 
LOt (movie)/26 Mon . 
facul ty 
Space Scien ce 7 Peb. Lot :96 45/46 91/94 97/101 89/92 83/87 83/87 82/85 72/75 50/52 28/29 
Lct/28 ,faculty Wed . Cu r b :lOO 
Adm1n . Bldg . 14 May Lol: 51 16/31 35/68 46/90 48/94 
Area/32 Mon . 45/88 38/74 43/84 4 6/90 4 2/82 36/70 18/35 
facu lty 
Library , Comp . 2 Ma y Lot : 66 18/27 47/71 5 2/78 56/8 4 54/ 8 1 58/87 56/84 58/8 7 46/69 40/60 1 9/28 23/34 
Cen ter/38 Wed . Curb : 57 35/61 47/82 60/105 66/115 64/112 56/98 60/105 60/105 56/98 5 2/91 33/58 36/63 
facul t y , s t udent 
5th & Fowler 23 May Lcl: 193 167/87 185/96 203/105 199/103 198/102 201/104 184/95 182/94 176/91 170/88 170/88 
/42 s t uaent Wed . Curb: 17 6/35 12/71 24/14l 19/ lll 18/105 13/76 1!/65 8/47 7/H 11/65 2/12 
Techwood & 23 May LoL:lOS 57/53 76/70 8 4/78 61/56 8 1/75 70/65 68/63 62/57 55/57 63/58 62/57 
Brittain/ 51 Wed . Curb : 72 94 /130 92/127 91/126 71./98 91/126 67 /93 6 7/93 65/90 41/57 68/94 59/82 
student , f acu lty 
private 
Table 3 . Questionnaire Results By Classification of Respondent 
E-1 
z H 
1>.1 w z 
w Q w 
:>-< ::,)c.!) A 
A 0 HZ :::::> 
:] t-l U)H(J) H 





:>-< 1>.1 p::; 0 t-l::I! 
H 0 ~~E-1 p::; p::; 15 <H t-lr>-. p::; H ;:::lE-1(1) 0 0 HO 
8~ 1>.1 H Q H H H :I! 
(/) u 
:I! (/) ~Q(/) z s p.., w ~~ <H H H 0~~ 1>.1 0 p::; r>-..(1) 0 :> U) ...., (/) r>-. 
Hours Duration of parking for t he listed number of hours: 
1 0 2 0 1 9 13 4 1 1 
2 5 1 3 3 14 11 7 4 0 
3 3 2 4 13 25 9 8 3 1 
4 5 0 1 14 11 17 22 11 2 
5 7 4 1 10 25 11 28 9 0 
6 11 3 1 11 32 13 12 11 3 
7 24 2 0 10 22 25 13 15 2 
8 40 14 3 28 27 29 10 4 1 
9 94 74 0 35 14 i9 12 5 10 
10 114 75 0 31 11 14 7 6 8 
ver 10 65 23 3 51 47 48 36 31 5 
No . How many rode in with :fOU to the cam2us toda:t:? 
0 352 189 10 179 206 185 148 91 31 
1 45 18 5 22 17 14 8 4 0 
2 2 3 0 0 3 3 0 1 0 
3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
No. How man:t: vehicles do :fOU have registered in :fOUr name on campus? 
0 8 7 12 5 13 11 9 18 4 
1 137 117 4 145 191 183 161 75 23 
2 228 83 0 55 34 14 18 7 6 
3 l 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3 . Questionnaire Results By Classification of Respondent (Cont ' d) 
H 
z H 
~ [.J..l z 
[.J..l Q ~ 
:>-< ;::J {.!) Q 




::X::H [.J..l U),::Z:: 
~uz ,::z:: i H~ :>-< ,::z:: H<< 0 H 0 <~H ,::z:: ,::z:: ~ <H H~ ~ H ;::Jf-'U) 0 0 0 HO 
;::J~ ~ H 
~~~ 
H H ::X:: U) u 
u< ::X:: U) z s p.. ~ [.J..lQ ~~ ~ H ~ 0 ,::z:: ~~ :> 0<< ....,. U) ~ 
Which plannin~ goal do you consider most imEortant in the develoEment of 
a comErehensive traffic and Earking Elan for the campus? 
.The protection of landscaped, open spaces (aesthetic values) 
201 103 5 128 170 140 130 79 25 
.The development of parking areas adjacent to your classroom or place of work 
151 98 7 68 64 65 44 21 7 
If a good campus transit system (bus, rail, etc.) was established that covered 
more of the campus than the Stinger does, would you park on the camEus fringe 





















the campus parking facilities? 
12 
19 
Excellent: 26 6 0 5 4 1 1 :) 0 
Good: 123 56 5 68 45 31 28 20 8 
Fair: 161 103 4 99 128 93 83 41 17 
Poor : 51 46 4 32 59 84 49 37 8 
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Table. 3. Questionnaire Results By Classification of Respondent (Cont'd) 
H z H 
ll:l ll:l z 
ll:l §L_, ll:l :>-< A 
A 0 HZ ;::::> 





:>-< ll:l p::j 0 ....:~::r: 
H 0 ~;;sH p::: p::: ~ <l!H ,...:!~ p::j H ;::>HU'> 0 0 HO 
;::::>~ ll:l H ~A~ H H ::r: 
U') u 
U<l! ::r: U') z s P-1 ll:l ll:lA <H H H ZU'> ll:l 0 p::: eJ~ [:r.;U') 0 :> e><< U') ...., U') ~ 
In your opinion, what are the major sources of irritation with regard to 
campus parking? 
. Inequities in the motor vehicle regulations 
23 18 2 20 27 24 15 14 2 
.Enforcement of t he motor vehicle regulations 
69 45 1 46 56 44 31 18 6 
.Lack of parking spaces 
127 109 9 91 136 132 102 74 13 
.Excessive walking distances from parking distances 
34 26 6 36 46 69 59 34 6 
.Lack of short term spaces near t he Library , Computer Center, etc. 
153 76 3 99 122 91 68 37 7 
. Excessive fees 
81 35 3 42 72 58 38 27 10 
.Inadequate shuttle bus service from perimeter parking spaces 
24 12 2 39 47 45 42 25 7 
.Other 
48 27 3 42 41 35 21 6 6 
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Table 3. Questionnaire Resul ts By Cl assification of Respondent (Cont ' d) 
E-< 
w z E-< w z w A w 
~ ::::><.!> § 
~ 
0 ~aCil ...:I E:-i 
~ 
l:I:lE-< w Cllt:X: 
~ t:t: 
wu~ t:t: I ~~ ~~E-< 0 0 ~ t:t: ;:;:: ...:I JJ:... ~ E-< ::>E-<~ s 0 0 ;:::l~J:.. H ~A ttl H' iJ:I u U<( t/) i5 ~ p.. l'l ~· ~ <I!.E-< H 0 · cr::. ~en· 0 > <.!>~~ Cll Cll ~::£<. 
If the COmElete MARTA bus/t r ain sxstem (with shuttle connections to Georg ia 
Tech) was available today, would you use it to come to school? 
.Yes, all of the time 
66 23 1 33 44 39 23 10 7 
.Yes, some of the time 
130 69 4 67 71 57 40 29 8 
. No . MARTA would not go near my residence 
132 81 3 72 76 61 55 35 8 
. No, even though MARTA woul d come close, I would not use it 
37 33 2 26 34 25 19 12 7 
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0-1 ~ (1) 
E 4J ~ ~ 
::>-. r:4 H Ul 0 ctl 
4J 0 ~ ~ E E 
...-l ~ 4J . 0 0 0 ..c: 
~ (I) ·.-I "d ·.-I ·.-I ..c: en 
u ..c: en m ~ ~ 0-1 (1) 
rtl +J ·.-I ~ (!) ~ 0 H 
Zone ~ 0 ~ t9 Ul IJ Ul ~ 
1 1 1 12 10 20 5 1 
2 1 
3 1 5 
4 13 6 4 4 4 3 
5 8 3 
6 3 2 37 19 8 8 3 
7 8 1 
9 2 1 2 21 42 30 38 29 
10 3 2 1 2 3 
12 1 2 3 1 
13 11 1 3 1 1 1 2 
14 26 4 1 3 1 
15 30 6 7 1 1 3 
16 30 40 1 5 1 2 1 
17 3 3 4 1 
18 2 3 2 
19 3 8 4 4 
20 15 6 1 2 7 1 
21 1 4 3 1 3 3 
22 5 6 1 1 
23 5 1 1 2 1 2 
24 26 7 32 43 27 12 7 
26 41 3 
28 31 16 3 9 3 2 






















0.. :::3 Q) 
8 +' H s:: 
:>. ril H CJ) 0 ro 
+' 0 H H E E 
.-I H +' . 0 0 0 ..c: H 
:::3 Q) ·M '0 ·M ·M ..c: Ul Q) 
u ..c: Ul ro s:: s:: 0.. Q) ..c: 
ro +' ·M H Q) :::3 0 H +' Zone ~ 0 :> {.!) CJ) 1-) CJ) ~ 0 
30 2 6 2 3 1 
31 17 22 
32 13 21 1 1 2 
33 18 5 1 
35 1 9 2 1 1 
37 10 6 1 1 2 1 
38 19 9 2 3 2 2 
39 4 1 2 
40 7 4 
42 5 1 8 17 10 3 
45 2 1 1 1 2 
46 1 1 1 
47 1 6 7 3 2 
48 6 5 2 2 
49 1 1 6 7 2 2 
50 1 1 1 
51 2 1 16 11 2 2 1 
52 1 1 7 2 5 1 2 
53 5 5 1 1 1 2 
54 2 2 7 9 15 11 1 
55 2 2 7 9 15 11 l 
56 1 7 2 2 
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Table 4b. Questionnaire Results by Traffic Zones--












Zone ::::::> 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 
1 1 4 4 4 4 1 5 5 5 1 17 
2 1 
3 1 5 
4 2 2 1 2 7 2 3 1 9 11 
5 1 3 2 6 
6 1 5 8 8 8 6 10 8 11 10 
7 1 1 1 6 4 
9 3 13 23 22 19 13 20 15 19 14 6 
10 1 4 1 2 1 1 3 
12 1 1 2 2 1 2 
13 2 2 1 1 1 6 6 1 
14 2 1 1 3 3 11 9 5 
15 1 4 2 7 24 12 
16 2 1 2 1 6 44 20 10 
17 1 1 1 1 7 
18 1 1 5 
19 3 1 5 7 2 5 1 3 2 
20 1 4 2 1 1 3 7 6 7 
21 1 2 2 1 1 3 4 
22 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 
23 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 4 
24 1 2 10 13 20 14 19 17 14 20 22 
26 1 4 5 9 14 8 2 
28 2 1 1 1 3 3 4 5 19 16 6 
29 1 2 1 3 7 7 5 2 
30 1 2 1 1 1 5 3 













Zone ::J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 
32 6 24 6 
33 6 5 3 3 2 
35 1 1 4 6 7 4 
37 1 1 5 8 1 6 
38 2 3 2 4 3 2 13 5 3 
39 1 1 1 1 3 
40 1 2 4 4 
42 2 1 1 3 1 2 6 4 38 3 11 
45 1 2 4 
46 1 1 1 
47 2 1 1 1 1 2 11 
48 1 1 2 11 
49 1 1 1 5 2 1 6 
50 1 1 1 
51 4 1 1 1 1 5 10 
52 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 11 
53 1 1 2 3 1 3 5 
54 1 8 3 3 2 2 2 1 25 
55 1 1 4 2 2 1 4 1 22 
56 1 1 2 7 
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Table 4c. Questionnaire Results by Traffic Zones--
Question 5: "Why Did You Park in this 
Spot Today?" 
(1) 
Ul (1) (1) 
~ !>-! !>-! 0 
0 0 (1) rn s::r:: ..j.J..j.J P-1 
!>-! Ul s:: Ul 
0 . ~(1) 
rQ Q!>-1 ou rQ 
s:: s:: 0 0 (1) 
0 0 ·r-1 OUl CQ..j.J :> 
..j.J ·r-1 ..j.J~ ..j.J'-...,. s:: !>-! 
..j.J 0 . 0 (1) (1) 
+J m P-l'"d ..j.J..j.J +J'"d Ul 
Ul s:: Ulr-1 Ul m ~ (1) 
<U·r-1 ~ <U H tyl..j.J ~ H 
Ul..j.J :>-tO Ul~ S::Ul (1) 
0 Ul r--iU 0 ·r-1 (1) ..c: 
r--i (1) s:: r--i!>-1 0 H Ul ..j.J 
Zone UCl OH u 0 t9 0 ~ 0 
1 9 8 33 2 
2 1 
3 1 2 1 
4 18 8 7 1 1 
5 1 
6 45 8 12 
7 12 
9 95 21 1 20 14 
10 9 3 1 
12 4 1 3 1 
13 17 2 1 
14 30 1 1 3 
15 45 1 2 2 
16 76 1 4 3 
17 5 5 1 
18 6 1 
19 16 6 1 6 
20 30 1 1 
21 14 1 1 
22 3 7 3 
23 11 1 1 
24 101 10 2 7 
26 21 14 9 
28 57 3 1 3 
29 20 7 5 
30 6 5 5 
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(!) (!) 
(!) 1-l 1-l u 
Ill 0 (!) ro e: ::l +)+) 0. 
1-l 0 Ill 1:: CJ) 
ott: ~(I) 
'lJ Q ou 'lJ 
1:: 1:: 1-l 0 (!) 
00 ·.-l 0 0 ~+) :> 
+l·.-l +)~ +)CJ) 1:: 1-l 
+) 0 '-... 0 Q) Q) 
+lnl O.'tl +)+) +)'lj Ill 
Ill 1:: CJ)r-1 Ill ro ::l Q) 
(1) ·.-l ::l (!) 1-l O'l+l o::; 1-l 
Ill+' :>tO Ill~ cu:. Q) 
0 Ill r-IU 0 ·.-l (!) ;:: 
r-IQ) 1:: r-1$.-l 0 1-l Ill +> Zone UQ OH uo 1:.!)0 :::::> 0 
31 12 3 7 2 
32 15 3 20 
33 16 2 5 1 
35 18 3 1 1 
37 17 2 3 
38 28 2 3 4 3 
39 2 5 
40 10 1 
42 21 13 39 l 
45 7 
46 2 1 
47 3 2 14 
48 1 2 10 2 
49 2 1 10 1 3 1 
50 l 2 
51 8 10 1 3 3 
52 3 2 10 1 
53 8 4 1 3 
54 8 10 23 3 2 
55 3 9 25 4 
56 7 2 3 
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Table 4d. Questionnaire Results by Traffic Zones--




4-1 ro ro 
0 4-1 8:U 
0 
+l ~......; 
rn a> ......; Q) ro ro 
0 s ......; s ro ·r-l 
~-r-l ~-r-l 0 0 
E-4 E-4 E-4 Q) 
~ 
Ul (]) rn (]) ... (/) 
Zone 
(])..C: (])..C: 0 
:>-t+l :>-t+l z~ 
1 38 9 4 
2 1 
3 1 5 
4 18 10 7 
5 7 3 2 
6 44 23 8 
7 4 8 
9 221 49 22 
10 4 3 6 
12 7 1 1 
13 11 5 4 
14 15 20 1 
15 27 22 1 
16 43 49 2 
17 1 10 
18 4 3 
19 16 9 4 
20 21 7 3 
21 7 6 1 
22 10 1 2 
23 5 4 4 
24 88 47 9 
26 8 33 
28 35 25 4 
29 11 15 2 




~ m m 
0 ~ s:u 
0 
+J :>!r--l 
[/) (1) r--l (1) m m 
0 s r--lS ro . .-~ 
~·r-1 ~·r-1 0 0 
E-1 E-1 E-1 (1) 
Co! 
[/} (1) [/) (1) -.(j) 
Zone <lJ..C: Q)..C: 0 :>t+J :>t+J z~ 
31 15 20 4 
32 13 23 2 
33 14 9 1 
35 21 1 1 
37 10 ,9 3 
38 22 12 3 
39 4 3 
40 11 
42 30 7 7 
45 4 1 2 
46 1 1 1 
47 8 9 3 
48 7 6 2 
49 12 5 1 
50 2 1 
51 12 7 6 
52 14 1 1 
53 5 4 
54 33 9 6 
55 21 12 5 





























Spring 1973 - 2282 
faculty only - 800 
staff only - 1482 
Table 5. Campus Population 
g;j 
~ .....l 0 
~ ~ ~ w ~ 0 0 0 >" 
::X:: H H u 
J:l.4 z z ..c @ ~ 0 ;:J ~ ~ tJ) J:l.4 
tJ) ...., tJ) ""' ~ J:l.4 tJ) 
1555 1345 1527 53 922 396 181 
1434 1301 1561 63 903 381 165 
415 618 739 26 705 321 124 
1524 1502 1327 64 1049 396 209 
1498 1473 1415 74 996 385 191 
1410 1392 1491 89 928 368 186 
393 589 665 30 729 320 84 
1452 1454 1360 64 1068 385 145 
1452 1444 1463 60 1014 367 168 
1356 1422 1503 65 954 348 136 


























Of the 1,549 drivers that returned questionnaires, 543 (38%) of 
them felt strongly enough about something (not necessarily parking) 
to include some remarks. A listing of those remarks and the number 
of times it was recorded (number/percent) follows. In some cases the 
language used has been changed to maintain the dignity of this report. 
Regulations: 
Excessive fees for parking permits: 13/2.3% 
Motor Vehicle Regulation- difficult to understand, comply: 5/.9% 
Reserved spaces should be free: 1/.1% 
Faculty/staff should not have to purchase parking permits: 12/2.2% 
Unfair fee allocations, ability to pay: 7/1.2% 
No fees for all: 10/1.8% 
Regulations are out of date: 1/.1% 
There should be no special spaces: 3/.5% 
Fines too expensive: 8/1/4% 
Married students should not have to pay for their own lot: 1/.1% 
Remove operational aspects of parking from Campus Planning: 1/.1% 
Co-ops should not have to pay for full year permits: 2/.3% 
No parking on student class priority: 5/.9% 
No distinction between perimeter and central permits: 4/.7% 
There should not be any fee lots: 6/1.1% 
All permits issued on seniority basis: 1/.1% 
Restrict hill to pedestrians only: 1/.1% 
No fines for employees: 3/.5% 
73 
Commuter students should have parking priority: 1/.1% 
Cars for Junior/Seniors/Grads only (commuters excepted): 1/.1% 
Special graduate student lot illegal: 3/.5% 
Enforcement: 
Unfair disposition of justice: 7/1.2% 
Too many tickets are given: 3/.5% 
Regulate visitors: 1/.1% 
Inconsistent and sporadic enforcement (specifically non-permit cars): 96/17.6% 
There should not be student police: 3/.5% 
There should only be fines- nat dismissal for violations: 1/.1% 
Non-enforcement of regulations: 40/7.3% 
Good job done by police: 3/.5% 
Insufficient protection from vandals: 12/2.2% 
Favoritism toward students: 5/.9% 
Favoritism toward faculty/staff: 10/1.8% 
Plum Street parking unfair (quarterly signup): 3/.5% 
Police are not of the highest mentality: 7/1.2% 
Traffic court does not dispense fair judgements: 1/.1% 
Too much time spent giving tickets, not enough on crime: 2/.3% 
Do not tow away illegally parked cars: 1/.1% 
Too much enforcement: 5/.9% 
Enforce EE lot better: 4/.7% 
Enforce graduate student lot better: 4/.7% 
General Parking: 
Lack of spaces: 8/1.4% 
Area I Dorm parking inadequate: 9/1.6% 
74 
Need more faculty spaces: 1/.1% 
Too many facul t y spaces : 21/3.8% 
Too many reserved spaces : 8/1.4% 
Too many students and visitors in faculty spaces: 22/4 . 0% 
More parking on hi ll : 5/ . 9% 
Make everyone park on perimeter : 6/1.1% 
Student Center pay lot not used enough: 1/ . 1% 
More short term parking by Post Office, Library, Knowles : 24/4.4% 
Faculty spaces available t o s t udents af t er lOam : 2/.3% 
Satisfied: 4/ . 7% 
More graduate student spaces : 4/.7% 
Multi-level garage: 24/4 . 4% 
Parking areas not adequately marked, signed or mapped : 9/1 . 6% 
Redesign lots fo r more efficient use of space: 1/ . 1% 
More visitor spaces: 8/1.4% 
More motorcyl ce spaces: 2/ . 3% 
More procurement office spaces: 4/ . 7% 
Overall dormitory parking inadequate: 9/1 . 1% 
Too many cars on campus: 9/1 . 6% 
"Big Shots " get special attention : 6/1 . 1% 
Lack of bicylce parking spaces: 1/.1% 
Illegal parking of Physical Plant vehicles: 1/ . 1% 
Card access lot by Library unused: 7/1 . 2% (high priority area) 
Stinger routes not posted : 1/.1% 
Too much central campus parking: 1/ . l% 
Shuttle Sys t ems and MARTA : 
Some type of shuttle system required: 11/2 . 0% 
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Stinger not regular enough: 2/.3% 
Should be MARTA connections to campus: 3/.5% 
Physical Problems: 
Parked cars on some roads, interfere with driving: 2/.3% 
Pave the AETI lot: 1/.1% 
Poorly maintained roads: 4/.7% 
Enterance/Exit to CE/Physics lot is dangerous: 9/1.6% 
Put in speed humps: 1/.1% 
More shade trees in lots (no mention of birds): 2/.3% 
Covered walkways from lots: 3/.5% 
Parking spaces too small: 4/.7% 
Campus Drive and Hemphill intersection is bad: 1/.1% 
·Miscellaneous: 
No motorcylces on campus; noise pollution: 1/.1% 
Use faculty lots that are not full: 5/.9% 
Campus Planning Department- not nice people: 1/.1% 
Dr. Clyde Robbins might be happier in a different job and on a different 
campus: 21/3.8% 
"Tear down ESM Building and use it as a parking lot": 1/.1% 
"I don't · let these things bother me.": 1/ .1% 
"Inept handling of everything": 1/.1% 
11If a system is to work it must have the support of those being served 
even if they happen to be students.": 1/.1% 
"Tear down Grant Field and use it as a parking lot.": 1/.1% 
"Those pavement reflectors on Ferst tickle.": 1/.1% 
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President 
October 20 , 1973 
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Atlanta , Georgia 30332 
Dear Dr. Pettit : 
We are pleased to present our report prepared as part of the 
requirement for the Master ' s Degree in Civil Engineering . Th is 
report deals with pedestrian and vehi cular circulation on the 
Georgia Tech campus as stated in the Circulation and Parking 
Surveys for the Georgia Tech Campus proposal . 
We wish to express our thanks to Dr . Donald 0 . Covault, 
School of Civil Engineering for his guidance a nd assistance :Ln 
the prepar ation of this report . 
We hope that our recommendations will be of some help in 
alleviating circula tion problems on campus . 
Respectfully submitted , 
Kenneth o. Voorhies 
Jeffrey A. Wynne 
PREFACE 
In 1888, opening ceremonies were held for what was to 
become Georgia Institute of Technology. At that time, the 
nine acre campus was located in a rural setting outside the 
city limits of Atlanta and it had no traffic circulation or 
parking problems. In 1973, the campus occupies over 150 acres 
near the heart of urban Atlanta, with a student and staff 
population of about 9,000. This population generates over 
60,000 intracampus person trips per day, both pedestrain and 
vehicular. 
This study was authorized by President Joseph Pettit 
and was performed with the cooperation and support of the 
Office of Campus Planning. It was partially funded by a 
university research and training grant from the Urban Mass 
Transit Administration, administered by Atlanta University, 
and that assistance is gratefully acknowledged. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In March , 1973 , a cir culation and parking study of the 
Georgia Institute of Technology was begun . While under the 
direction of Dr . Donald 0 . Covault and Dr . Paul H. Wright of 
the School of Civil Engineering , the study was funded by the 
Georgia Tech Office of Planning and Atlanta University. The 
studies were authorized by Dr . Joseph Pettit , Pres ident in 
charge o f planning . 
Four masters candidates in Civil Engineering undertook 
this study for completion of their Master ' s Degrees . Two of 
the students , Kenneth 0 . Voorhies and Jeffrey A. Wynne, parti-
cipated in the circulation portion while the two other stu-
dents , Michael L . Frey and Frederick D. Puncke, Jr ., handled 
the parking section. 
Circulation survey questionnaires were distributed by 
mail to the student body and the faculty and staff at Georgia 
Tech in May, 1 973 . At that time , Spring Quarter, 1973 , the 
school enrollment was 5 ,839 undergraduate students , 1 , 302 
graduate students, and 1 ,774 facu l ty and staff members . 
The r esults were tabulated and reported in August , 1973 . 
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PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES OF STUDY 
The circulation study of the Georgia Tech campus was 
carried out in order to determine the circulation patterns 
of vehicles and people within the bounds of the campus . To 
accomplish this purpose, an origin-destination survey ques-
tionnaire was mailed to each registered student and each 
presently employed faculty and staff member (in spring quar--
ter , 1973) . The questionnaire is shown in Appendix I . I n 
addition to the origin- destination of all internal campus 
trips for one workday each person receivi ng the questionnai re 
was asked about the distance of residence to campus , mode o f 
travel on campus , automobile , bicycle , and motorcycle owner·-
ship , place used for parking if an auto was used, and sug-
gestions for improvement to campus circulation . 
A base map with traffic zones was needed, therefore the 
Georgia Tech campus was divided into 56 different zones for 
purposes of this study . The zones were chosen according to 
compatible uses and locations . These zones coincide with the 
zones used in the parking study . 
Figure 1 shows the zone boundaries as they were used in 
the study . 
The origin- destination portion of the survey was used t o 
make an inventory of internal campus trips by day of week , 
hour of day , mode of travel (auto , walk , bus , bicycle , moto:r-
cycle) and purpose of trip (class , study , meal , recreation , 
school business , other) . 
The results of the study provide a basis for planning 
improvements to streets , sidewalks , bicycle paths , and campus 




The questionnaires that were returned by mail were coded 
and keypunched on data cards. A computer program was written 
in FORTRAN IV computer language to compile the data into a 
usable format for analyzing. This program counted the data 
cards and placed each bit of data into the appropriate answer 
category. The complete program is included in Appendices 
II and III. 
The results of this program showed that 2,199 people 
responded to the survey. Of the 8,882 people who received 
the questionnaire, 24.77% returned it. See page 64 in 
Appendix V for the number and percent responding to each 
question and see Appendix IV for definition of all variable 
names. Of these 2,199 responses, 1,828 were fu lly usable 
origin-destination surveys, while the other 377 surveys were 
only good for compiling the first five questions . So for pur-
poses of compiling the origin-destination data only 20.56% of 
the campus population was used. The 20.56% response was lower 
than the normally expected response rate which is in the neigh-
borhood of 30%. The reason for the low rate of return probab ly 
was due to the length and complexity of the questionnaire . Also 
due to circumstances beyond our control, the survey was not 
mailed out until the week before finals in spring quarter, so 
everyone was busy with school work. 
The response rate according to school affiliati on varied 
with each category . See figure 2 for the distribution of respon -
dents by school affiliation. Of the 2,199 surveys returned 
the response rates were 20.3% of the undergraduate population , 
23.7% of the graduate population, and 38.9% of the faculty an d 
staff. Even with the lowest rate of return, the undergraduates 
still accounted for 53 .8% of the surveys received . See page 
65 in Appendix V for detailed data on response rates. 
The departmental returns also varied greatly . The largest 
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Engineering, and Industrial Management. Also the Mechanical 
Engineering, the Engineering Experiment Station, and the Indus-
trial Engineering departments each had more than 100 returned 
surveys. For actual number and response by department, see 
pages 64 and 65 in Appendix V. The tabulation of answers to 
Question 2 are shown in Figure 3. It was found that 39 .4% of 
the people responding live on campus. Also, the results show 
that 17.0% of the respondents live 0-5 miles from Tech, 16 .3% 
live 5-10 miles from Tech, and 26.9% live more than 10 miles from 
campus. This means that slightly over 60% of the people affili-
ated with Georgia Tech do not reside on campus and therefore must 
commute to campus. Page 65 in Appendix V shows the number and 
percent responding in each category . 
The results of Question 3 (shown in Figure 4) shows how the 
peopl e living off campus actually did commute. It was found 
that 87.8% of these commuters drove cars to campus. If this 
percentage was expanded to the total number of peop le living off 
campus, there would be 3,941 cars corning to campus each day . 
This fact explains the need for l arge parking areas. In addi-
tion to those driving to Tech, 5.44% or 244 people were passen-
gers in automobiles when corning to campus. The percentage of 
people commuting by motorcycle, bicycle, bus, or walking were 
all very smal l, between 1% and 3%. For the detailed number and 
percentages see page 65 in Appendix V. 
Question 4 results showed that the commuters parked in almost 
every one of the designated traffic zones, but there were several 
zones that had large numbers of parkers. As was expected from 
the results of the Parking Survey, the largest number parked in 
the EE lot (Zone 24). The two areas wi th largest number of park-
ing respondents were the CE student lot (Zone 6) and the non- pay 
lot behind the Student Center (Zone 9). For complete listing of 
parking zones and number and percentage of respondents see page 65 
and 66 in Appendix V. 
The results of Question 5 point out that the Georgia Tech 
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------- 2.5% - .. I 
respondents have automobiles available for their own use on 
campus. If this number was expanded to the entire campus 
population, there would be 6,951 cars available for use on 
campus. Also, 2.6% have motorcycles and 11.6% have bicycles 
available. The expanded numbers then would be 226 motorcycles 
and 1,026 bicycles. It was assumed that everyone on campus had 
walking and the bus available to them. See page 66 in Apper.dix 
V for the detailed results. 
The day of the week reported on the questionnaire varied 
with the respondent. Figure 6 shows that Monday and Friday were 
the most heavily reported days. The detailed data are shown on 
page 66 of Appendix v. 
The data obtained on trip making yielded very interesting 
results. An average of 7.30 trips per person per day on can1pus 
was reported. If this number was expanded to the school popula-
tion there would be 64,846 trips. Student (both undergraduate 
and graduate) trips were 57 ,274 giving an average of 8.02 trips 
per day. The number of faculty and staff · trips was 9,145 for 
an average of 5.15 trips per day. These data are shown in Figure 
7 and on page 67 in Appendix v. It can be noted from these data 
that students made approximately 82% of the total trips. 
The distribution of trips by day of the week (Figure 8) 
compare favorably with the percentages of surveys reported on 
each day (Figure 6). There were more trips reported on Monday 
and Friday, as there were more surveys reported on Monday and 
Friday. The number and percentages of trips by day of the week 
is shown on page 67 of Appendix V. 
The class trip was the most frequently mentioned trip pur-
pose as seen in Figure 9. Class trips accounted for 28.3% of 
the trips reported, while school business was reported as 14.2% 
of the trips, meals as 13 .2%, study as 9.9%, and recreation as 
6.4%. Also 26.3% of the trips were reported as a purpose other 
than the purpose listed and 1.3% of the total trips had no 
purpose reported. The number and percentage of trips by each 
purpose is shown on page 67 in Appendix V. 
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Walking was the most frequently mentioned on campus mode 
of travel as shown in Figure 10. Walk trips accounted for 
65.1% of the total trips reported. Car trips were 26.1% of the 
trips made, while bus trips were reported at 3.6%, bicycle trips 
were 2.6%, motorcycle trips were 0.7 %, and 1.9% of the trips had 
no reported mode. The number and percentage of trips reported 
by each mode is shown on page 67 of Appendix V. 
The distribution of trips per hour shows that most of the 
trips occur between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M. A listing of trips 
reported by hour for all hours of the day is shown on page 67 
of Appendix V. The percent trips taken in each one-hour t i me 
period is shown in figure 11. A period of 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. 
was used in this graph. The peak is between 10 A.M. and 11 A.M., 
however, between 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. the number of trips each 
hour is almost the same; between 7,800 and 9,300 trips per hour . 
The trip matrices (page 67 through 93 in Appendix V) show 
that there are several zones that prpduce and attract more trips 
than the other zones. By adding ·the total number of origins 
and total number of destinations for the zones, the zones of 
major trip generation were determined. The largest generators 
are shown in Table 1. The largest single generator was the 
Student Center with 15,252 origins and destinations per day. 
This accounts for 29.9% of the total trips taken on campus. 
Trips with an off campus origin or destination accounted for 
21.3% of the 64,846 trips. So actually on campus trips were 
only 78.7% of the total trips or a total of 51,027 trips. See 
Table 1 for further details. 
The largest single number of trip interchanges between two 
zones is between the Student Center and the Skiles Classroorrt 
Building. Desire Lines [ l] shows that 2,269 trips per day are 
made between the Student Center (Zone 12) and the Classroom 
Building (Zone 27). Other large trip interchanges are between 
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TABLE 1 
TRIPS TO AND FROM MAJOR GENERATORS 
Zone Number 
12 - Student Center 15,252 
00 - Off Campus 13,819 
27 - C1assroon Building 10,456 
54 - Area I Dorms 6,739 
36 - Library 5,228 
01 - Area III Dorms 4,883 
15 - Physics Building 4,543 
52 Area II Dorms 4,115 























Center and the Physics Building , between the Classroom Building 
and the Area I dorms (Zone 54) . 
Desire Lines [2) shows the pattern of walk trips on campus. 
Since 65% of the total trips are walk trips , the pattern of walk 
trips is similar to the pattern of all trips . 
Desire Lines [3) shows car trips on campus . It is found 
by addition of origins and destination with off campus 
addresses that 66 . 8% of the total car trips were off campus 
trips . Therefore of the total on campus trips only 11 . 0% were 
by car . The Desire Lines [3) show that the largest car trip 
interchanges are between the Student Center and the t hree dorm 
a r eas . Special attention was paid to the "Hill" area * because 
of parking shortages reported by the Parking Survey . In the 
ten zones in the "Hi ll" area there were 1 , 42 5 car trips 
reported. 
As for bus traffic, Desire Line s [4) shows that most bus 
trips begin or end at the Area III dorms (Zone 1) . By adding 
Zone 1 bus origins and destinations it was found that 71 .6 % of 
all bus trips on campus begin or end in Area III (Zone 1) . Also 
bus trips account for 34.4% of all on campus trips made to or 
from the Area III dorms . 
Desire Lines [5] shows that the major generators of bicy-
cle trips are the Student Center , Physics Building , Classroom 
Building, and the three dorm areas . 
Desire Lines [6) t hrough [10] show trips to and from major 
generators, including the Student Center , Library, Classroom 
Building , and the Area I and II dorms , and the Area III dorms . 
* The "Hill" area includes the Old C. E . Building, Library, 
Classroom Building , D. M. Smith Building , Dean of Students 
Building , Lynam Hall , I . E . Building , all Administration 
buildings, A. E . Building , M. E . Building , E .S. M. Building , 
Swann Building , and Savant Building (Zones 27 , 28, 29 , 31, 
3 2 t 3 3 f 3 4 1 3 5 1 3 6 1 and 3 7 ) • 
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Desire Lines [6] shows the walk trips to and from the Student 
Center. It can be seen that there are 2,211 walk trip inter-
changes per day between the Student Center and the Classroom 
Building. This compares with the total trip interchange rate 
of 2,269 per day. It can be said that virtually all trips 
between the Student Center and the Classroom Building are on 
foot. Other major interchanges are with the Library, the E. E . 
Building, and the Physics Building. 
The Classroom building walk trip interchanges are shown 
on Desire Lines [7]. Again the largest interchange is with the 
Student Center. The other major interchanges are with the 
Physics Building, the Library, and the Area I dorms. 
Desire Lines [8] shows that the major trip interchanges 
with the Library are to the Classroom Building and t he Student 
Center. 
The major trip interchanges with the Areas I and II dorms, 
shown in Desire Line [9], are with the Student Center and the 
Classroom Building. 
Desire Line [10] show that the major interchanges with the 
Area III dorms are to the Student Center, Classroom Building 
and the Library. 
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SUMMARY OF REMARKS 
At the end of the questionnaire a space for remarks was 
provided. As was expected , the Georgia Tec.h students and faculty 
had many varied comments concerning the transportation situation 
on the campus. After a thorough, time-consuming job of edit.ing, 
a few general categories of serious suggestions were apparent. 
The most frequently mentioned complaint was lack of the. 
Stinger bus service to certain points on campus and at certa.in 
times of the day (especially between 3 and 5 P.M. and at night) . 
Also, many people mentioned that they did not know the bus sched-
ule and therefore did not ride the Stinger very often. 
Another complaint mentioned often was the lack of short-term 
parking near certain buildings such as the Library , Post Office , 
Administration buildings, and the Computer Center. 
Persons owning bicycles often complained about the almost 
complete lack of facilities for bicycles. Many b i ke riders sug-
gested a system of bike paths for the campus. 
Many people complained about the sidewalk planning on campus . 
They said that there are too many worn grass paths where sidewalks 
should be and too many sidewalks that are not being used. Another 
common complaint is the drainage of surface water which results 
in deposition of mud over many sidewalks, especially near t h e 
Student Center. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
1 . 2 , 199 questionnaires were returned which made a response rate 
of 24.8% , of these 1 , 828 were usable for origin- destination 
data . Therefore a response rate of 20 . 6% was found for the 
0 - D study . 
2 . 39 .4% of the people responding l ive on campus; therefore over 
60% of the people associated with Georgia Tech must co~nute . 
3 . Of the people that commute 87 . 8% use cars to get to campus , 
which means 3 , 941 c a rs per day a r e driven to campus . 
4 . 78 . 7% of the people associated with Georgia Tech have cars 
available for their use . The number is 6 , 951 cars as com-
pared to 226 motorcycles and 1 , 026 bicycle s . 
5 . An average of 7 . 30 trips per person per day was reporte~ . 
This gives a total of 64 , 846 trips per day . 
6 . The total number of student t r ips was 57 , 274 trips for an 
average of 8 . 02 trips per day . 
7 . The total number of faculty and staff trips was 9 , 145 for 
an average of 5 . 15 trips per day . 
8 . Class trips accounted for 28 . 3% of the trips reported , whi le 
school business was at 14 . 2% , meals at 13 . 2%, study at 9.9% , 
and recreation at 6 . 4% . Also 26 . 3% of the trips were 
reported as a purpose other than those listed . 
9 . Walking trips accounted for 65 . 1% of the total trips . Car 
trips were 26 . 1% of the trips , while bus trips we re reported 
as 3 . 6% , bicycle trips as 2 . 6% , and motorcycle trips as 0 . 7% . 
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10 . The peak hour was found to be between 10 and ll A.M., how-
ever , the number of trips reported for the hours between 
9 A. M. and 2 P . M. did not vary significantly . 
l l . The largest single trip generator was the Student Center 
with 15 , 252 trips or 29.9 % of the total trips . 
12. Off campus trips accounted for 21 . 3% of the total trips , 
therefore 51,027 trips were on campus trips out of the 
total of 64 , 846 trips . 
13 . The largest zonal trip interchange was between the Stucent 
Center and the Classroom Building . 
14 . 11 . 0% of the total on campus trips were made by car , there-
fore 89% o f the on campus t r ips were made by walking or 
other vehicles . 
1 5 . The ''Hil l" area has 1 ,4 25 car trips per day as an origin or 
destination . 
16 . 71.6 % of all bus trips on campus begin or e nd at the Area III 
dorms (Zone 1 ). Also 34 % of all on campus trips to or f rom 
Area III are made by bus. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of the circulation study show that the 
present problems with traffic and people movement on the 
Georgia Tech campus are not insurmountable . Pedestrian 
circulation in the central campus is in good condition as 
pointed out by the fact that 65 % of all on campus trips are 
by foot . Perhaps this is because of the closeness of most 
of the buildings in the cent ra l campus area . However , future 
plans call for the expanding of the campus , especially toward 
the west . This expansion will cause many changes in the cir-
culation patterns of campus travel, as is already being 
e xperienced by the Area III dorm residents . 
The major problem in circulation on the Georgia Tech 
campus i s the automobi l e , wh i ch is also the major problem for 
almost every major universi t y and city in the United States . 
Many of the central campu s streets , such as Third Street , 
Fourth Str eet , and Cherry Street are just too narrow for two 
lanes of traffic and parking on both sides . 
The results of the circulation study suggest a movement 
toward perimeter auto parking and the at least parti a l elimina-
tion of a u to traffic in the central campus would be feasible. 
Since 89% of all on campus trips are already by modes other 
than a u to , the change would not be as traumatic as expected . As 
the elimination of Hemphill Avenue , State Street , and part of 
Campus Drive made noticeable improvements to pedestrian and 
bicycle circulation , the additional limiting of traffic in 
other areas of the campus , most notable the "Hill" area , will 
probably also enhance pedestrian circulation . 
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It is obvious that auto parking near the campus 
will always be in demand since 60% of the people 
associated with Georgia Tech live off campus and 93% of 
these people drive or ride to campus. Interceptor parking 
lots placed strategically around the campus perimeter 
could handle t he incoming auto traffic . Parking lots on 
Ferst Drive are already fulfilling this need near the 
Student Center , the M. E . Building , and the Physics and 
C. E . area . 
The proposed extensions of Ferst Drive to a full r ing 
around the campus would provide good auto circulation 
around the central campus, while at the same time pro-
viding access to most points on campus . 
An integral part of this proposed perimeter system 
must be some form of secondary distribution to handle the 
on campus trips . If predictions for future growth in the 
Georgia Tech population hold true , then buses seem to be 
the only economically justifiable mode of distribution . 
The bus system should be made to serve the perimeter 
parking lots as well as the buildings in the central campus 
that are not near the perimeter . 
A bus system could be made into a viable system on 
the Georgia Tech campus if certain improvements were made. 
Many people remarked on the returned surveys that they 
would r ide the bus more often if the service was more 
frequent and the schedule was posted so that they knew 
when to expect the bus . The bus systems on many other 
campuses , such as the University of Georgia , have 
proven to be very efficient and have high ridership . In 
fact , at Georgia Tech , the Area III dorms , which receives 
the best bus service of any point on campus , already has 
a bus ridership that accounts for 34% of all on campus trips 
to and from Area III . 
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The bus system could be improved by simply reor-
dering the priorities of parking and circulation. Presently 
the campus, like most other campuses, is built for the 
auto. If policies, such as removing some parking and making 
some parking areas short-term only were implemented then 
the impetus would be for people to walk or ride a bus or 
bike. Capital improvements to the bus system could be 
made from money collected from a student transportation fee 
rather than the present parking sticker fee. 
Another important consideration should be the improve-
ment of facilities for bicycle riders. Providing ramps 
in curbs and more bicycle racks would most likely 
increase bike ridership. The addition of bike lanes on 
streets or sidewalks or even separate bikepaths would 
be a possibility. 
Ingress and egress to the campus should be considered 
also. It is important that connections to the MARTA syst12m 
be convenient for use by many commuters to the Georgia 
Tech campus. At the very least bus service to and from 
both the proposed North Avenue and Tenth Street stations 
should be available at frequent intervals. 
Of course, every plan should have an implementation 
scheme. Funding for public institutions is always a 
problem, so any Georgia Tech circulation'plan must be 
carried out in several stages. The ultimate goal of the 
Georgia Tech circulation plan should be a perimeter 
road system with interceptor parking lots for autos, 
an expanded bus system to cover both perimeter and 
internal routes, and a central campus that enhances 
pedestrian and bicycle movement. With this goal in 
mind, it seems that a logical first step would be the 
removal of parking on one side of Cherry Street and 
Third Street. This step would allow adequate street width 
for two way traffic that is necessary to keep good 
circulation in the central campus. This step would also 
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allow buses and service and maintenance vehicles more 
room for maneuverability on those narrow streets. This 
brings up the suggestion for the second stage, the 
expansion of the bus system. The bus fleet needs to have 
several more vehicles, some of which could be small 
buses, in order to provide most frequent service and better 
coverage. 
Some consideration should be given to providing 
more short term parking around campus. Likely spots 
would be the Student Center, and the "Hill" area. 
In summary, campus plans and policies should be 
directed toward a perimeter road system for automobiles 
and an internal circulation system by other modes. As 
for specific items, it is recommended that: 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 . Parking should be spread about in campus perimeter areas . 
2 . Exte n d Fer st Drive to a full loop around campus . 
3 . Expand the bus system to give more service and coverage to 
per imeter parking areas and internal campus buildings. 
4 . Provide better bicycle path and parking facilities . 
5 . Institute a student transportation fee rather than the present 
parking fee in order to make bus and bicycle improvements . 
6 . Provide good connections to f uture MARTA system (both bu:;; 
a n d rail) . 
7 . Remove parking from the west side of Cherry Street and the 
north side of Third Street . 
8 . Provide more short term parking around buildings such as the 
Student Center , Rich Computer Center , and the "Hill " are a . 
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SCHOOL. O F 
IL. ENGINEERING 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
Dear Friend of Geor gia Tech: 
TEL.EPHOit~ 
( -4 0 -4 ) 69-4-'::!~35 
A research study is being conducted by the School of Civil Engineering 
to determine t ravel patterns within the confines of the Geor gia Tech campus . 
The re sults of this study, which \dll be u sed by the Office of Planning, 
should serve as a useful basis for the improvement of campus traffic cir -
cula tion f acilities . The study has been authorized by Pre si dent Pettit . 
Your cooperation and assistance is needed to i nsure t he success of 
t his study . Would you please complete this questionnaire and return it 
by campus mail or drop in the box on the fir st floor of the Student Center 
at your earliest convenience . 
You do not have to si gn this que stionnaire. 
Your help will be sincer ely appreciated. 
DOC/1m 
Very t r uly yours, 







What is your affiliation with Tech? (9- 1) Unde~raduate S tuden~_fll0-1 ; 
Graduate Student L:Jl0-2; Faculty or Staff L_jl0- 3 ; Other ~-4; 
What department? __________ _ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ll , J2 
Where do you live? On Campus L:Jl3- l; 0-5 Miles From Tech L:7.13-2; 
6-10 Miles From Tech L:713- 3; t-1ore Than 10 Miles From Tech 0 
I f you live off campus , how did you t ravel to the campus today? 
Drove an Automobile L:714- l ; Passenger i n an Automobile ~14-2 ; 
Motorcycl e L:Jll~- 3 ; Bus 0 14-4; Bicycl e Q l 4-5; Walking 014- 6 
If you dr ove an automobile to the campus today, where did you park? (Be as 
speci fic as possible ) 15,16 
Which of the following modes of t r ansportation do you have available for use 
on campus? You may check more t han one block . (11'/alking and bus are asswned 
to be available to everyone . ) 
Aut omobile L:711- 1 ; Motor cycle 0 18- 1 ; Bicycle 019- l 
I n the following blanks please give a complete r ecord of each t rip you made begi n-
ning, ending , and within the campus on a single weekday s tarting with t he trip from 
your place of resi dence to your first campus destination. Include t r ips to and from 
your car if you parked on campus , bus trips, walk t rips , bi cycle trips, motorcyele 
t rips , and automobile trips . 
I ndi cate the day of week repor Led: Monday Q 20- l; Tuesday L:J20-2 ; 
Wednesday 020-3 ; Thursday 0 20-4; Friday 0 20- 5; Saturday 020 .. 6 




l ocati on , e . g . 
name of build-
ing ) 




What Was the 
Purpose of 
Trip? 
What \o/as the 
Mode of 
'!.'ravel? 












\olalking 1 ; 
Carg2 ; 












--- f3~ ~ 
___ nAM 1 
l]PM 2 
--- QAM. 1 
TJPM 2 
-flAHl 
J PM 2 
(68-71) 72) 























(36 ,37 ) (38 39) 




(40 41 ) 
What Was the 
Purpose of 
Trip? 







































If you made more than twelve trips , check this box . 049-1 
Time Trip 
Began 
_ _ _ D_AMl 
O PM 2 
18- 21) (22) 
OJ.lll 1 
- - -0PJIJ2 
BAl4 1 --- PH 2 
(44-47) (48) 
___ O_AMl 
0 PM 2 
(57- 60) 61) 
O_PJ.l 1 
---0Pr<!2 
(70-73) 74 ) 
{J_AM 1 
---0PM 2 






(44- 47 48) 
Enter any remarks or comments about transportation on the Tech campus in the space 
provided here: 
(Continued on back) 
t· 
TECH TRANSPORTATION SURVEY 
SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
RETURN TO : 
TECH TRANSPORTATION SURVEY 
C/0 SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ATTN. DR. DONALD 0. COVAULT 






This computer program was written to compile, summarize , and 
expand the data collected in questions 1 through 5 of the ques-
tionnair e (Appendix I) and the "day of the week" question . The 
questionnaire contains coding numbers which were used to key-
punch the data onto computer cards to be used as input . 
The results obtained from this program are in Appendix V , 
pages 64 - 66 . The definition of variables used in the program 










00103 9 • 
'00104 10• 
001 05 11• 
~106 12• 








001 24 21* 
001C':5 22• 
00126 23• 









00 135 35• 
0013~ 3b* 
00 136 37• 
00136 jo• 
00137 39• 
0013 7 40* 
00140 41* 
00140 42• 
0014 1 43• 
00 141 44* 
00 141 45• 
001 4.? q6• 
001'+3 47• 
00144 .. a . 
00145 .. 9 . 
00145 so• 
001'16 !> 1• 
001'+o 52• 
00 147 ~3· 
00147 ~~~· 
00 1 ~0 :> 5• 
001 ' >! ~0· 
c ******•**••***•*"*****5U~MARY PROGRAM••••••***•*******•***************•** ! 
C THI S PRouHA~I SU•:MARIZES ANSWERS TO GUESTION<; 1 THROUGH c; ON 
I. GUESTIO•JNAif· lS t.: I STRitlYTED IJJ THE GEORGIA TECH TRANSPORTATION SURVEY 
C IN JUNE, 1973 
RE AL ; ~ESP •NS¥L•NAN~l• NANS2 •NANS3•NANS4•NANSS ,NANSO 
REAL r·UGR() •IJG!:D•NF!> • NOt • ND2 • Nl)3 • N04 
Rf AL NDAU,•NPAUT•NOMOT,NPBUS • ~OO IK,NPEDS•NOFFC • NTOFFC 
REAL 'JAUT ,m<10T • ~tBIK •NBUS • NWLK, NMON , NTUS •NWED•tJTHR , NFRJ •NSAT 
It!TEGER Cc'L 9oCOL10• COL12 • COL1:'1 •COL14 oCOL16 • COL17•C0L l A•COU9 •COL20 
O I M~NS I~t uEPC50 l • P~EP(50l • PK~ I b5l , ppKI65l 
M:'+b 
N:56 
DO 15 l=l,M 
DEPit) : O 
POEP< t l =O 
15 CONT! t.Ul 
DO 17 K=O , N 
PKNIKJ=O 
PPK(K):Q 
17 CONTI lllJE 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
100 FOHMATC8X , 211,12•2I!•t2•4I1• 52Xl 
200 FORMATI6X , 8F3 ,1 1 
256 FORMArC19x • 6HPSKLl=• F7 , 2 •1X • 6HPSKL2: ,F7 . 2 • 1X , ~HPSKL3: , F7, 2 •1X, 
16HPSKL4= • F7 . 2 , 1X •6HPSKL5= •F7 • 2 • lX • 6HPSKLO:oF7 , 2 • /// l 
257 FPR~ATI5X , 4HPo1:•F7 • 2 o 3X • 41iPD2= •F7, 2 • 3X • 4HP03: • F7 , 2 •3X•4HP04: , 
1F7•2 • //l 
256 FORMAT I5X , oHPUG~D=•F7 , 2 •1X• 5HPGR0= • F7.2 •1X•4HPFS:,F7, ?•1X o 5HPOTH=, 
1F7 . 2l 
259 FORMAriSX , 4H~U . 1= • F7 •1• 3X • 4HN0?= • F7 ,1,3X •4HND3:•F7,1o3¥ • 4HN04:, 
1F7 • l l 
266 FORMATC5X,5HP~ON:•F7,2,1X• SHPTUS= • F7.2•1X• 5HPWED=•F7, 2 •1X• 
15HP TH1= •F7 · 2•1 Xo5HPFRI: •F7 . 2 •1X• 5HPSAT=•F7.2l 
267 FORMAri5X, brlNPAUT=•F7 , t • 2X • 6HNPAUT : , F7. 1o2X• ~lNDMOT: , F7 •1r 2X • 
16HNPB·tS=• F 7 . t ,2X•6HN0 BIK= •F7 • I •2X• 6fii~PEOS:F7 ·1 I 
266 FOR~ATI~X , 6HPnAUT= •F7 , 2 • 2X • 6HPPAlJT: o F7 . 2 • 2X•6HPOMOT= , F7 • 2 • 2X • 
16HPPBIIS=•r7 . 2,2X • bHP0BtK= •F7 , 2 • 2X•6HPPEOS:rF7,2• 2X •6HNOFFC=•F7.1l 
269 FOk~AT ( SX, 7HErJDAUT=• F7 .1• 1 X • 7HENPAUT= •F7 ·1• 1X , 7HENDMOT= • F7 . l • 1 X • 
17HEtJPnuS: , F7 , 1 • 1X • 7HENOR I K= • F7 , 1 • 1 X • 7HENPEOS: oF7 • 1 • 1X, 7HNTOFFc: • 
2F7ol • //l 
27b FORMAT<15 x • I3,3X• F7 • 1 r 3X •F7.2 l 
2 77 FOk~~r i // , 3X•~a~NUMbER AND PEuCENT PARKED I N EACH ZONEl 
2 7tl FOH:·1A T ( 14'( • qHZOo!E • &X • 3HN0, • 4X , 7HPEtKENT l 
279 FOH~A T I ~X.~HP~UT= • F 7 . 2 , 1X• ~HPuOT=•F7 . 2 • 1X • 5HP, I~=• F7 , 2 •1Xo 
l 511 ... !1Us = • F7 · 2 • 1X •5HP•LK: •F7 . 2 l 
2tln -= 0rlt4 A.1 < ~~ ~ ~rlE .A'}T= ~ F7 . 1: bHENr., J T= ' F 7 ·1 '6~{(:-fiJ I K= • F7 . 1, o::(~~nus=, ;:7 . 1 , 
16HEWWLK= • F7.l, l/l 
?87 FOH•tAT <Sx , ~HII·O·,: o F7 ,!,1X• ~HNTUS= •F 7 . l •l X, 5H"' •Er·= , F7 ,1 ol Xo 
l 51 111Tt1: • = • F; . I • J X • ~rl"'r'R I: • F f, 1 • 1 )( • ~H:6A T: • F7 . I l 
:?J!l F "" 'AA 1 ( ~!\ , '+ 111' v .,tJE t< A'•D PEt<<. E r OF flr. <;J->O ,~DI:: 'ITS OY DEPT l 
2f.l9 HlW~A 'I (l<J •• ,4H' · t: r>T • 61. •~ ot"'O ·• !:>X • 7"f'fllC£•1Tl 




00 153 ~a · 
001!>'1 ~9· 
0015'1 bO• 
00155 ul • 
00 15!) b2 • 
00 156 b3• 













002'14 7 1• 
002!>6 76• 
00270 79• 
00:502 uo • 
00:514 61• 
w 00326 f:l2 • 
<0 00:535 f:l:5 • 
00341 ll4 • 
003'+1 85• 
00:5'+1 u6• 
003'11 f:l7 • 
00341 as• 
00 341 l:l9• 
00355 ':10 • 
00355 91 • 








00372 lUO * 
00374 101 • 
00376 102* 
00377 103• 
0040(1 10'+ • 




004 0!) tu9• 
OO'IOo 110• 
004~6 ll h 
004il u2• 
OO'IU !13• 
300 FORMATI6X , ~F3 . 1 l 
400 FORMAri6X1 2 Ill 
500 FOR~~A; I~X.oHNRC::.P= • r7 ·l•l.l(• bH· ;A16l :o F7 . lo l Xq)· tNAtjS2: , n .lr !Xo 
l6HNAI I<, .): ' I' 7.},1). • oH.jA>Jc;4: • F7 . 1 • l A • bHNA ~ 1$5: • F7 . l•1 X • 6HtiANSo: ' F7 • 1 l 
520 FOHMAT I 19 ·~:~ 61-ipA· o$ 1= •F7 • 2 • 1 ~ • 6: 1P111lS2: rF7 . 2 • lX r 6HPA~iS3: ,F7. 2 ' lX , 
16llf'AN:;'I: t r 7 . 2 , 1 X' 6H~AI.S5: • F7 . :> • lA ' oHPA .~SO: oF7 . 2) 
5'10 FOHMATII/ , ~X • 5HUGRO= • F7 • 1 • 2X • ~HGRO: o F7.1 r 2X • ~ ~S= , F7 . t r2Xt 
14HOTH: •F7.ll 
550 FOH:4AT I 5X, ~HPpU1;: •F 7 •1, 2X • 'IHPpG= rF7 •1 • 2X, 5HPPFS: •F7 . 1o/ ll 
560 F OH~AT I15v • I3 , 3X • F7 • 1 o 3X • F6 . 2l 
570 FOI{ r~A 1 I I I , 5 K• 5H"4AUT= • F7 • 1•1X • SHNMOT:, F7 . 1 ' lX, 'iHNB I K: , F7 •1, 1 X • 
1 5HNUU~= • F7 o l • 1X • 5HN~LK:•F7 , tl 
c ········ ~·····*······························································ 
REAL) I .._ • 201 l NRESP • NANS1 oNANS2 r1JANS3 •NAN54 , NANSc; •NArJSO , ;'ANSI 
REAOI ~ • 20n lPANS2 t PANS3 tPANS4 o PANS5 , PAN~O • PSKLt • PSKL2t nSKL3 
READI~ • 20n lPS~L4 o PS~L5 o PSKLO• uGR0 • GRO • FS o OTH o PUGRO 
REAOi r; • 20i' lPGR0 •PFS •POTtl t PPUG , PPG •PPFS oN0 1•NO?. 
REAu I ~ · 20•: l ~JD3 • •,O'+ • POt , P02 • P03 • P[J4 , NO AUT •NPAUT 
RE.A D I 0 . • 200 l ~lD~iUT • Nf>~US , NOB IK • 'JPEOS • NOFFC •POAUT•PPAUT , rOMOT 
RfAui ~ • 20rlPPJ :US o POblK o PPEOS• F.NDAUT • ENPAUT oENOMOTo ENPRUS o EN0H TK 
REAO I ~ • 20n lENPEDS • NAUT, NM0To NR IK•NDUS o WWLK • PAUT•PMOT 
REAu I "> • 2Ur l PBI K , peuS • P~JLK • E.NAUT • ENI'IOT • ENB I K •E•1BUS , ENWLK 
REAOI ! t 20r lNMON o NTUS • N•EO • ~THR o NFR I•NSAT t PMON o PTUS 
RE.AOI <; • 30q lPWEO •PTHR opFRI •PSAT • TPK 
REAO< S• 40 1' ll •l' 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 RFAOIS • lOnlCOL9 oC0LlO, C0Ll2 •COL13 •C0Ll4 oCOL16oCOL17•COL18oC0L19• 
l COL20 
11 I FICOL':I •Ec;- · SlGO TO jlj6 
I FICOt 'J . E:; .tl r-0 TO .!5 
20 GO TO 10 
25 NRESP:NREsP+l 
30 IF I COt l C. . f J • 0 l G<.. TO so 
NllrlSl:NANSl +1 
32 I F ICOL10 . ; Q. l )Gi) To 40 
33 I F IC01,10.Fo.l . 2JG<o ro 41 
34 I F ICOL 1C. . rv . 3JG~ To 42 
j5 I FIC0Ll0 . FW • 4JG0 To 43 
GO TO 50 
43 OTH=0TH+1 
GO TO su 
40 UGku =vGRO•l 
GO TO !.10 
41 Gl•u=G.ci.J • 1 
6 0 TO ~,n 
42 Fs:FS+l 
50 IJO 12o; 1 = 1 • ~I 
I I" I COL 12 . f ll • I ) G::. To 60 
5::, GO TO 120 
0041 4 114* bU DEP I I l =DEP ( I l ~ 1 
004 15 1 1~· 120 CONThUE 
00417 116* 
001017 117 • 150 IFI COL13 . tv • OlGv TO 170 
00421 118* NANS2:NAN<;2 +1 
00102~ 119* 155 I FI COL13 , f v,1JGv TO 1f,5 
001024 120 • 156 IFIC01 13. r G. 2JGO 10 166 
00426 121* 157 I F ICOLl~ . E~ · 3lGO TO 167 
00430 122• 151:! I FICOL13 , fG • 4lGO To 1M 
00432 123• GO TO 170 
00433 1~4· to5 N0 1:N:,1+1 
001034 1~5· G0 TO 170 
00435 126• 166 N02=N~J2+ 1 
00436 127• GO TO 170 
00437 128• 167 N03=N~J..S+ 1 
00440 1c!9* GO TO 170 
00441 130• 168 N04:N;,4+1 
00442 t31* 
00442 132• 170 IFICOL 1'+. r Q.OJGO To 201 
00444 133• NANS3:NAW, 3+ 1 
00445 134* 175 IFICOL14 , <~ • l l GC TO 185 
00447 t35• 17b I FICOL14 , F.G· 2lGO To 186 
0045 1 136* 177 IFICOL14,F.Q•3)60 To 1117 
00453 1~7· 178 I FICOL110,FQ , 4JGO To lea 
00455 138• }79 I F ICOL14,fQ, 5JGO To 189 .. 00457 139* 180 I FI COL14 , fG o6)60 TO 190 0 00461 1'+ 0* GO TO 201 
00462 141 • 185 NOAUT:NDA uT+l 
00463 1102* GO TO 201 
001064 143• 186 NP AUT:NPAttT +1 
00465 1'14 • GO TO 2 01 
001066 1'15+ 187 NOMOT:I\D'IoT +l 
00467 146* GO TO 2ll l 
00470 1'17* 188 tJ Pt:lUS: NPuuS+1 
00471 148• GO TO 201 
00472 1109* }89 NOI:l iK:N!Jot K+l 
00473 }50 • GC TO 201 
00474 1!:>1• 190 NPEOS:NP((1S +1 
00475 1~2· 
Oal075 1~3· 2 01 IFICOL1o, fQ . OJ GO TO 301 
00477 154• WINS4: 1JAN<;4+ 1 
00500 1~5· 2 10 00 295 t<.=t •N 
00503 1!:16• IFIC~ _l6. fG ·KlGO TO 230 
005G5 157• GO TO ~95 
00506 t58>< 230 PK~I ( K) =PKu ( K) +1 
00507 159• 295 CONTI••UE 
00511 lbO* 
005 11 t o l• 301 1FICOL17 . r \JI • O.A•JO • C.UL1 8 · i:: Q, IJ , 'NQ , COL19 . EQ , OlG, TO 320 
00513 lb2* N/INS5= r~AN<; 5 + 1 
00514 to3 • N\·:LK =· .r!t. SP 
0051:> lb4 * WJUS= .t<c.SP 
01)~16 1oC, • 3'25 l!="tCC ! 7 . ,.., , ,.,.. ! ~ ~. -- .... . . , ' .... ~~ Jl U 
00~20 1oh• 1,1\UT= AUT• l 
00521 to7• GO TO • .110 
00~22 )bd * 
0(,522 ) o9• 310 H IC\l, l o , " lli • Ol.;,, To 3ts 
























00 562 194* 
0056.3 t95• 
~ 00564 196• 
00565 1 •:17• 







006Ci 1 205• 
00602 206 * 
0060.3 207• 





00617 2! 3• 
00620 <.!4* 
00621 215• 
00622 2 lb* 
00623 <: 11• 
00624 2 lll• 
0062!> 2 19• 
0063~ ;:,.:.::u • 
Ouo3!> ;> .::1 • 
00b35 <: .::2• 
006.>!> ~ "3• 
00f, 37 4:c.'•* 
ooo41 ""~* 
OOb'+<. 2 .::6• 
006'+ !> t:. c.?• 
GO TO .H5 
.3 15 1FlCOL1 9 . ~~ . QJ6~ TO 32 J 
NI"I IK= :t>1K t1 
.320 I FICOL20 . F\Ji oOlGO TO 345 
NANSO:NAtJ~0+1 
.321 IF< COL20 , illl ol lG·J To .331 
322 lF ICOL20,f0 . ?l GO To 332 
323 I f(COL 20 , f ~ · 3!G~ TO .333 
324 IFlCOL2~. r~ · 4lGU To 334 
325 IF l COL20 . f ~ • 5 l G~ To 335 
326 IFICOL20 . r~ . 6l6~ TO 33f. 
GO TO J'+S 
3.31 N~ION=NMON t 1 
GO TO 345 
332 NTUS=· : l USt 1 
GO TO .3'+5 
3.33 NWE:.) : • ·WE U •1 
GO TO 345 
3.3'1 NTHR::. ,THR• l 
GO TO .3'+5 
335 NFKI:,,Fil! +1 
GO TO 3 '15 
336 NSAT::I!SAT+1 
.345 CONTI ·. UE 
GO TO 1 0 
346 CONTI ' JUL 
~ ••*··········4··~···············*···············~··················· .....•.. 
C flE GI N CP~H , , T !Or.; S •••••******•********"* 
350 ~R ITE ( 6 • 5~0lNR~SP • NANS ltNANS2 , NANS3 • NANS4oNANS5 •N~NS0 
PANS1: W A: ,5 l/:;RCSP l *l OO 
PAN$2: lNA••S2h Rt:SPl •t oo 
PAI6 3: li iA· S3h,Ht SPl *l OO 
Pl\ .. 54: li<A ·I!>4/J :R~SP l *t OO 
PAN55: (I •Ar !> 5/~·R;:SP l •t nu 
PANSO: I N/\ .. 50/tJRCSP l •1 00 
370 WPIT Et~ · ~~U l PANSl • PANS2 • PANS3 o PAN541PANSS t PIIN~D 
NSI<.L=" £ll:l2 
PSKLl:: I I~A ·r!> 1/t.S -<:Ll • 1 00 
PSKL2: lr•A• .~2/r,S•,L l • 1 00 
PSKL3:: ( II< A• !53/;:SKL l •lOo 
PSKL4:: l NA• .!>4/r:S'<. Ll+l DC' 
PSKL5: l Nil • ·!> t>/r .S~, L l •1 Oo 
I'SKLO:: I ~.A · ,SO/• ,So<,L l • 1 On 
.5oS wR r TE 1 o 1 2~. o l PSK.L 1 • I-'5KL2 • PSt<.L .> 1 PSKL'I • PSK LS , PSKr .D 
t ········ ····· ····· * ············· ~ -~·············~·······~··········· ••..•••. 
WR ITE c t> • <! ! •8 ) 
lolfd1E!o • 2 1 9 1 
De> 40 ~ 1::1 • M 
POLP ( 1 1:: I ; .t.P I 1 l /l~R~SP l * 1 U 0 
1-.II ITLio • S!.ul I ouc:.P l I l opr,E:Pll l 
00&!:>2 2~8· 405 COJH i r.,Ut. 
00654 ~.:9• 
006!>4 lJO • 410 Wfd TE ( u • 5<· 0 l l!(,R~lo bku • FS • OTI1 
0066l .<~1· I'UbRO: WG;? i.J/ J·Jfc E~P I • 10(! 
00663 232 • PGRO= !bHO/NAESPl•l OD 
006b4 <:j3• PFS:I ;SI~hESPJ * !OO 
006b5 234* POTH= !OTH;NRESPI •l OO 
006(.6 <: J5• 420 WRlTE !6• 2c;b i PtJGI{O •PC.Ro , PFS •POTH 
00674 2J 6• tJUGRD:583 <J 
00675 l37• NGF<D=!302 
OO b7b 2J8• tJFS=17 74 
00677 239• PPUG: I li&Rt ' IJ<UGRf.> ) •1 00 
00700 240• ppc;: I :,HOh:I>RDl * 100 
0070 1 2'+ 1* PPFS= tFS/~FSI •l OO 
00702 242• 
00702 243• 450 WJ' l TE 1 b • 5')0 I PPUG • PPG • PPFS 
00707 244* 
00707 245• 460 ~R lTE !b • 2591Nol• N02 •N03 • N04 
00715 246• POl= I ·,L)l/r;RESP l t.l OO 
007 1b 247• P02= I ·u2/IJRESp l *1 00 
00717 248• POJ:( :0 3/NRESPl•lOO 
00720 <:49• POll= (;,u4/t RESPI •1 00 
0072 1 250• WR ITE! 6 • 2~71Pr 1•PD2 •P03 •PD4 
00727 251• 
00727 252• 480 WRITEtb • 267lNOAUT•NPAUT•NDMOT , NPBU5•NOB IK•NPE~S 
• 00737 253• NOFFC:ND2+N03+ND4 ...,
00740 254• PO AUT: I N011UT /tJOFFC l *1 00 
00741 255• PPAUT:INPaUT/NOFFCl •loo 
00742 256• PDMOT:( N~ OTIMOFFCI*100 
007'+3 ;;!>7 • PPBUS:INP~US/NOFFC I*1 00 
0074< .. 258• PDB IK:I NOr lK/~OFFCl*lOn 
00745 2!:>9• PPEOS: WPri.JS/oOFFC l *100 
00746 2b0* WRITE I 6 • 2681 POAUT • PPAUT • PDJ~OT , pPBUS •PDEJ I K ' PPE~S tNOFFC 
00757 261• 
00757 2b2• NTOFFC=44A7 
00760 263• 501 ENOAUy: (PGAUT•NTOFFLl/100 
0076 1 26 '** ENPAUy:t PpAUT•NTOFFCl;100 
00762 265• ENUMOr=<Pr MO T•NTOFFCl/100 
007b3 2b6• ENPBUs=<PPbUS• NTOFFCl/100 
0076'1 267• EJ~B I K=<P~U IK•NTOFFCl ;1 00 
00765 268• EtJPEDs= ( Pr:-C:DS• NTOFFC l /100 
0076b 2b9 • I'IP I TE I o • 2r 9 1 E:<DAUT • ENPAUT •ENDt•OT •ENPBUS • ENDBI !< •ENPEDS , NTOFFC 
00777 270• 
00777 ;.:71• (. ············~···~··················································· ......... 00777 ~72 • 
00777 ~73• wt•IT!::Ib • 277l 
0 100 1 274• WR I TEro • 27bl 
0 100.) G75 • f)() 5 3:) K:t • N 
01Uu6 " 7b• TPK=Tpt<.+ P·< Nl !< l 
Ol Ov7 ?.. 77• 535 COl. T I .UE 
01011 2 "lt3• DO ~3 , 1(: \ •N 
0 10 1'+ ;:79• P~~I!< • = IPvN (K)/iPKI • \ ~0 
01Ub .!dO• WP 11Elo • 27blK , P,NIKI • PPK( !<I 
010C:G c,! b l• 53b COJ-Ji I .uC: 
01 U2LI ;;u2• 
0 1024 2d.'} • 5 4 1 'til< 1 TE ( b • S.,U l N.'U T • N:'JIOT , r;A IK • 1\tl oi !> • r~WLK 
01 033 c;!c. 4 • P~ U'l : (t;A lJT /N~?05 ..> I • 1 00 
• w 
Ot03<t 2d5• PI'OT= rNf.4QT /IJR<S:-> l • 1UO 
0 1 03~ 2tib• P••t l(:(l.;ll t v. I NRr·S •>• t.JO 
01Ujb 2d7* PPU~= rr.UU<;fl~q c So> I *1UO 
01037 28&* PWLK=rw~L• INR - SP l * 1U0 
0 1011() ~b9* 55 1 WFl I TE I b • 27':1 l PrUT • P!~OT , ?8 IK •PB• IS • PI~LK 
010 '+7 290• 
010'+7 291• ENAUT:: lPAr;l *NSKI.. l 11 ()0 
01050 2 ':12* EHMOT: lPM~T•NSKLl/100 
01 05 1 293• EN~ lK : IPB J K•NSKL ll tOO 
01 0~2 <:94* ENBUS:: lt'B•.;S *"lSKLl l1llO 
0 1053 295• EtiWLK :: !Pwr. K • W;KU /tOO 
01 0!>4 .:9b* \'/R I TE I o r 2 >b l ( ;o A rT • Eo~MOT • EN1HK , E~UU$ r £NIILK 
01063 297• 
0 1003 298* 56 1 WRITE I b • 2!'7 l N\ 0 11 • I~TvS rllWEO rNTHR r"lFR I rNSAT 
0107j 299• PMO"J=CNMO,!INR[SPl * l UO 
0 1074 300* PTU~=cNTU<;/NRESn l* l UO 
01075 301* PWEO= IN- E•.I"lRES<> J * 100 
01076 302* PTHR= tNTH~/NRESP l *1UO 
01077 303• PFRI= CNFR r/NRESPl *100 
ouoo jU4* PSAT: cNSAr/NRE5Pl*1 00 
01101 305• 571 WRI TE I b • 2f.b l PMO:J• PTUS , PWEO • PTHR rPFtH , PSAT 
0111 1 jOb* 
0 1111 3U7• (. ············****•*••*****•*············*···························· 0 1111 308 • 
Ollll 309• c END OF SUMMIIR Y pROGK AM 
0111 1 310* STOP 
01112 311* END 
ENu OF CoMPI LATION : NO O!AGnOSTICS . 
lil XQT 
RMAP-o-OB/ 1 7- 1~ : 03 
AOORE~S LI MITS IJO l OOO 0 \ 24?4 
STA~TtNG AuDRESS 01 0635 
WOkOS LJEC !>IAL 4085 I o iii h. 
NSt. l Clo /FOj;ol:i - ,e:, ()0 1 ' I)() 
NRti LI( LIFO,, oR uv t ,,25 
NA>'Ihv~/FO~. t.o8 -;> K () 0 1 (~0 
N o'l t.~$ ;F0Rb l.l -2 _, UOI!j3 
N(jULV ·b iF0t<t.>4 001' 42 
;)(Jl<J2q 
:,O irJ47 
1'0113.2 2 04vnoo oqOU ll 
;:o0 lJ4 1 ~ 1) 40012 040031 




This program was written to compile, summarise, and 
expand the data obtained on the questionnaire (appendix I) 
relating to the trips made by the respondent . Certain data 
compiled by the Summary Program was used as input to the Trips 
Program , such as the number of respondents , and the number o f 
respondents by school affiliation . Otherwise , this program 
uses the same data deck used by the Summary Program . 
The results of this program contain summaries of trips 
by time , purpose , mode, day and school affiliation , and mos t 
importantly , there are five trip tables showing the number of 
trips to and from each of 56 zones by each of the different 
modes of travel on campus . These results are presented in 
Appendix V, pages 67 - 93. The difinition of variables used in 
this program is in Appendix IV . 
Both this program and the Summary Program are written in 
FORTRAN IV language . 
44 
oooo 1 035351 
oooo 1 021'+67 
oooo I 13o321 
oooo I 13o2111 
0000 R ooo007 
oooo R OOo002 
oooo R 13o262 
oooo R 13o271 
oooo R 13()304 
oooo R t3o303 
OoOil R 1302s2 
oooo H 13o272 
oooo R 13o275 
oooo R 0470511 
oooo R 13o273 
oooo I{ 13o314 
GOOD 1 02 11165 
00 101 h 
00101 2• 
00101 3• 
~ 00101 II• 




OO l Oii- 9 • 
00105 11.1 0< 
00106 11 • 
00107 12• 
0011 0 13• 
0011 1 14• 
0011 2 15• 





0012(1 21 • 
00121 C:2• 
OU 122 2 3• 
00 123 24• 
00126 2~• 




Old ~b ~-- · jtJ.l~i j l • 
00 1111 J c! • 
C014lt ~3· 
001 4 7 34• 
OU l~ ll 3">• 
00 1">1 .)6• 
I.:ULF ,000 I 035366 COLG oooo 1 0211170 COLlO oooo I 027360 COL20 
I:.UL9 ~000 R 065111+ ETRIP oooo R 130:>36 FS 0000 R 1J02.35 GRO 
..JI'T 0000 I 130320 JPW oooo 1 1.30322 K oooo I 1J0316 L 
N 0000 R oooo 13 NANS12 oooo R·oooot2 NFS oooo R oooo 11 NGRO 
N::OKL oooo R 00001 5 NT 0000 R 000001 NTFS 0000 R 0000011 NTFSSK 
NTSK JOO O R 000003 NTSSK ooo o R 0000 111 NTTOT oooo R 000010 NUGRO 
OIHT 0000 R 01123111 PAMT oooo R 1-'02611 PCLST oooo R 1302f>6 PMLT 
f>UTHT cooo R 011115711 PPMT oooo R t30267 PRE<.: T oooo R 1.30270 PSBT 
f'lB IK 0000 R 130302 PTBUS oooo R t30301 PTCAR oooo R 1302511 PTFRI 
PlMOT 0000 R 056074 PTRIP oooo R Po255 PTSAT ooo o R 1.30253 PTTHR 
I"TWEO 0000 R 1303:JO PTWLK oooo R 1.30306 PUNK NO oooo R 1.}0315 PUNKNM 
I'UNKNT 0000 R 130260 REC T oooo R 130261 SBT oooo R 130257 STYT 
TdUS 0000 R 1302711 TCA.R oooo R 130:>46 TFRl oooo R 1302112 TMON 
THIP 0000 R 1302117 TSH oooo R 130245 TTHR oooo R 1.302113 TTUS 
TWLK 0000 I 0351106 u 0000 R 1.30234 UGRO oooo R 1.30317 UNKNA.F 
UNKN)I! 0000 R 130312 UNKNP oooo ~ 130263 UNKNT oooo I 035407 v 
X 0000 I 021466 y oooo l o3S405 z 
c *************************TRIPS PROGR~M*~************•********************* 
c 
c 
THIS PROGRA~ SUMMARIZES TR1P DATA U~TAl NEO ON QUEST I ONNAIRES O lSTRIBUT~O 
I N THE GEORGIA TECH TRANSPORTATI ON SURVEY IN .JUNE , 1973 
~EA.L NTS , NTFS , NTSK ,NT~SK • NTFS~K ,MLTo NRESP , NSKL• NuGRO • NGRD •N~S 
~EAL NA NS12•NTTOT•NTc3000• 3 1 
INTEGER X•Y , COL9 , COL 1 0, C0~20 o COL~I131 o COLBI131 , COLCc1 31 
INTEGER COLD(l 31 o COLE I 1 3l • cOLF(1~l , C0LGI 131 
lNTECER COL119oC• Z•U• V 
~~~E~SI ON A~T I 1250I •P~T (l2S0l • PA~1(1 200 J , PP~li1200 1 ,COL10C300QJ 
~IMENSION TRIP 160•601oPTHlp( 60•6U J: ETRIP(60:60) , C0L2013000) 
JIMENSI ON WLKTRPC60•60),CARTRP I60•60ioB IKTRP(60 , 60 ),BUSTRP( 60 r60l 
:>4SKL: 6882 
l~RESP: l828 







JO 6i.. 2 J:l r120il 
A'·IT I..JI:O 
f''~T(, • J:O 
fil12 CONTINUE 




J O <, .,S X:O • !lo 
iJO l',o ,4 Y:O • 5o 
fR I PI X, Yl=O 
:~u:, r r•P I X • n=o 
J I J<TrP cx , vl =O 
0000 1 035110-' 
0000 I 1-'02110 
1)000 R ooooo5 
0000 R 000006 
0000 R 0001'100 
1)000 R 130237 
0000 R 037752 
')000 R 130265 
ooou R 1.30250 
1)000 R 130251 
0000 R 1-'031.} 
0000 R )30277 
0000 R 130~76 
0000 R 1302411 
0000 R 13030!> 
0000 R 0741311 
See Appendix IV 
Por Definition 
Ot Variables 




























































003ilu d l• 
(1032 1 ~2· 
')03<'1 d3• 
Cil322 tl'+• 
Ou 323 dti# 




r 033, 90• 
00.)31 91• 





wLKTRP (X , Yl ::0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
REA0 ( 5r 9~0l NTSS~rNTFSSKrf~~J ,TTU!:IrTwEO ,TTHR t TFRirTSAT 
READ C5 r990lPTMONrPTTUS rPTWEO rPTTHR , pTFRI , PTSATrCLST, STYT 
READC5 r 990lM~T r RECTtSBT r UTHTrUNKNTrpCLSTr PSTYT rPMLT 
READc5r990lPREC Tr P56TrPOTHr r PUNKNT, TWLK rTCAR ,TBUS•T~0T 
REA0(5r990 lTI:!IKr PTWLK rPTt"AR r PTI:!U!:IrPTMOTrPTBIK r UNKND , PUNKND 
REAO c5 r995lNTTOTr AVNT rNTirAVNTSrNTFs•A VNTFSrNTSK 
~EAOC5 r991l UNKNP rPUNKNP r UNKNM rPUNKNM 
REA0(5 r992l NrJ r Xr YrC,Z 
950 FORMAT( 45X r 31HB1KETRIP (X •Y) ~A T~J X - ALL DAYS•/ l 
951 FORMAT1 3X • 2015l 
952 FORMATI1X•l2 •20F5 .1 1 
953 FORM~T (3Xo20F5o1) 
95'+ FORMAT13Xr20F5.l r /l 
955 FO~~A TI2~X1 3HAMTr3X •~HPAMT, 9Xr3H~MT, ~X ,4KPP~Tl 
960 FOR~AT(5Xt19HERROR IN SU~PROGRAMl 
961 FORMAT I2Xr&HPTMON:: , F&, 1r1 X,6H?tiUS:,Fb ,lrlXt b~TWEO::rF6o1rlX• 
16HPTTHR=• F6, lrl X, oHPTFRI = • F6e 1• 1lt • 6HPTS.AT~, Fb•lt l X, 7HPUNKND=• F6 .1 • 
21/) 
962 FORM~ T<3Xr5HCLST= •F7,lrlltrsHSTYT=•F7•l•1Xr4HMLT=•F7,lr1Xr 
l5HRECT~•F7•1•1X•4~SBT:,F7,trlX•5H0THT::,F7,1r1Xr6HUNKNP::• F7,11 
9&3 FORMAT12Xr6HPCLST=rF6,1•1X,6HPSTTT:,F6,1,1X•5HPNLT:,F6,1,1Xr 




965 FOR~~T(l0X r29HDISTRIBUTI0N OF TRlPS ~y HOURr/l 
966 FOR~PT!/I/•30Xr39HTRIPIX•Y) MAfRjX -ALL MODES - ALL OAYS r/l 
967 FORMPTt'+5Xt31HWALKTRlPIX•T) MATRlX - ALL DAYS•/) 
968 FORM~TI45Xr30HBUSTRIP! Xrll MATRilt - ALL DAYStll 
969 FORM~T(45Xr30HCARTRIP(Xrll MATRilt - ALL DAYSr/) 
970 FORM~T (3X•18I6) 
97t FORM~T!1Xrl2r18F6,1l 
972 FOR~lT(3X • 18F6, lr//l 
q7~ FOR~~T(3X r 19F6,1) 
97o FORMt TI3X rlAF6 ,1 l 
977 ~OR~tT(bXt54NT5K::•FS , 1 t SH ~TSSK=•F8 o l r9H NTFSSK= r~S.lo //l 
98o ~OR·~ .. l(SX • &~NTTOT:,Fa,t• f>H NTS:•FB,lr'?'H NTFS::,F8,1' 
l':IH l1111KNAF:rF8,1l 
981 FORMIT(3X r5HT~ON: rF7,t,1X• sHTTUS=•F7o l r 1X r SHTWED:rF 7olt1Xr 
l~HT THI'I: , F7 .1, 1ll o 5HTFIH: • ~7 ,1 , lX ,:>HTSAT: •F7 ,j, 1X r6HU•JI\NO;: rF7 ,1 l 
982 ~ORM. TI~Xt5HT4LK:: t F7,1•llt • 5HTCAR::,F7o1,1Xr 5HT8US:rF7 •1•1Xr 
~~~T~~T:rF7,lr1Xr5rlT9t(::r~7.1 , 1XrbHUN~~~= , F7,1l 
98:3 FOR~. T!lOXol4o1Xrl4•2F7 ,1r SXr2F7rll 
984 ~0R'11 T( JX• 1915) 
98!:1 FQR~:T!1X rl 2 r19F6 o ll 
98o ~OR~ Tr3Xr 19F6 ,1r /l 
989 FOR~ TC5Xr6~UNK~T;:rF7.1olX,7~PUN~NT:rF7,1 r //) 
990 FO~~ TC10XrRF3 . 1l 
99 J fOR~ T(l0A r4F3 ,1 l 
o92 ~OR~ T(l0A r6I1) 
995 ~OR~ Tll~ r'+ ~•ll o llr9Xo11 •4 ;3 12•2llrJ'Ioll)) 


















































































































l ;,v • 
995 FOR~~T!lOX•7F3.ll 
996 FORM~ T!I4o4Xoi1•51312o2lloJ'+oll l l 
997 FOR~· T! l4o'+X•l1•313l2•2l lot4 oll l•lll 
999 FOR~} T!6Xo 5HAVNT:o F8,2o 8H AVNTS=•F8 o2o9H AVNTFS=o f 8 , 2) 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ~EGI ~ MAIN PROGRAM 
615 REA~ ! 5o993lZoCOL9oC0Ll 0! Zl, COL20lZl,!COLA(L),COLH!L ) oCOLC!L>• 
1COLO(L loCOLE!Ll•COLF(Llo COLG! Ll•~=l,4) 
616 1F!COL9 . EQ ol lGO TO 617 
GO TO 70 1 
617 C:l 
NT(z,c> =o 
620 GO TO 650 
701 HE A0(5 o996 lZ oCOL9 •!COLACLI, COLH( Llo C0LC !Ll•COLO!LI;cOLEILlo 
l COLFcL>•COLG!Ll•L=5•9l 
625 IFCCOL9.EQo2lGO TO 626 
(;0 TO 751 
626 C:2 
NT(Z,Cl:Q 
630 GO TO &50 
751 READcSo9971ZoCOL9o!COLA!LI,COLB!~I,C0LCCLI•COLO!LI,cOLE!Llo 
lCOLF!LloCOLGCLI•L=10,12l•CoL49 
&31 1FCCOL9.EQ.31GO TO 632 
637 lFICOL9,EQ,5lGO TO 850 
(;Q TO 639 
632 C:3 
NT (Z , CI = O 
635 GO TO 6 5 0 
C -RITE ERROR MESSAGE JF DA TA CARD~ ARl NOT I N 0ROER 
639 'IIR1TEI 6o 994l 
GO TC 615 
~ tNO CF MAIN PROGRA~ 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ dEG l N" ING OF SUBPROGRA~ Tf<PsUM 
6So CO/"iTJNUE 
lF!COL9.EGol lGO TO 656 
1F(COL9.EQ.2lGO TO 657 
lFCCOL9.EQo3l60 TO 658 
wRITcl6r960l 
65& ~;;1 
00 1 U=l 
GO J!, 010 
6!>7 (;:2 
002 I..J -~ 
11=9 




b;) T Ul J 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
00~71 151* 
00~71 152• c HEGI~NING OF DO LOOP ••••••• 
00~71 153• 
00~71 1511• o1o DO &95 L:u r v 
00~7~ 155• &60 lF!COLBI Ll . EQ , O ,AND . COLCILJ o EQ , O oANO.COLDILl , EQ,O , A~D , 
00~7~ 156• 1COLE( LI,EQ,Ol3D TO 695 
00476 157• NT!ZrCJ:NTIZrCl+l 
00~77 158• X:CoLBILl 
0050 CJ 159• Y:toLC!Ll 
00501 160• TRlP(XrYl:TRIP!XrY l +l 
00502 16h lF ICOLO!LJ , EG , 1lGO TO 661 
00504 162• lF (COLD IL J ,EG,2lGO TO 662 
00506 163• lFICOLDILl , EQ,3lGO TO 663 
00510 164• IF!COLDILJ,EQ,~JGO TO 664 
00512 165• lFICOLDILleEG,5lGO TO 66!) 
00 51~ 166• lF!COLDILl •EQ,6JG0 TO 66b 
00516 167• lF !COLO!Ll .EG,O lGO TO 66"1 
00520 168• 661 CLST:CLST+l 
00521 169• GO TO 670 
00522 170• 662 5TYT:STYT+1 
00523 171* GO TC 670 
00524 172• 663 ML T:1:1L T+l 
00525 173• GO TO 670 
00526 174• 66~ RECT:RECT+l 
• 00527 175• GO TO 670 ..
00530 176• 665 SBT:SBT+l 
00531 177• GO TO 670 
00532 178• 666 OTHT:OTHT+l 
00533 179• GO TO 670 
0053'1 180• 667 UNKNP=UNKNP+1 
00535 18h 67o lFICOLEILl,EQ,1lGO TO 671 
00537 182• lF(COLEILl ,EQ,2J GO TO 672 
005'1 1 183• lF(C OLE ILJ,EG,3l GO To 673 
005~3 1811• lF<cOLEILJ , EG,4lGO TO 674 
005115 1t!5• lF!COLEILl . EG , SlGO TO 6 7!) 
005'17 18&• lFICOLEILl oEG,Ol GO TO 67b 
00551 lt:l7• 671 TWLK:TWLK+1 
00552 188• CALL WKTRIP ICOLB rCOLCtWL~TRP • L•X• Tl 
(10553 169• GO TC 680 
005511 190• 672 TCAR:TCAR+l 
00555 19h CALL CRTR I PICOLB t COLc t CAKTRP r L•X• YI 
00556 192• GO TO 680 
00557 193• 673 TBUS:TBUS+l 
00560 194• CALL BSTRIP ICOLB r COLC r BU~TRP r L •X•YI 
005b1 195• GO TO 680 
00562 196• 6 74 TMOT:TMOT+l 
00563 197• ~0 TO 680 
005611 198• 6 75 TSI K:TBIK+l 
005b5 1':19• ~ALL RKTR! PICOLg , COLC r B I~Tqo , L • X • Yl 
('0566 2!10 • ~o rr; 68o 
00567 2 !l l't E; 7G t.'!'! :'~ ~~\":U~ i<.NM.:· .! 
0 0!) 7C 2 ,12• 680 CO NTTN UE 
GU571 2 <.~3 • .J:COLFIL) 
00!>72 2 v<U l F !CCLGI LJ,EQ,l) GO To 681 
cu5 7t, 2 .J!) • 1F ICCLGIU , E0, 21::JO TO 68<' 
00!>76 2u6• UNKN T=U•4KtH + 1 




















































































































681 AMT(J) :AMTIJ I +1 
GO TO 695 
682 PMTIJI:PMT(Jl+1 
GO TO 695 
695 CONTINUE 
END OF 00 LOOP ••••••••• 
700 lF IC OL10 1Zl .EQ.1. 0R .COL101zl,EG.~lGO TO 709 
lFICOL101Zl.EQ.3160 TO 710 
UNKNAF:UNKNAF+NT(Z, Cl 
GO TO 718 
709 NTS:NTS+NTIZ•C l 
GO TO 718 
710 NTFS:NTFS+NTIZ,C I 
718 IFICOL201 ZI.EQ.1 1GO TO 711 
1FICOL2 01 Zl .EQ.2160 TO 712 
1FICOL201Zl .EQ.31&0 TO 713 
I FICOL20( ZI .EQ.4160 TO 714 
IFICOL20 ( ZI.EQ.51GO TO 715 
1F(COL201ZI.EQ,61GO TO 716 
IFICOL20(ZI.EG.OI60 TO 717 
GO TO 720 
711 TM ON:TMON+NT(Z,CI 
GO TO 720 
712 TT US:TTUS+NT(z,C I 
60 TO 720 
713 TWEO:TWEO+NT(z,CI 
GO TO 720 
714 TTHR:TTHR+NT(Z, CI 
Go TO 720 
715 TFRI : TFRI+NTIZ, CI 
GO TO 720 
716 TSAT:TSAT+NTtz,CI 
GO T'l 720 
717 UNKN~=UNKND+NT ( Z,C I 
720 CONTINUE 
1F( COL9 .EQ.31 GO TO 723 
GO TO 725 
723 1Ft COL49,EG.11GO TO 721 
GO TV 725 
721 NANS12=NANS12+1 
725 NTTo T:NTTOT+NT IZ , CI 
IF (CCL9. EQ.llGO TO 615 
1FtCOL9 . EG o21GO TO 701 
IFI CCL9 . EQ.31GO TO 751 
C END GF SU8PR0GRAM TRPSUM ••••••••••••••***•********************** 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C I:IEGJ t•"' l NG OF' OPERATI ONS 




WRITE(6 , 9991AVNT ,AVNTSoAVNTFS 
860 NTSK:NSKL•AVNT 
00711 265• NTSS~=AVNTS•<NUGRO+ NGROl 
00712 2&6• NTFSSK:AV~TFS•NFS 
00713 267• rlR 1Tf (6 o977lNTSK oNTSSK t NTFsSK 
00720 268• 
00720 269• 870 WR1Tf <6•9811TMONoTTUSoTW~D,TTHH oi FR I•TSAT• UNKNO 
00731 270• PTMON:(TMON/NTTOTl•lOO 
00732 27h PTTUS=tTTUS/NTTOT>•lOO 
00733 272• PTWED=tTW~O/NTTOTI•l OO 
0073'+ 273• PTTHR=< TTHR/NTTOTI •1 00 
00735 274• PTFRI= tTFRl/NTTOTl •l OO 
00736 275• PTSAT:cTSAT/NTTOTl•100 
00737 276• PUNKNO:(UNKND/NTTOTl•lOO 
00740 277• WRITEC6 •961lPTMONoPTTUS oPTwEO , PTIHR ,PTFRI,PTSAT,PUNKN0 
00751 278• 
00751 279• 880 WRlTE C6o962lCLSToSTYToMLT•RECT•S~T,OTHT•UNKNP 
00762 280• PCLST=CCLST/NTT0Tl•100 
00763 28h PSTYT: cSTYT/NTTOTl •1 00 
00764 282• PMLT:IMLT/NTTOTl•100 
00765 2S3• PRECT=tREC T/NTTOTl •1 00 
00766 284• PSBT:<SBT/NTTOTI•100 
00767 285• POTHT=<OTHT/NTTOTl•lOO 
00770 286• PUNKNP:(UNKNP/NTTOTl•lOO 
00771 287• wRlTEl6 o963lPCLST t PSTYT•PMLT•PRE~T oPSBT•POTHT•PUNKNp 
01002 288• 
"' 01002 289• B9o •RlTEl 6t982lTWLKtTCARtTBUS,TMOT•IBIK•UNKNM 0 01012 290• PTWL~ =<TWLK/NTT0Tl•100 
01013 29h PTCAR=t TCAR/NTT0Tl•100 
01014 292• PTBus :cTBUS/NTTOT>•lOO 
01015 293• PTMOT=tTMOT/NTTOTl•lOO 
01016 294• PTBI~:(T8IK/NTTOT>•lOO 
01017 295• PUNKNM:IUNKNM/NTTOTl•lOO 
01020 29&• WRITEl6•964lPTWLK•PTCARoPTBUS • PTMOT, PTBIK oPUN~NM 
01030 297• 
010J G 298• DO 027 J:1 o1200 • 3 
01033 299• JPW:J +1 
01034 300• JPT: J+2 
01035 Juh UO 028 N:0 •1200•10 0 
0104(1 302• K:N+IOO 
01041 303• IFCJ , GT , N.ANO , J . LE ,K> GO TO 031 
010'+3 3 04• 30 TC 028 
01044 J uS• 031 AMT C M I :A~T (Nl +AMT(J) +AMTIJpW)+AMII JPTl 
01045 3 1)6• PMT( I ):PMT( Nl +PMTCJl+PMTIJp~) +PMIIJPTl 
010'16 J 07• GO TO 027 
01047 J OB• 028 CONTINUE 
01051 309• 027 CONTI NUE 
01 0!>3 310• 
01 053 Jlh PUNK~ T:CUNKhT/NTTOTl •I OO 
01051+ 312• WR1T ~ l6 • 9991UNKNT •PUNKNT 
01060 313• IIRITi' ( 6 o9&5l 
01062 31 4• .iRI F ( 6 • 9551 
.... t f ~ ~ , . vv ... "J:• <t. ""'4 .J• .;o 11 ":" :> t•=u oi2;, u tl Ou 
01067 Jlb• PAMT(NJ:CAMT( N)/4TT0Tl•l ll0 
0107() Jl7• PP~T! ~ ):(P~TCNl/NTTO TJ•l UO 
01 071 3l i:> • K:N~ JO O 
01U72 319• 
01072 :5-!u • 99:, '.~f{ 1 T C6 o933lN , KoAMTl Nl oP"MJ( '-1 ) , pMf(•!) , PPV. TC NJ 
011 03 J 21 • JQ 9 u?. x: Oo56 
01106 ~22• uo 9 01 Y:O r 5o 
01111 ~2~· ~TRIPIXrYl=<TR IP < XrY) /NTTOTl •l OO 
0111 2 324• ETRIP(XrYl=TRIPIX•Yl•(NSKLtNRESPI 
01113 ~25• 901 CONTI NUE 
01115 326• 902 CONTI NUE 
0 1117 327 • WRITE<6 r 966l 
01121 328 • 
01121 ~29• c tit.GIN WRI TTl NG TRIP MATRICES 
01121 3~0· 
01121 331* 900 WRlTEI6 r 984 l(Y r Y:0 ,18 l 
01127 3~2• DO 904 X:Or56 
01132 333• WRITE(6r985lXr(TRIP(XrYl•Y:Or18 l 
011 41 3~4 · ~RlTEI6 r 975liPTRI P<X , Yl •T=o •t 8l 
0 1147 335 • WRI TEl6 r986liETRIPtX ,Y l •T:o ,l8l 
01155 336• 904 CON TINUE 
01157 337• WRI TEI6 r 95ll1Y rY:19r38l 
01165 338• UO 9~5 X=O r 56 
01170 ~~9• WRITEI6r952l Xr(TRIP<XrYl•Y:l9r381 
01117 3'10 • WRITE(6o95~l(PTRIP<X,YloT:19•38l 
01205 341* WRI TE(6 o954l1ETRI P<X ,Y l rl=t 9 o38l 
0 1213 ~42• 905 CONTINUE 
01215 ~43• WR 1TE(6o970l(y,Y:39r 5 6l 
01223 344• DO 903 X:Or56 
01226 ~45• WRITf(6r971lXr(TRIPIXoYl•Y:39r56 1 ... 01235 ~46• WRITF(6 r976 l(PTRIP(X,Y ) rT:39o56l 
01243 347• ~RITE(6 r972llETRIPtX,Yl•T=39o56l 
01251 3'18• 90 3 CONT INUE 
01253 3 49• 
01253 3 50• WRITE(6r967l 
01255 ~51* WRITEI6 r 984)(y , Y:0 ,18l 
0 1263 352• UO 922 x:O r56 
01266 353• WR1Tfl6 r 985lXr(WLKTRPIX oT),Y: OolCI 
0 1275 354• 922 CONTINUE 
01271 355• wRITEI 6 o95l) (y ,Y:19• 38l 
01305 3 56• UO 923 X: Or56 
01.31 0 3 5 7• WRITE<6 • 952lXr(WLKTRPIX • Tl ,Y:19,~8l 
0131 7 358• 923 CONTI NUE 
0 1321 3 59• WR 1TE(6o970l<Y rY: 39• 56l 
0 1327 360 • JO 92'1 X:O r 56 
01332 361• WRlTE!6 r971 lX o ( WLKTRP (X r Tl , Y:39r~6) 
01~'1 1 3 62• 924 CONTI NUE 
013'13 363• 'riRl TE I 6 • 968 l 
0 13'15 3 6 4• 
01345 365• 912 ~~ lTE <6•984l!Y r Y:0 ,18 l 
01353 36&• UO 913 X=0 • 56 
013 56 367• WRl TE< 6 • 985lX , (8USTRP(X ,Y l,Y:O •lb) 
0 1365 368 • 9 13 CONTINUE 
01367 ~69• WRITE ( 6 • 951 1 ( Y • Y:19 • 381 
0.1375 370• uo 914 11=0 •56 
014 00 371• r1R lTE<6 r 952lX rt BUSTRP!X oYl,Y:19,3Bl 
0 140 7 372• ~ 1 4 CO NTIN UE 
G l~ll .li3• W~ lTE<6 • 9 70 l( Y . Y:39 • 56 l 
014 17 374• ;o 915 x=0 · 5 6 
0 1422 375• WRlT" (b • 97 1 lX , (8USTRP !X o Y l , Y:J9 , ~b l 
01431 37b• 9 15 CO"' TI'IVE 
0 1433 377• 
01<4 33 37b• .. Rir:. <6 o969l 
014;,5 .H 9• 
01'+35 380• WRITE(6 o98'+liY oY:O ol8l 
01443 381* DO 919 X:O o56 
01446 382• WRlTE I6o985lX o (CARTRP(X oTl, Y:O t1~l 
01455 383• 919 CONTINUE 
01'+57 384• WRITEI6 t951l1YoY:l9 •38 l 
01'+65 385• uo 920 x=0•56 
01'+70 386• WR1Ttl6 o952lXo (CARTRPIX oTl,Y: 19 o~6 l 
01'+77 387• 92o CONTINUE 
01501 388• WRITEI6 o970l(y , Y:39 o56l 
01507 389• 00 921 X:Oo56 
01512 390• WRlTE(6o971lXo (CARTRP(X oYl,Y:39o ~6 1 
01521 391* 921 CONTINUE 
01523 392• 
01523 393• WRITEI6 o950l 
01525 39'+• 
01525 395• ~RlTEI6o98'+liYoY:0,18l 
015;,3 396• DO 916 X: Oo56 
01536 397• WRITE16 o985lX o tBIKTRPIX oTl, Y:0 •1~l 
015'+5 398• 91 6 CONTINUE 
015'n 399• WRITEI 6o9511 1YoY: 19•38 l 
01555 '+OO• 00 917 x:Oo56 
01560 '+01* WRlTEI 6o952lXo (BlKTRP(XoT), Y:19 o~8l 
01567 '+02• 917 CONTINUE ... 01571 '+03• WR1TEI6 o970l!Y oY:39 •56l 
~ 01577 '+04• DO 918 X:O o56 
01602 '+OS• WRlTEI6 o971 lX ot BIKTRPIX • Yl ,Y:39o~6) 
01611 '+06• 918 CONTI NUE 
01613 '+;)7• 
01613 '+OS• 91o CONTINUE 
0161'+ '+09• 
01614 '+1 0• 
0161'+ 41h c ENLl OF TRIP ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
01614 '+12• STOP 
01615 '+13• END 
END OF COMPil-ATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
... ... 
r.JFORoi S SU81 
FOR S110- 09/04/73-l f:3o : 4S C,Ol 
SUBROUTI NE WKTR1~ ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED : COUEI1l 000(431 DATAC Ol 0000101 BLANK CVMMONI2 l 000000 
EXTERNAL REFEREN~ES ldLOCKo NAMEl 
0003 r-.E RR3s 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT lBLOCK o TYPE o RELATI VE LO~Ari ON • NAMEl 









SUBROUTINE WKTRlPICOLS oCOLC•WLKTHP,LoX,Y l 
OIME NSI ON COLSC 13l,COLCC13) oWLKTHP (60 o60l 
I NTEGER COLR •COLC•X• Y 
X:COLBCL) 
Y: COLC(Ll 
~LKTRPCX , y) :WLKTRP(X , Yl+l 
HE TURN 
END 
END OF COMP1LATI VN ! NO DIAGNOSTICS , 
; 
... .. 
iO!FOR oi S SUtl2 
FOR S11D-09/0~/73-l f:36 :~9 CoOl 
SJSROuTINE CRTRl~ ENTR• PO I NT 000033 
STORAGE USED : COUE( l l 000 0~31 DATA(Ol 0000 101 BL~NK CV"MONI2l 000000 
ExTERNAL REFEREN~ES IBLOCK • NAME! 
0003 NERR3s 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK , TYPE , RELATI VE LO~ AT I ON o NAMEl 









SUBROUTINE CRTRIPICOL8 o COLc o CARTH~ • L•X • Yl 
DIMENSION COLBC13l , COLC(l3)•CARTHP(60 ,60l 
INTEGER COLR •COLC•X •Y 
X:COLBI Ll 
Y:Cot CILl 
CARTRPIX •Yl=CARTRPIX , Yl+l 
RETURN 
END 
END OF COMPlLAT{OII ; NO DIAGNOST I CS , 
"' "' 
~FOR ti S SUB~ 
FOR S1 10-09/0~/73-1 7 :36:5~ 1,0) 
SUBROUT I NE 6KTR1~ ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED : COUECtl 0000~31 OATA COI 0000101 BLANK CO~MONI2) OOOOUO 
EXTERNAL REFEREN~ES !BLOCK • NAME) 
0003 NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT \BLOCK• TYPE• RELATIVE LOCATION• NAMEI 









SUBROUTINE BKTRI PI COLBt COLc •BIKTKPtLtXt Y) 
DIMENSI ON COLBC 13) , COLCC13) t 8IKTkP( 60 , 60) 
INTEGER COLB tCOLC tXt Y 
X:COLB CL l 
Y:CoLCCL> 
BI KTRPCX •Y >=BI KTRPCX 1 Y)+l 
HE TURN 
END 
END OF COMP i LATION : NO DIAGNOSTICS , 
QFOR ,IS SUB4 
FOR S11D-09/04/73-17:36:5s C,Ol 
SUBROUTINE ~STRl~ ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED : COUEI1l 0000431 DATA (O) 0000101 Bt..ANK CUMMQNC2l 000000 
EXTERNAL REFEREN~ES I~LOCK o NAMEl 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASsiGNMENT IBLOCK o TYPE• RELATIVE LOCATI ON • NAMEl 









SUBROUT I NE BSTRl PICOL8 oC0LCoBUSTKP oL•X•Yl 
DIME NSION COL8( 13l o CO~CC13)oBUSTKP(60o60l 
INTEGER COLBoCOLC• X•Y 
x=cot.s cu 
Y:CoLCCt..l 
BUSTRPC XrYl =BUSTRP(X , Yl ~l 
RETURN 
END 
ENU OF COMP l~AT I ON: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
APPENDIX IV 
Definition of variables for both the Summaries Program 
(Appendix II) and the Trips Program (Appendix III) . 
57 
"'SWTC S/f 011 68• 2S 1!01000 0010 2 11 
NFIII LICI / FOIIU 00 1025 00 10111 
Nlli1NOI /FOIIU•2R 00 1050 001132 2 0~0000 O ~ C0 11 
NIIH I / FOIIH•2S ('O I 133 Oil 1341 2 040012 01100 31 
NBDCVIIFORU 00 1342 OO IUbT 2 0110012 01100 74 
liFTvi/I'OR 00 1'170 00 1512 
liCNVTI/1'0!168 00 1513 00 I 734 2 1'11007 5 ODOI 7 1 
NCLOSS"OR68 • 2S 00 !735 002202 2 0110172 0 11 02 25 
li~IIL'<S/F OII I>& 00220 3 Ot'l2l14 
N8118LS/FOR68 002315 002355 
liUI'OU/FOR61! 002356 0024111 
N81'00S/FNI 2 0110221> 01121127 
N!RRS/1'011611•20 0021112 00275'5 2 Oll2~3o 0112'57 4 
NOTJNIIF CI III>e no2 756 0032'52 2 0112575 01121>0 0 
~OUTS /FOII6 l\ 0032'!!3 004266 2 0112601 011 21>33 
~F14TS/FO!I 6!1,.20 0041267 00'51 ~ " 2 01126311 01127\0 
N10£1U / FCII68 • 2K 0051115 0()53'5 1 .. 011271! 0113 011'7 
NF C MK S/f" CIR 68 " 211 00535 2 006 336 2 oll3o So 011322 3 
II 011322 11 01132 75 
NTABS/I"OR 2 011 3276 011333~ 
!RU I/SYSb 8•211 
Nt!IIS/1'011611•20 006337 006506 2 011333'> 0113 11 53 
;"'OBUFS/F O!I68 n G65 Oi 0065U7 
TIRI/1'0R68,. 2I OOb55o OOH311 0 01131150 011 350 11 
2 011 3505 Oll 376 7 
"'Al"- ()0 723'5 0013 12 0 011377 0 011511 10 
SVS S• ~L IP !, LEYfL 68 • 25 
! ~0 R~A PI 0 , 550 SfCO~OS, 027 t-LOCI< S 
~PfSPaTOTAL NL~BfP CF RfSPO~DE~TS 
~A,St••·~ •~SS•~L~BfR CF RESPONOENTS ANS~fRllo.~ OLESTJCIIo.S I • 5 ~~ THf QUESTI O~~AJRE 
~A"-SD•N~~B~R CF RESP~Io.OE~TS lNOICATJ~G DAY OF W~EK IIFPCRTEO 
PA~SI •• •PA~SS•PE RC( ~T rf RESPONDENTS A~SWEPl~G OUESTlO~S 1•••5 
P a~SO•PERCENT r~ RESPONDENTS l~OlCATJ~G DA~ ~F ~Ef~ RfPtRTEC 
FSKL1 •• •P SKLSmPf~CE~T Cf TOTAL SCHOOL POPvlAllO~ ~NS~tRl~G OU~ Sl!CNS 1•••5 
PSKLO•PERCE~T Cf T~T AL SC~OOL PCPULATJCN JNOlC AT l ~ G DA~ Of ~E fK RfPORTE D 
l C, ROUili,..Rf ll OF I • ~ D E11GRAOUAT E. S RESPOND IlliG Tr GUfSTJl' l\~~ TFE 
GI10 aNU~ Bf ~ UF GR ACvA1E 5TUOEN18 RESPOio.O l i\G TC QLt S TI CI\~ AI ~ ~ 
fSa NU ,.. ~t R Qf F ~ ClLTY AND ST~Ff RESPONOlNG TC QUEST ! V~• A JRE 




PPU&•PERCENT CF THf TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION ~F ~NDfRGPADUA TfS WH~ RESPO~DEn TO THE GUESliCNNAIRE 
PPG•PERCfNT OF THE T(TAL SCHOOL POPULATICN CF GRADUATE S l~Ol~TS w~O RESPONDED TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
PPFS•PFRCE~T OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATJO~ CF FAC~LTY AN D STAFF ~HG RESPCNDEO TC THf ~UEST!ON~AIRE 
~DI~··NC4•NU~BFR Cf RESPONDENTS LIVING I~ EACH OF FOUR CATEGORIES OF OJST•NCf FRC~ CA~PUS,,. 
l'l•ON CAiiPUS 
Oi•0•5 HIL~S ~~OH TlCH 
D3•b•IO HILES FRO~ TECH 
OUaMORE THAN 10 MILES FROM TECH 
PCI•••PD~•PERCfNT Of RESPONDENTS LIVING I~ EACH DJSTA~Ct CATEGORY 
NCAUT•N~~BER ~HO DROVE AN AUTOMOBILE TC CAMPUS 
Pt'AUT•PERC!NT CF RESPONDENTS WHO LIVE OFF CArPUS WHG DRLVE AN AUTQHOB!LE 1 0 SC"UOL 
E~OAUTaEYPlNCEC NUHBFR WHO DROVE AN AUTO~CBILE 10 CAHP ~ S CEXPA~0£0 TO T0l4L SCHOOL PCPULATION) 
NPAUT,PP&UT,!~PAl, T•N~MBER, PERCENT, AND EXPANDED ~UK8ER OF RESPONDENTS WHG CA~f TO SCHCOL AS A PASI[NGER I~ A~ AUTOMIBILf 
~OMOT,PCMOT,~ND~OT•NlM8fR, PI!RC!NT, AND EXPANDED NU~BER Of RESPONC!NT8 WHO DROYE A MOTORCYCLE TO SCHOOL 
NP8U!,PPBU!,!NPBUS•NU HBER, PERCENT, AND EXPA~OEO NU~BER OF RESPONDENTS wHC LlVE CFF CAMPUS ~HO CAME TO SCHOCL BY BUS 
NCBIK,P08IK,END81K•NUMRER, PERCENT, ANO EXPANDED NUMBER OF RESPONOI!NTS wHO LIVE OFF CAMPUS wHO RCOE A BICYCLE TO SCHIOL 
NAUT,PAUT,~~AUT&NU~BfR, PfRCI! NT, AND EXPANDED NUI'IBf.R OF RESPONC~NTS 
NMOT,P~OT,ENMCT:NU~ BfR , PERCENT, AND EXPANDED NUMBER OF Rf.SPO~~<DENTS 
NBJK,PBJK,ENBik:NU"I'ER, PERCE NT, •~o EXPA NDED NUMBER OF RESPO~OENTS 
NBUS,PBUS,I!NBUSENU~BfR, PERCE NT, AND rJIPANDED NU"'I'ER (1F RfSPOtvCEII:TS 
N~LK,P•Lk,ENWLkaNUI'!BfR, PERCe-~rT, AND EXPANDED NUI'I!!ER Of RE!PONOENTS 
~~O~·••NSAT•NU~BER OF RESPOMOENTS REPORTING EACH CAY Of T~E WEE~ 






HAVE AN AUTOMCII Ilf AVAILABLE FOR USE ON CAMPUS 
HAVE A MCTCRCYCLf AVAILA BL E ' OR USf 0~ CAMPUS 
HAVE A BICYCLE AVAILABLE FOI< USt CN CAMPUS 
HAVE BUS 4VAI~ABLf FOR USE UN CAMPUS 
H•VE wALKl~Q AV~JLABLE FOR USE 0~ CA~PUI 
T~F rOLLCWING TS A LlST OF D!PAR TMfNT NAMES AND THE CORRESPONCI~G CODE NUMRfR OF EACH ~SED lN THIS PROikAM 
1 AO~INISTPATIOk 
2 AEROSPACE fNG 
3 AIR FORCE ROTC 
u ALUM~I ASSOC!ATJ~N 
5 ARCHITECTURE 
b AP~Y ROTr • ~JLJTARV SC IE NCE 
1 AT~LfTtCS, PT, t TC, 
II CfRA>!IC H .C 
9 C~EHlCAL ENG 
10 CHEMISTRY 
!I CI VIL ENG 
12 CCYP UlER Cf NTtR 
! 3 CCN TINU T~' ED~C6TTO~ 
lq OtA~ CF ~l COf N lS 
!5 ELfCT RtCAL [NG 
1 b E 5" 
17 EF S 
!8 E~viRCN,.~N TA L RfSCU~CtS CtN TER 
19 GErPH YSi rA L SCifkCcS 
20 I•FJUSTRPL tD t:fATJ O~ 
zt hOU8TRU L ""0 SYSTEMS E"G 
22 JN'lRHAR'r, t<fA LTH SERVICES 
n L~lioGUAGE 
211 Lti!RAIIY 
2~ NAYY ROTC, "AVA L SCtrNCE 
l6 " UCL EAA £NG 
27 STUDENT CH'TER, I!OOKSTORI!, POST OFF ICE 
Zll TEXTILES 
241 PH'ISJCH PLANT 
3 0 POL ICE 
31 .. ECHAt.IOL f"G• 
32 lNDUSTRllL .. A ... AGE .. ENT 
33 .. ATHEIUTJCS 




]I! E"GUSH,SOClAL SCIENCES ,. HOUSING 
40 BIOLOGY 
Ill CtTY PLU•Nit;G 
42 fAAT!RNITY tHPLOYff 
0. 4l VISITOR 0 
1141 INDUSTRH L OESIGii 
45 IIIGST .. , GRAPH tea 
Definition Ot variables - Trips Program 
NTTOT = total number of trips by respondents 
NTS = number of trips by student respondents 
NTFS "' number of trips by faculty and staff respondents 
UNKNAF = number of trips by respondents of unknown s c:hool 
affiliation 
AVNT = average nu~ber of trips overall by respondents 
AVNTS, AVNTFS ~ average number of trips by students and by 
faculty and staff respondents respective l~· 
NTSK = expanded number of trips per day (expanded to t otal 
school population) 
NTSSK, NTFSSK = expanded number of student and faculty - starr 
trips per day 
TMON -- TSAT .:: number of trips by respondents on each day 
of the week 
PTMON -- PTSAT ~ percent of total trips on each day 
UNKND ~ number of trips for whioh the day of the week was 
not reported 
PUNKND = percent of total trips for whieh the day was not r eported 
CLST, PCLST t= number and percent of trips made for t h e purpol!e 
~ or class 
STYT, PSTYT ~ number and percent or trips made for the purpo~e 
of study 
MUT, PMLT = number and percent of trips made for the purpose 
of meal 
RECT, PRECT = number and percent of t~ips made for the purpose 
· of recreation 
SBT, PSBT = number and percent of trips made for· the purpose 
of schoo l business 
OTHT, POTHT• number and percent of trips made for ·· some other 
purpose 
UNK.NP, PUNKNP = number and percent of trips for which t he 
purpose was not reported 
~ number and percent of trips made by walking 






,- number and percent of trips made by bu.e~ 
number and percent of trips made by b icycle 
: number and percent of trips for whioh the 
mode of travel was not reported 
TMOT, PTMOT2 number and percent of trips made by motorcycle 
AMT, PAMT : number and 'percent of ··.A.M. (morning) trips made 
during a specified time period (10 A,M • . - 11 A.M.o 
PMT, PPMT = number and percent of P.M. trips made during a 
specified time period 
UNKNT, PUNKN~ : number and percent of trips for which time 
was not reported 
61 
TRIP(X,Y) = number of trips by respondents from zone X 
to zone Y 
PTRIP(X,Y) = percent or total trips (all zones) whi ch went 
from zone X to zone Y 
ETRIP(X,Y) = expanded number of trips f r om zone X t o zone Y 
(expanded to total school population) 
WALKTRIP(X,Y) = number of walk t rips made by respondent& 
from zone X to zone Y (not expanded ) 
BUSTRIP(X, Y) =- number of bus trips made by respond.enta 
from zone X to zone Y (not expanded) 
CARTRIP(X,Y) ~ number of car trips made by respondent& 
from zone X to zone Y (not Expanded } 
BIKETRIP(X,Y) = number or bicycle trips made by res pondents 
from zone X to zone Y (not expanded ) ; 
to expand these numbers, multiply by 
(NSKL/ NRESP), where NSKL = total popu l ation 
of the school including students, faculty, 
and starr, and NRESP = number or r es pondents 










Results of Summary Program and Trips Program: 
64-66 
66 
66 - 80 




Summary of characteristics of r e s p ondents 
(Summary Program) 
Summary of t rip characteristics (Trips Program) 
Trip Table ; Trips - All Mode s Combined 
Trip Table ; Walk Trips 
Trip Table ; Bus Trips 
Trip Table ; Car Trips 
Trip Table; Bicycle Trips 
63 
NFTCHJ,/FOi t68 1 00 1:.70 i)0175 1 2 040075 040110 
NFTVS;FOR 1 001752 0017711 
NC NVT•&/FOKb!l 1 00 1 775 00221 6 2 0110111 040205 
NC LOS biFOkt>B-;~S 1 OU2~ 17 ('1 0241>•1 :.! 0110206 040241 
N«BLK o/FO<t>!l 1 002 .. o!:> C0.257o 
NBSBLs /FO,loB 1 0~2~77 0026:57 
NUPDA J,/F0Ru8 1 002(.'+0 1)0267:5 
NBF0v'!>/FO,~ 2 01102112 04211113 
NERI<S;FORo8- 2r. 1 0021'- 711 003237 2 011 241111 0426 10 
NOTI N-.IF0,.:68 1 oo3z 110 !)035311 2 0112611 042614 
NOUTS;FOR6 b 1 003<;35 004550 2 04261 5 0426117 
NIOERs/FOR68-<:~ 1 0011 5!:>1 004755 2 042650 0113006 
NIN1Ns/F0!<6b- :;>O 1 Ul.l11756 (105146 2 04~007 043007 
NI NI-'T<$/Fvho8 1 005147 006033 2 04301 0 043033 
NFMl'l> tFOR68- 2.J 006r311 p.06711 2 04~0311 04311 0 
NFCI1Ks,/FOn68- 2K 006712 1)07676 2 043111 04326 11 
RESULTS OF SUMMA RY PROGRAM 
0> .. 
S YSS*ilL lB'Io • 68-25 L[V£L 
FNQ R>.1AP j !J . B)S SfCONOS , 027 ~~ or .,. c:; 
NR ESp: 2199 · 0 NANS1: 2 19') . 0 NIINS2= 2109 . o NANS3= 1345.0 NANS4: 1"\42 · 0 NA NS5= 18 2'5 ·0 A•tSO: 1110 . o 
PANS1= 99,82 pANS~= 99 · 55 PANSJ: 61 · 16 PAN~4= 6 1 . 03 PANS5: 8 2 . 90 e A"lSO= 77 · 70 
PSKLt: 24 , 71 r>SKL2= 24 ·65 PSKL:S: 15·14 PSKL4= 15 •11 PSt<L5: 2 0 , 55 SKLO= }9 · 25 
NUMBER AltO PEkCENT OF REs PONf' ENTS i!Y DEPT 
I.JEPT NO• PFHCEr, T 
1 6r:. . o , . oo see Appendu IV 
2 83 · 0 I • 77 Por Det1n1t1oD 
3 1 · 0 . 32 Ot Var1ablu 
4 6 ·0 . 27 
5 76 . 0 :\ o46 
6 4 . 0 .1 8 
7 2 1 · 0 . 95 
8 15 · 0 . 68 
9 83 · 0 ... . 77 
1 0 "l2 · lJ l! ol 8 
11 213 · 0 9 · 69 
1? 1'1. 0 . 6 4 
13 b · U . 36 
14 9 o0 o41 
15 244 . 0 1 I • 10 
l !'> 2.6;U • 0 l ... ~ . 
17 1 .. 5 . 0 t . 59 
1P 4 . 0 . 18 
l CJ 10 · 0 . 'I S 
20 ~ . u . 23 
21 143 . 0 i , ')Q 
22 ~~. o · b8 
~3 ] , () .32 
24 31 . () I • 41 
25 7ov .32 
26 20 . 0 .91 
2 7 1h0 . o2 
21'- 2~.(J l.}lj 
~<l 21 · n .95 
30 3• U .14 
31 14P,. Q h73 
32 1 9 6 . 0 1': •91 
33 62.0 ? · 82 
34 52 ·0 ;:> o36 
35 26·0 1 .18 
36 .o .oo 
37 94.0 4 •27 
38 25 · 0 1 • 1 '+ 
39 11· 0 .so 
40 40.0 1 ·82 
41 1 8 · 0 · 82 
4? .o . oo 
43 . o . oo 
44 s .o .23 
'+5 . o . oo 
'+6 1. 0 . os 
UGRO~ 11 A4. 0 GRD= 
puGRu= 5~ , 8u PGRU: 
PPUG: ;:>0 . 3 PpG: 
309 . •J F~.= 
14o (;5 PF!::>= 
23 . 7 PP~S= 
f.:9 Q. O OTH= 
31. 3b POTH= 
38 . ~ 
12,0 
. 55 
ND1= 8bf., .U 
PD1= 39 , ~8 
fl02= 373 . rJ 
PQ2: lbo9n 
~ ·U3: 3513.0 
pU3= Jb • 28 
~DAUT: 1162 . 0 N~AUT: 
pO AU r= 6 7.83 PPAUT: 
ENDAul= 39•1, 0 ENPAUT: 
NUMt:iER AND PEKCC:NT PARI< ED 
lONE No . 
1 14o 0 
?. 3 · 0 
3 4 · 0 
4 15 · ll 
c; 2:) . :) 
6 167 · 0 
7 1u . v 
R 1 .() 
Cj 12?> . u 
10 39 oU 
11 2 · <l 
1 ? 3b·U 
72 • 0 NQ,,Qy: 
'5 •'~4 PO;·Or= 
~ 4• . ? EN[)M•) T: 













<! ob lo 
N04: 592•0 
POll: ;:>6,92 
19 , 0 NPI:!uS: 
1, 44 PPI:!(IS: 
64· 4 ENPr us= 
41. 0 NOB!:<·= 
3,10 POB IK= 
139.1 ENDBIK= 
18.0 NPEDS: 
1. 36 PPEDS: 
61,0 ENPEDs= 
33.0 
2 ·49 NOFFC: 1323. 0 
111,9 NTQFFC: 4467 . 0 
"' "' 
13 l i' · O o8C) 
14 lll o [) l. 3<1 
1 5 37o0 2 . 7,, 
16 83 · 0 o ol A 
17 3 ol) • 2:~ 
1'\ l l ooJ · 82 
l Q 2~. 0 1 . 7) 
2(1 25 · 0 1 · 86 
21 15 · 0 1 • 1.:? 
22 7o0 · 52 
23 6 o0 .4 '5 

































AUT= 172 1. 0 ~ - toT= 
;.. ,\lJT _; 7<-- . ~6 ProOl= 
!:: t-. AU,= 6951 . 3E.rl'I0T= 
,~MO~- ~Lj•Q •~ • v~­
PMO~= 24 . uo ~rus= 
. o . 0 ;) 
41 . 0 3. Or-
. o . oe 
2 C\ o0 2 .(l<_> 
43 o0 J . 2 n 
27 · 0 2 . 0) 
22 · 0 1 o64 
39.1.1 2 o'J] 
11 · 0 1 o27 
ll · U ·ll2 
10 · 0 . 7::, 
l4 • U l.Oh 
l4o 0 1 . 0u 
31\ oO ~ · ll3 
.o . or 
'l oll ·67 
16 · 0 l o}C) 
21 . 0 !o 5f. 
. o . oo 
1 . 0 . 07 
.. . o ol5 
.a . or 
3·0 · 22 
<l oO • 3 n. 
3 . 0 · 22 
2 · 0 • 1 ~·) 
16 · 0 l ol() 
15 · 0 lol 2 
3:'1 · 0 ~ · 46 
Cj , \) o67 
f\ ol) . 6~ 
3 · 0 · 22 
56 • . Nd! K= 
2. s·) f'oto(= 
22b . C:E.N dK= 
2 " 4 · 0 ~eus= 2 1~n . o r~LK= 2199 · 0 
1t . 55 P~us= too.oo P~LK= t oo . no 
l -r z5 , ':1E~i1JU5= !HJ12 . UEN\1LK= UBU2 . 'l 
l .J -1 . · ,;,~, u - ii.,2 • tJ llT•-H<= .}=>I • 'J ;,~ ><I = 4 ~4 · 0 NSAT= 
b . 2 · ~h·· J= 1 ~ , 55 PT~R= lb . U5 PFR I= 20 . 6~ PSAT= 
OIXQT 
RESULTS OF TRIPS PROGRAM 
ERROR I N ~EAQ !NG COL9 
NTTOf: 133~~. 0 Nr S: 109 7 0 , 0 NTFS: 2330, 0 U~KNAF: 
AVNT: 7,30 AyNTS: 8 . 02 AVNTFS: ~. 1 5 
NTS~= 6~836,7 Nr SSK: 57263 ,7 NTFSSK: 9 1~~.7 
Till ON: 3717.0 TTUS: 100~.0 TWEO: 1877.0 TTHR:· 265s.o T~"RI: 
PHlQN: 27,9 PTTU:O: 7.5 PTIIIEO: h.l PTTHR: 19,9 PTI" RI : 
~4.0 
3196.0 TSAT= 32, 0 UNKNO: 
2~.0 PTSAT: .2 PUNI(NO: 
CLST= 378 1. 0 STYT: 1327.0 MLT: 1755,0 RECT: 852.0 sar= 1890 .0 OTHT: 3564· 0 UNKNP= 
PCL.ST: 28 .3 PSTYT: 9,9 FMLT: 13.2 PRECT: 6,4 PSBl: h. 2 POTHf: 26,7 PlJNKNP: 
TwL,.K: 8682,0 TCAH: 3'+86 . 0 TBUS: 483.0 TMOT: 96.0 TlllK: 342.0 UNKNM= 255.0 
PTWLK: 65.t PTCAH: i!6.1 PTBus: 3.6 PTMOT: ,1 PTIIlK: 2 .6 PUNKNM: 1.9 
UNKNT: 396,0 I" UNKNT: 3.0 
UlSrR lBUTlON OF TRIPS BY HOUR 
MilT PAMT PII\T Pp:.<T 
0 100 22 · 0 .2 60 3. 0 4, 5 
1CO 200 .. 3 . 0 .3 1663. 0 12.5 
2 00 3 00 2~ . 0 .2 1396. 0 10, 5 
300 4 00 1'+o 0 • 1 1 0 74,0 8 , 0 
400 500 16 • 0 .1 1 008 . 0 7,6 
sao 600 1'+ o0 o1 993 . o 7,~ 
600 700 19'+ o0 1.5 731. 0 5 ,5 
700 800 106Do0 8 . o 429. 0 3, 2 
800 900 141 '~ · 0 10 . 6 281. 0 2.1 
900 1 000 1635 oO 12,3 195,0 1,5 
1000 11 00 170U oO 12,7 134 . 0 1, 0 
11 00 1200 169f oO 12.7 509 , 0 3, 6 
1200 1300 3 a -'· O 2.3 414 . 0 3,1 
o .. tlJaat1oo TRl P!X • Yl MATRIX - AL,L MOOt.S - ALL DAYS 
Zone ~ 
2 3 4 5 6 tl ') 10 1 12 13 
u 66 . 0 3 , 1 ,() . o 13 . 0 34,0 8 1.0 3J . n , u 6ti , O 18 . 0 2 o0 78 . 0 21 , 0 
. s , 0 • 0 .o . 1 , 3 . 6 • 2 , U . 5 .1 . o .6 · 2 
~2D . 7 15 , 1 :C . c :> :,.e 165 , 2 ~lJ:. 6 . ,, , u 3:;0 , t. 67 . 5 9 , 7 37:; , () ifJ2 . ij .. J. \.IV t :; 
d 
0 63. 0 22 , ll • 0 .o a.o .o l C, !J 1ll , (l , U ~ . o 4. 0 1 o0 73, 0 ~. o N 
d 
. 5 , 2 • 0 . o • 1 . o • 1 • I . u . o • 0 . o .s • 1 
.n 306 ol 106 , 9 ·u . o 3tl .9 , () 4 1) , 6 a7 , 5 , u 2 '+. :3 }9.4 4. 9 354 .7 4 j,7 
llj) ... 
~ 
0 i:! • 0 , v • U . o . o . o • 0 o(l . u .o .o . o .o , 0 
See .lppendu IV 
Por Det 1D1 tlon 







,3 ... ... 
19'1.2 220 ... :>57 , :. 
16 , 0 26o·O , u 
• 1 .2 .u 
77.7 126o3 .u 
, 0 . o . u 
tl 
3 , 1) 7, U SAMPLE 
.o ,1 Oka OF TOTAL 
1'+ , 6 3'+, tt E X.:;.AN O E O 
, I) 2 , U 
, I) , u 
.n 'I, I 
, I) J , U 















82 , 6 
5 I 3 7 , o 
.3 
79. 8 
6 I 4o . 0 
.3 
23.5 
7 35. 0 
. 3 
70 .1 
8 I , o 
. o 
• 0 
9 I sa , o 
,4 
81. 8 
1U I 16 . 0 
.1 
71 .7 
11 1o 0 
.o 












7 , 0 
• 1 
34 , 0 






4 , 0 
, 0 
19 ,4 
2 , 0 
, o 
9 , 7 
1 , 0 
, 0 
4 ,9 
12 I 91, 0 145 , 0 
. 7 1 ,1 
442 . 2 704 , 5 
13 1 2 <1. 0 
. 2 
11 6 . 6 
1<1 I 4 1. o 
. 3 
199. 2 
15 1 53 . 0 
•'* <::57 . s 
lol 5 5. 0 ... 
4 , 0 
, o 
19 , 4 
11,0 
• 1 
53 , 4 
l8 , U 
,1 
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Final Report 
Project E-20-635 
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by 
Do~al.d 0 . Co'ra'.Jlt j I':J .• D. 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
Gecrgia Institute of 1'echnology 
Atlanta, Georg:La 303.32 
November 1, 1973 
This :report will give a bdef descri.ption of the various small- sca l e 
proj ects undertaken duri ng the conduct of this r esearch for At l anta Uni -
versity using funds granted to Atlanta University from the Urban Mass 
Transit Admi nistration . 
The projects conducted under the contract bet1·reen Atlanta University 
and the Georgia Institute of Technology are as follows: 
1 . "The Emer ging Needs of Bicycle Transportation . 11 The research 
on this project was done by Mr . Tr ent Germano under the direction of Dr . 
Paul T~<Tright. A paper was prepared on t his subject for prer.;entation at 
the 1973 Highway Research Board Meeting in Washington , D. C ~ A copy of 
this paper wa·s submitted to you as a progr ess report on this project . 
The authors of this paper were A. Trent Germano, Paul H. Wright , R. G.9.ry 
Hicks , and Paul H. Sanders . This paper vms published in the Highway 
Re3carch Record of t te Hir.:hv!ay Resenrch Boa rd . 
2 . 11A Study of Airport User Attitudes and Characteristics in 
Relation to Modal Choice at the Atlanta Air port . " The research on this 
project was done by Mr . Norman Stienman under the direction of Dr . Donald 
0 . Covaul t . Copies of this report have been distributed to ·local trans -
portation agencies and consulting firms i n Atlanta •·rho participated in 
t he research and \~Tho may vTish t o conduct an attitude study i n the near 
f'uture. In addit ion, Atlanta. University :received copies of this report . 
3. "Georgia Tech Circulation Study . " Mr . Jeffrey Wynne and Mr . 
Kenneth Vourhies performed the research on this proj ect under the direc -
ticn of :Cr . i)onald 0 . Covault . Ccpies of this repor t will be di stributed 
to A~lanta University as soon 3.S it is r eleased by the Georgia Tech 
Administrat:i.on . 
conductc·d by i!ir . Fredr.i.d-.. ·Funke aud Mr . !Vtichat:!l Frey under the directj on 
of Dr. Paul H. Wright. Copies of this report lArill also be distributed to 
Atlanta University as soon as it is released by the Georgia Tech Adm:_nis-
tration. 
In conclusion, it is hoped by the author, and other persons involved 
in this research, that these reports will provide useful information to 
the sponsors of this work, Atlanta University. 
